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Surnms:ry 
A wild species colle.:-tion tllat consists of 928 accessions which represent 27 species 
of the genus 1)iticwn (877 accessions) and 12 species of the genus Th:nopyrym (51 
accessions) wa~ screened for resistance to leaf rust. The initial SCflX' 1~ng was done 
with an inocul11m mix of the 5 pathotypes UVPrt2, UVPrtJ, UVPrt8, UVPrt9 and 
U\tPrtl3. A total of 231 accessions (222 from the genus 1'riticum and 9 from 
77,inopyrum) proved to be resistant/moderately resistant to all races. An attempt 
was made to determine the following with regard to each r'!Sistant accession: (i) 
Can it be crossed successfully with common or tetraploid wheat? (ii) Is the 
resistance expressed sufficiently in the presence of the wheat genomes? (iii) h it 
possible to transfer tl1e resi~tance into wheat genornes? Seventy nine accessions 
have not yet been crossc., successfully while the re111aining 143 (representing 20 
sp.x1es) were crossed with common whe..t or tetraploid wh~t. deper,drng on the 
ploidy level of the wild parent. The intc1spc-,cific hybrid mcst1y had distitict 
phenotypes or were validated by doing root tip chromosome coun!s. A number of 
trafl'.fer attempts failed in the Fl as a result of one of the following: Suppression or 
irregular "!xprec;sim, of the resistance (60 ac.ces\icms of T. monococc!lli', T. 
turgidum, T. 1,mor>littvii, T • .iyriacum, T. munciale, T. triari.:.mtum, T. ova1u1,1, T. 
sharonense, T. searsii, T. longissimum, T. crassum, T. cylindricum and r 
dil'hasians), the formajon cf embryo!ess seeds or poor FI viability (7 accessions). 
lta 76 hybrids the resist:;;1ce is fully expressed and these are now in a \ '!,i ous stages 
of l>ackcrossing to wheat In wme instances the chrt,1 iv~me rn:r.;"'i. r of the 
hybrids had to be aoubl~ beforehand to ensu,e fertility during backrrnssir.i Thus 
far, the hybridization programme succeeded in producing: :w11:id FI 's .v. ·It 21 
accessions, B1 F 1 '') w11ti :3 accessions, B2F1 's with It; acce ,sions, B~F t'. with !5 
accessions, B4f1 's with 6 accessions and B5F1 's ' 'Hit '? accessi'>ns. 1~:c mo~, 
advanced generations (B3F1, B4F1 and B5F1) represen. 'hl following 11 j"r.'iit'.w, 
species. T. turgidum (AABB), T. timopheevii (AAGG), r . .ip.•/toides -:ss,, T. 
sharo.,ense (SS), T. kotschii (UUSS), T. peregri11um (UV'S'. T. cr;lumnllr,.> 
(UUMM), T. macrochaetum (UUMM), T. ovl.uum (U'JMM) and .~ rriaristJrum 4x 
(UUMM). A hexaploid or near hexaploid whe.-,,. t) '<ground has i)C( " rt;stori:...' ,; 
17 cross combinations. The species sources of the 76 ~ 11,Gessful combina, ,ns wer\· 
retc!Sterl with the individual leaf rust pathotypes. In vie"-' ~1 ti":e abundant re~ t,,.1c:e 
detected among th,. Triticum accessions, it was decided nu: to , ttempt crosses l •n 
the resistant 77,inopyrwn accessions at this stage. 
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O~ommlna 
'n Wildc-spesic vcrsamcling bestaande uit 928 aanwinste, wat 27 spesies van die genus 
Triticum (Sn unwinstc) en 12 spcsics van die genus Thinopymm insluit (51 
aanwinstc), is gctocts v,r blaarroesweerstand. Die aanvanklikc sifting is gcdoen met 'n 
inokulum-mcnaset van 5 blaarrocs•patotipes, tc wete, UVPrt2, UVPrt3, UVPrt8, 
UVPn9 en UVPrtl3. 'n Totaal van 231 aanwinste (232 uit die genus Triticu n en 9 uit 
die genus 1hinopyrum) is g'!vind Clm matig bestand tot bcstand te wees teen al die rassc. 
'n Poging is aangewend om die volgende vas te stel met betrekking tot al die bestande 
aanwinstc: (i) Kan dit suksesvol vcrbasler wod met f,cwone of tr.traploicde koring? 
(ii) Word die wccrstanc! in die basters voldc,endc uitgedrJk in die tcenwoordighcid van 
die koringgcnomc? (iii) Sal d't moontlik wees ~ri, die wccrstand oor tc dra na 
koringchromosomc? Ncge-cn-scw. ntig aanwinstc kon tot dusvcr nog nie uksesvol 
met koring gckruis word nie terwy' die oorblywcndc 143 (vertccnwoordigcnd van 20 
spe ics) wet gckruis is met gcwonc of tctraploicde koring, afhangende van die 
ploicdievlak van die skenkeroucr. Die :nterspesie•basters het mecsal du1delik 
uitkenbarc fenotipes ge-oper,baar of kon bevestig word by wyse van wortelpunt-
chromosoomtellings. 'n Aantal verbastcringspogmgs het in die ft gefaal vanwee cen 
van die volgende rcdes: Onderdruklcing of ongcreeldc uitdrukking van die wccrstand 
(60 aanwinstc vcLri T. monococcum, T. turgidum, T. timophuvii, T. syriacwn, T. 
triuncialt, T. triarfatatum, T. ovmum, T. sharoMn.ft, T. starsii, T. longissimum, T. 
crasJwn, T. cylindricwn en T.dichasians), die vormjng van cmbrio-lose sade of lac 
lewenskragtigheid van die F 1 (7 aanwinste). In 76 basters is die wccrstand vollcdig 
uitgedruk ~n hierdie materiaal verkeer tins in verskillende stadia van terugkruismg na 
koring. In sommige gevalle moes die chromosoomgetalle van die basters vooraf 
verdubbcl word ten cinde vrugbaa.i i1cid tydens tcrugkruising tc vcrseker. Tot dusver 
kon die vcrbasteringsprogram die volgende daarstel: Baster f 1 's vanaf 21 aanwmste, 
T1F1's vanaf 13 aanwinste, l2F1 's vanaf 16 aanwmste, T3F1's vanaf 15 aanwinste, 
T4F1 's vanaf 6 aanwinste en T5F1 's vanaf 2 aanwinste. Die mees gevorderdc 
generasies (f 3F 1, T 4F 1 en T5F 1) vcrteenwoordig die volgende 11 Tri ti cum spesies: T. 
turg,dwn (AABB), T. timophuvii (AAGG), T. speltoides (SS), T. sharonense (SS), T. 
kotschii (UUSS), T. peregrinum {UUSS), T. colwnnaris (UUMM), T. macrochattum 
(UUMM), T. ovatum (UUMM) en T. triarista/um 4x (UUMM). 'n Heksaploicdc of 
naby•hcksaploicde koring-agtergrond is reeds herstel in 17 kruisingskombinasi~s. Die 
weerstand in die spesiesbronne is ook gekontroleer deur elkeen te hertoets met die 
indiwid: le blaarrocspatotipes. Vanwee die rykdom van weerstandsgene wat onder die 
Triticum aanwinste gevmd is, is daar besluit om voorlopig nie die bestande 
Thinopyrum-aanwinste te benut nic. 
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1. LITER.A TURE REVIEW 
1.1. Introduction 
"The great achievement of the modem agriculture is in its ability to produce 
consistently high yields across years and over a large land :.urface. This results from 
the minimization and alleviation of yield-depressing stresses such as inadequate soil 
fertility, water deficits, biotic pests, as well as the genetic adaptation of crops to a 
range of diseases and diverse climates" (Amir & Sinclair, 1994). 
Roughly 10 000 years ago human populallons in the Fertile Crescent must have shown a certain 
preference for the wild wheats (Porccddu et al .• 19~i,;). At the time when ~hey faced difficulties 
with their food supply anrl conceived the idea of growin~ plants, Triucums were among ~he flants 
selected for cultivation. Apparently, from the very b~ginning preference was given to certain ear 
characteristics such as a non-brittle rachis and ready 11treshab1lity. This established the onset c,f a 
selection pressure, either naturally or unconsciously guidccl by man. 
Generation after generation agriculturf sprc-::\d in different pc1rts of the old \-iorld exposing 
plant populations to different er.~filnrr.ef'lls, thus widening the gate for gene ,nutatil'n and 
mtrogression (Porceddu et al.. 198g), 1his enriched tht' crops wiih ,1,!w genes that recombir11tit-,, 
rearranged in the genome and exposed to selective prcs~:.ire. In this W"Y a we3lth oi· forms , 
grou_ped in environm:nta.!ly buffered compl<>iles, were crec.ted on which agriculture had to rely 
until thz last C¢ntury. 
Since the beginning of 'h"' last centll,')' man increased the sel-~1.tion pressu'."<!s, which initiated a 
slow but constru•t process of ger etic erosi1m. During the last fony years this erosion spread all 
over the world concomitantlv with ,ne: produi tion of new improved varieties. Genetically unifvrm 
varieties are beu.g cultivated over i...-ge art:as. Such varieties mostly carry single genes for 
·e3ist.'lnce to biotic' stressl"S ... -i,. ;e~· the potential Lo transform c;imple disease or pest attacks 
into epid.::mics (P,:,rceddu ...,l , 1938; Feldman, 1988) The new varieties hav,; high harvest 
inde1cs, lac1 vegetmive 
conditions. They require h1g' 
•·'le,,s and ther..:for, · perform unsatisfacto:ily under stress 
, dtion inµuts and apt•ropriait. agronomic management while 
their yields almost rc..c1..,11.Xl a maxm~~•m due to the limit o 1 the amount of dry mattet that ewt be 
diverted iNo lhe grain (Porceddu et al., \983). 
Breeding and large sc'ile mor xulture of a crop ini!)Overish its genetic base. It is therefore 
impcrauve that existing ge 1e pools be consetved while new gene sources are identified and 
utilized in breeding programmes (Gill et al., 1985). The development and worldwide spread of 
improved v. heat cultivars seem to have :ilmost tully exploited and decimated the genetic resources 
of prir,1·•ive cultivars and old la.1draces (Feldman & Sears, 1981; Knott & Dvorak, 1976; 
Fell'. ,,,-r, 198i-!). Utilization of pest resistance genes from other cultivated cereals such as rye and 
barle) 'i)r wheat improvement may be self-defeating because it potentially increases the overall 
genetic :11erab1lity of the three cereal crops (Gill et al., 1983). What remains then as a major 
sour~e o\ ~c .... ,etic variation for wheat improvement are the wild species which hold vast potential 
for b1oaden.1 ,.,_ the genetic bac;e of cultivated wheat (Feldman & Sears, 1981; Gill et al., 1983, 
1985; Feld, , 1, 1988). The incorporation of this potential through induced homoeologous 
I 
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recombination may yield genotypes with new desirable alleles and at the same time allow 
intergenomic repatteming for more favourable gene combinations (Kushnir & Halloran, 1984). 
1.2. Genetic resources, preservation ~ow - security in the future 
Concern has been expressed worldwide regarding the danger of narrowing the genetic base and 
the genetic vulnerability of cereal crops (Gill et al., 1983; Feldman & Sears, 1981; Sears, 1981; 
Feldman, ;988 ). If the loss of plant genetic resources continues unabated at the present rate, 
genetic options for necessary changes in agricultural production in the future will be lost for ever 
mang et al., 1994). The plant genetic resources provide the basic raw materials for adapting 
croos to, respectively, the expanding biotic and abiotic stresses, changing consumer preferences, 
pos,;ible changes in the environment (as may occur through global warming), rising sea levels and 
the depletion of the ozone layer. Crops will have to be adapted to sustainable forms of agriculture 
while maintaining increased productivity to feed the ever growing world population. In this 
context attempts are being made to preserve land races and wild species whor. 1abitat is 
constantly declining (Porceddu et al., 1988; Rajaram ct a1., 1993; Hawkes, 1977; Harlan, 1976; 
Jiang et al., 1994). 
Conservation, as an only option, is a prerequisite for the future utilization of the largely 
untapped genetic resources of wild species. The natural populations harbour rich genetic diversity 
which is ecogeographically structured and largely adaptive, locally, regionally and globally 
(Nevo, 1988; Feldman & Sears, 1981). 
1.3. Systematics of cultivaJ wheats and their wild relatlves 
1.3.1. Classification 
It has been shown by Sakam ura ( 1918 in Knott, 1989a) that the wheats fall into three groups 
(ploidy levels) "ith chromosome numbers of 14, 28 and 42, where seven is the basic 
chromosome number. Thus, the chromosomes of e1ch genome of the Triticinae fall into seven 
distinct homoeologous groups. where each genome accommodates on~ chromosome pair of each 
homoeologous group (Feldman & Sears, 1981). 
In early classifications the wheats and their relatives (genera Triticum L. and Aegi/ops L.) 
along with the genera Secale L., A1:,opyron Gaertn., and Haynaldia Schur. formed a subtribe, 
the Triticinae, within the tribe Triticeae Dumont. (Morris & Sears, JQ67). 
Initially those species (most of them cultivated) that have an A-genome were tht only species 
included in the genus Triticum. Within the three ploidy levels species were distinguished largely 
on the basis of morphological characters (Table 1) (Knott, 1989a). Revisions in the nomenclature 
of the Triticinae were made afte!r the discovery •.hat two of the hexaploid wheat (Triticum 
aesrivum) genomes come from diploid Aegilops specie~ .. The early classification of species within 
the two genera Triticum and Aegilops c1.:, 1-"t .. poc;ed by Mac Key (I 966, 1968) is presented here in 
Table 2. Presently, many taxonomists, henn: :1ot all ir.clude the species formerly belonging to 
Aegilops in Triticum. Another major change ·.-1as th(: conc;olidation of former Triticwn species 
2 
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with the same genome formula and ploidy level into single species (Knott, 1989a). These 
adaptations are reflecte,d in the classification proposed by Kimber & Sears (1987) (Table 2). 
Early classifications of the perennial Triticeae used to include well over 100 of the perennial 
grass species with one spikelet per node in the genus Agropyron (Pienaar, 1990). Hybridization 
experiments, genomk: analyses and cytogenetic investigations brought to light the need for a new 
classification system that would reflect more accurately the phylogeny and biological relationships 
of these tua. 
The genomic system of classification of the perennial Triticeae that recognizes 13 genera 
(Agropyron, Australopyrum, Elymus, Elytriga, Fesrucopsis, Hordelymus, Hordeum, leymus, 
Paswpyrum, PsaJhyrosrachys, Pseudoroegneria, Seca/e and Thinopyrwn) with defined genomes 
or genome combinations were therefore developed. (Dewey, 1984; Mujeeb-Kazi & Wang, 1995). 
Among the perennials the genus Tr.inopyrum is the most closely related to wheat (Mujeeb-Kazj 
& Wang, 1995). Thinopynun contains three species complexes which comprise approximately 20 
species (Dewey, 1984 in Pienaar, 1990). Each complex has sectional st.ttus. 
The section Thinopyrum (J1mceum) includes the species of the Thinopyrum junceum complex, 
e.g. Th. runem/Jrkii (8x = JhJhJbJbJbJhJbJb), Th. junceum (nr = JbJhJbJbJeJe), Th. distichumt Th. 
junceifonne, Th. satorii (4x = Jb,lbJeJe), 111. bessarabicum (2x = JbJh) (Dewey, 1984; Pienaar, 
1990; Mujeeb-Kazi & Wang, 1995). 
The section Lophopyrum (Elongatum) is composed of the species of the 111inopynu11 
elongatum complex. The complex includes: Th. ponticum (JOx = JbJbJbJbJeJeJeJeJeJe), Th. 
turcicum (8x = JbJbJbJbJeJeJeJe), Th. curvifnlium (4x = JbJbJbJb), 111. scirpeum (4x = JeJeJeJe), 
11t. elongatum (2x = JeJe), etc. (Dewey, 1984; Mujeeb-Kazi & Wang, 1995; Pienaar, 1990). 
The third section, Trichophorae (lmem1edi1un) consists of the species of 111inopyrum 
intennedium complex, e.g. 17z. intennedium, Th. gentryi (6x = JbJbJeJeJSJS), Th. caespitoswn, 
Th. nodosum (4x = JeJess) (Dewey, 1984; Mujeeb-Kazi & Wang, 1995; Pienaar, 1990). 
1.3.2. Genome designation 
An insight into genomic relationships among species can be gained by a study of chromosome 
pairing in their hybrids. This so-called "analyzer method". first emp!oyed by Kihara (Lilienfeld, 
1951), has serious limitations yet has been of great value in taxonomic studies. 
The analyzer method entails crosses with diploid "analyzer" species followed by a study of 
meiosis in the Fi. If the genome of the diploid analyzer shares homology with a genome of the 
species being tested, approximately seven bivalents should form with metaphase I (since 7 is the 
basic chromosome number in Triticeae). All hybrids involving nondonor diploid "analyzers" 
should, at meiotic metafase I, have 21 or more univalents. The result of the application of this 
method was the assignment of genome designations to the annual Triticinae (Table 2). Since 
Kihara 's work a number of cytogenetic studies have resulted in changes to the genome 
designations made using the analyzer method. 
The use of two classification systems, one 1Ieatiflg Aegilops and Triticwn as separate genera 
and the one combining thern into a single genus, has led to considerable confusion over the years. 
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The multitude of names not only represents the diverse views of taxonomists, hut also the 
diversity of the species themselves. To reduce the confusion, Kimber & Feldman (1987b) have 
compiled a synonym list of the most commonly used names among the Tritic:um/Aegi/ops groups 
(Table 3). 
In this discussion the classification systl!m as proposed by Morris & Sears ( 1967) and modified 
by Kimber & Feldman (1987b) will be used thrc,uchout. 
1.4. Evolution of Triticum 
Evolution in the Triticeae is a complex anastomosis of general processes and singular events 
(Kimber & Feldman, 1987a) which traces bacJ< in origin to the evolution of angiosperms some 
!JO million years ago (Porceddu et al ., 1988). During that period, Triricum species, presumably 
descended from a common ancestor, had diverged into a number of diploids. Diversification 
continued with their spread in different climatic and ecogeographical areas. Dvorak & Zhang 
( 1992) derived a phylogenetic tree depicting a probable pattern of diversification of some of these 
diploid specit>s (Fig. 1). Convergence in various and subsequently modified combinations resulted 
in the formation of polyploids (Fig. 2, 3 & 4) (Ki,nber & Feldman, 1987a; Porceddu et al., 
1988). Being t,oth the centre of origin and the main centre of diversity for the genus Triticum, the 
Fertile Crescent is a region with a rich concentration of Triticum species, both diploids and 
polyploids, each exhibiting a considerable faJlge of ecological and morphological variation 
(Feldman & Sears, 198 l). The mixed populations in whic11 these species often grow facilitate 
spomaneous hybridization and thus interspecific and intraspecific gene flow (Kimber & Feldman, 
1987a; Feldm.m & Sears, 1981; Yamashita & Tanaka, 1968). These evolutionary events built up 
a well th of geneti~ variation thus making the region an active centre of evolution (Feldr ian & 
Sears, 1981). 
1.5. Pivotal-differential hypothesis 
It was pointed out by Zohary & Feldman ( 1962) that the polyploid species, morphologically and 
cytogenetically, fall into three natural groups: one sharing the A-genome of T. monococcum, one 
sharing the D-genome of T. tauschii and one sharing the U genome of T. umbel/ulatum. Follow 
ing an extensive investigation of the U-genome group of species and the occurrence of natural 
hybridization among them, Zohary & Feldman (1962) suggested the "pivotal-differential" 
hypothesis for the evolution of the three genome dusters A, D, and U. This hypothesis '>tales that 
within each cluster, species are characterized by an unaltered pivotal genome in addition to a 
varied number of modified genomes that were designated as being differential. Apparently the 
common genome in each group remained relatively unaltered by hybridization, thus acting as a 
buffer of stability around which chromosore substitu:ions and recombinations took place within 
the unshared genomes. These so-called pivotal genomes therefore facilitated introgression and 
inter-amphidiploid gene-flow (Kimber & Feldman, 1987a; Zohary & Feldman, 1962) by 
allowing for the survival and perpetuation of the polyploid while recombination and stabilization 
of the modified genornc(s) took place. As a result of genome differentiation c>..ach natural group of 
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present-day polyploid specie~ e~h1bits almost continuous variation for numerous characters 
(Kimber & Feldman, 1987a). Polyploidiz.ation was therefore of great cvol•Jtionary significance as 
it facilitated the genome rearrangement t~at are Jareely rcspon:.ibk for the wi<le variation among 
polyploid 1riticum peci (Zohary & Feldman. 1962). 
1.5. l. 1J-genom~ du .ter 
1'he clearest demonstration of the pivotal-differential hypothesi is provided by the U-gcnome 
clu ter (Fig. 2) In thi clu t:r the U-genome acted as the pivotal genome that imparted relative 
stability in the polyploids and allowed for subse.quent alteration o" the accompanying gtnome(s) 
following inter-species hybridization (Kimber & Feldman, i987a). Evidence was found of the 
occurrence of hybridization of present-Jay U-genome tetraploids in hared populations and of 
apparent introgression of chara~tt.."S between them (Zohary & F~ldman, 1962). lntrogression also 
took place to and from diploid that occurred sympatrically with the mixed tctraploid populations 
(Kimber & Feldman, 1987a). 
1.,.2. ()..genome cluster 
The pivotal role of the D-genome in the D-genome cluster is not as clear, due to the modification 
of the genome in some pecies. This ciuster may be subdivided into three groups (Kimber & 
Zhao, 1983; Zhao & Kimber, 1984). The fir t group. including T. cylindricrun, T. venrrlcosum 
and T. ae.sthum, exhibits no or littk modification of the T. rauschll D-genome. The second 
consists of the tetraploid and hexaploid forms of 1: crasJum which have somewhat modified D· 
genome . The · 110 D-genomes present in the hexaploid T.crassum (6x) r,air prefercntialiy with 
each other to th exclusion of the D-genome of 7: tauschii (Kimber & Feldman, 1987c). The 
third group including T. juvenale and T. syriac11m has undcrgor.c substantial modification of the 
D-gcnomc. Nevertheless, this group of species clearly exhibits features inhented from T. tuuschii 
(Fig. 3) such as, barrel- haped sp1kelcts and disarticulation of the spike at maturity. (Kimber & 
Feldman, 1987a). 
1.5.3. A-1enome clu ter 
The A-genome cluster includ~ all the commercially important culuvated wheats (Fig. 4). 
Excepting T. taUJchii, all the specie~ have the A-genome and it can be suspected that similarhy 
for this genome is essential. Ba~ on the degree of meiotic pairing between the A-genome 
chromosome!i of the diploid wheats and the A-genome telcccntrics of T. aeJtivum, Kimber & 
Hulse ( 1978) and Kimber et al. ( 1981) concluded that the A-genome chromosome,; of T. aesrivum 
arc ubstantially unaltered from the A-genome chromosomes of the diploid wheats. The only 
exception wa chromosome 4A which did not ,;how homologous affinity to any of the diploid A-
r.-nome chromosomes (Miller et al., 1981). Moreover, a chroma. •me similar to 4A of 7: 
dkoccnidrJ was ohscrvcd in 1: araruricum and 1: Jf't'ltoideJ only. Anaiy~es of the pairing of T. 
ar..'llm11n 4A tclosome.s with chromosome 4A of T. araraticum and 4S of T. Jpeltoide.\ further 
confirmed thi) (""hen & Gill, 19~3). Ho\l.e~er, chrom() ome 4A of common wheat has since been 
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reallocated to the 8-gcnome as chromosome 4B, while the previous chromosome 48 is now 
regarded as being the real chromosome 4A (Morris, 1988). 
Kimber&. Feldman (1987a) regarded the B-genome as being a pos~ible differential 8enome in 
the A-genome cluster, since it has not been unequivocally assigned ll' any particular diploid 
species. Furthermore, no diploid with genom,;s homologous to the G-gef'lomes ha'I been 
identified, neither ha e relationships between the 8- and G-genomes tfl!fl con1pletely clarified. 
Based on the meivtic pairing between T. uesrivum 8-genomc tel. ·,.mrics a11d G-genome 
chromosomes (Salle & Kimber, 1978) it was estimated that the G-genome Oi!~ 4'/ \ homology to 
the B-genome (K1.,1ber et al, . 1981). Wild forms of species having B- or G-~enomes grow 
togetner and in association with cultivated forms ir. the Fertile Crescent with substantial 
opportunity for introgression. Thus, it is possible that substantial homology cllJCS not exist 
between the B- Qr G•eenomes and that of any particular diploid specit:s (Kt ,,ber & Feldman, 
1987a). 
The evolution.if)' relationships in diploid and polyploid wheat can be viewed as an ana'itomosis 
based on the three pivot.al genomes (A, U and D). Modification of these and of the'r nssoci .. teJ 
genome following hybridization between related polyploids. and also the introgrcs,;i ,, nr gcr, lie 
material fror,1 their sympatric relativ~ (Table 4) has generated a vast gene pool. 
While the pivotal-differential hypothesi~ is fairly well visualized aod supported by re~uhs fron, 
a number of studies, Wair.es&. Bernhart (1992) disagree with the concept of "modified genomrs" 
in the tetraploid species whk:h , they think, may not actually be modified. Their re.asoninR ti; lh"t 
Kihara's genome fonnulae were established on a very narrow base of 1-3 accessiJns oi i.-.ar,,: 
diploid analyzer Sp-!Cies. Thus, "nothing approaching the total mo11>hologic nor goograph:,.: 
variation was present in Kihara's species collection" . As a possible explanation for the "modified 
genomes" Kihara himself obscned that the appropriate diploids might not yet have been founti, 
Thu , considerable uncertainty still exist regarding the validity of the p1volal•differential 
hypothesis. 
1.6. Pro&enitors and origin or common whe3f 
1.6.1. The origin oi the A-, B- and D- aenomes 
Polyploid evolution and the phylogeny of the polyploict wheats have b-:en the 3Ubject of i'ltense 
research and speculation during the past 77 years. Various experimental approaches have been 
employed lO a. ccrtarn the diploi•I progenitors of •1 'se wheats. Con equently, various species of 
the genus Tri1irnm (including the former At'Xil<>µs species) have been implicated as th~ donors or 
their component genomes (Kerby & Kuspira, 1987). 1 he difficulty in solving the phylogenetic 
relationships in Triricwn derives from evolutionary changes in the genomes of polyploid wheats 
since their formation. Such changes may have h cu induced by the hybridogenic ongin of the 
species, antrogresc;ion of genetic material from other s~cies and/or accumula11on of loci or 
genetic systems cooing quantitative chAr,tcters which involved no major genome alternations 
(Konarcv, 19~1). 
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Cytogenetic studies revealed that the polyplo1d cultivated species constitute two evolutionary 
lineages (Fig. 5). One comprises T. timopheevii (211 = 4x = 28, AACiG) and T. zhukvvskyi (2n 
:: & = 42, AAAAGG), the other emmer wheat, T turRidum (211 = 4x = 28, AABB) and T, 
aestivum (2n = 6x = 42, AABBDD) (Dvorak et al, 1993). In the first lineage T. z}wkovskyi has 
originated from alloploidy between T. timopheevii and einkorn wheat which contri~utecl its 
second set of A-genome homohgues (Upadhya & Swaminathan, 1963). 
In the second lineage (T. iurgidum and T. aestivum) it is well known that T. aestivum has 
originated from alloploidy between emmer wheat and goatgrass, T. rauschii (2n = 2x == 14, DD) 
(based on cy'ological and taxonomical cr'tt>ria) (McFadden & Sears, 1946; Chen & Gill, 1983). 
Isozyme analyses confirm this hypothesis (Nishikawa, 1983; Jaaska, 1980, 1984; Nakai, 1981; 
Lagudah & Halloran, 1989). These studies provide further detail on the origin of the D-genome 
of T. arsrivum by suggesting that T. rauschii ssp. s1ra11gulata rather than ssp. tauschii has been 
111volv«l. Moreover, iS.Jzyme studies suggested that the hexaploid wheats probably originated in 
the southern Caspian Sea - Transcaucasus region where ssp. srrangulata occurred. 
Molecular studies on chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA of Triricum species, suggested that 
emmer wheat was the female parent of T. aestivum. The organelle genomes of T. aestivwn and 
emmer wheats show identical or similar restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and 
sequence variation (Bowman et al. , 1983; Tsunewa'<.i & Ogihara 1981; Grauer ct al ., 1989). 
Emmer wheat and T. timopheevii, being tetraploids, are also the products of alloploidy 
between diploid species (Lilienfeld, 1951) tFig. 5). &rly cytogcnctic studies by Sax in 1922 and 
K1hara in 1924 etc. (as in Dvor:ik et al . , 1993) led to the conclusion that the A-genomes of bolh 
tctraplo1d species were contributed by T mon.ococrnm (2n. = 2x = 14, AA) C-t'.'and studies of 
the somatic chromosome complements of T. monococcum and T. aestivurr were done by Gill and 
Kimber in 1974, and showed that the T mo11ococcum chromosomes were very similar to the T. 
aestivum A-genome chromosomes (Kerby & Kuspira, 1987). In hybrids derived from crosses 
between T. uestivum ditelosomics and T uranu, Dvorak (1976) found that the T. uranu 
chromosomes paired only with the A-genome chromosomes of T. aesrivum. Following the 
studies of Johnson & Dhaliwal (1976) on the repro<1uct1ve isolation of T. bm•oticum (T. 
monococcum ssp. boeoticum) and T. 11rartu, it became apparent that what was known as einkom 
wheat actually comprised two biological species, i.e. T. monococcum and T. urartu. This was 
also borne out by the sterility of their hybrids Following immunological studies of the properoes 
of seed storage proteins, Konarev et al. ( 1979; 1983) concluded that the A-genome of T. 
111rgitlum was contributed by r. uranu and that of T. r,mophee.vii by T. monococcum. Nishikawa 
( 1983) suggested on the basis of isozyme variation that the A-genome i•1 both lineages was 
contributed by T. urartu. This was conlirmed by Dvorak (198~) and nvorak ct al. (1993) 
following studies of variation in repeated nucleotide sequences. Takumi et al. ( 1993) did RFLP 
analyses of nuclear DNAs of diploid and polyploid wheats, and concluded that the A-genome of 
ernmer and commo'l wheats originated in T. umrru. Sequential N banding and 111 .\itu 
hybridization analyses done by Juang & Gill ( 1994) also suggested that T. 1mmu h the donor of 
both the A- and A'-genomes of the polyploid wheats. Furthermore, re!lults were obtaaned showing 
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that the second A-genome of T. zlwkovskyi was contributed by T. monococcum (Dvorak et al., 
1993). 
Although the grandfather of hexaploid wheat, which was also the A-genome donor of emmer 
wheat, has been determined, this is not the case with the donor(s) of the B-genome (the 
grandmother(s) of common wheat). The question of its origin is sliJI surrounded by controversy, 
despite numerous studies using biochemical, cytological, geogrciphical, meiotic pairing and 
morphological approaches (for review see Kerby & Kuspira, 1987). 
It is most likely that the B-genome donor(s) was a member of the group of species that made 
up the section Sitopsis of the former genus Aegilops (Table 2). The following species were 
suggested as being probable B-genome donors: T. speltoides (2n = 2x = SS) (Jaaska, 1978, 
1980, 1984; Chen & Gill, 1983; Bahrman et al., 1988; Nishikawa, 1983); T. longissimwn (2n = 
2x = SISI); (Nishikawa, 1983; Jaaska, 1978; Fe1dman, 1978; Konarev, 1983); T. searsii (2n = 
:i.x = S5S5) (Feldman, 1978; Konarev, 1983); T. sharonense (2n = :ix = S1S1) (Kushnir & 
Hallora.n, :981); and T. bicorne (2n = 2x = SbSb) (Sears, 1956 in Kerby & Kuspira, 1987). The 
cy•oplasm of the tetrap!oid wheats was also contributed by the B- and G-genome donors, and that 
of T. 1im'1pheevii is similar to the cytoplasm of T. speltoides (Ogihara & Tsun~waki, 1988). 
Following a study of variation in repeated nucleotide .sequences, Dvorak & Zhang (I 990) 
concluded that of the extant genomes, the r spe/toides genomes are the most closely related to 
both ttle 8- and G-genomes of the tetraploid wheats. After screening Triticeae species for 
hydroxamic acid content (secondary metabolites in wheat conferring resistance against aphids). 
Niemeyer et al. (1992) also suggested T. spelloides as the most likely 8-genome donor. 
According to Fernandez-Calvin & Orellana (1990), T. :,peltoide.s is the only species from the 
former Sitnpsis section that can explain the variability for high molecular weight glutenin subunits 
encoded by the wheat B-genome, and thus is a possible B-genome donor. Ogihara et al. (1994) 
found that RF LP patterns of the common wheat 8-genomes most closely resembled those of T. 
speltoides. 
Although a lot of effort has gone i,; o attempts to attach the label "B-genome donor" to a 
particular species from the former Sitopsis section or even to T. urarru, effort was not spared i11 
achieving the opposite. Numerous studies provided evidence against all the proposed B-genome 
donor species (for review see Kerby & Kuspira, 1987) . The latest studies of Fernandez-Calvin & 
Orellana (1993, 1994) rejects T. spe/10ides, T. sharonen.re and T. /011g1ssimum, as putative donors 
of the B-genome of common wheat on the bash of meiotic pairing behaviour as analyLed by the 
C-banding technique. 
Zhirov ( 1989) conducted a study on common whl'at and former A<'J,(ilops species, hybrids 
between the most probable A- and B-genome donors, their !lynthetic tetraploids and hybrids of 
selected genome composition. On thl! basis of meiotic pairing results he c.oncluded that the B-
genome originates from chromosomal recombination between the A-genome and a,y S-genome 
from the former Aegi/ops section Sitopsis. Two pathways for the origin of polypl\Jid wheat were 
suggested with the following believed to be the more likely: S egg cell + A male nucleus = AS 
diploid, AS unre<luced egg cell + A male nucleus = AAS triploid, AAS unreduced egg cell + A 
8 
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male nucleus = AAAS tetraploid . Zhirov & Temovskaya (1993) provided further data in support 
of a chromosome recombination origin for the B-genome. They analyzed chromosome pairing in 
hybrids using the capacity of T. speltoides to suppress the wheat genetic system for control of 
homoeologous pairing. Zhirov & Temovskaya (1993) also suggested that the tetraploid wheat T. 
turgidwn is a segmental tetraploid. 
Based on the observation that T. dicoccoides (genomes = AB) shows much larger RFLP 
variation at the nuclear DNA level than T. timopheevii ssp. araraticum (genomes = AG) it has 
been suggested by Mory (1991 in Miyashita & Tsunewak.i 1993) that T. dicoccoides is older than 
T. timopheevii ssp. araruticum. The data give preference 10 a diphylettr (different combinations 
of parental species at different times) origins of emmer and timopheevii wheats, rather than a 
monophyletic origin (Miyashita et al., 1994). Results from RFLP analyses with wild tetraploid 
wheats (T. dicoccoides and T. timopheevii ssp. araraticum) done by Mori et al. (199~) support 
these findings and also favour a diphyletic origin for these species. 
More results in favour of tl,c diphyleti-; origin were obtained regarding the G-genome donor of 
the T. umopheevii (genomes = AG) • T. zlwkovsky1 (genomes = AAG) lineage. It was poit1ted 
out that T. speltoide.J has the best chance of being this donor, since the average number of 
bivalents formed per meiocyte in T. timopheevii x T. ,fpe/toides hybrid~ was 6.89 (Shands & 
Kimber, 1973). Variation in repeated nucleotide sequences and the structu1e of rR~A gene 
families supported the conclusion that the G-genome was derived from T. speltoides (Dvorak et 
al., 1989). Analyses of chloroplast DNA restriction site variation similarly supported T. 
speltoidts var. auchert as being the G genome donor (Tsunewaki & Ogihara, 1983). Molecular 
variation in chloroplast DNA suggested that the plastotype (plastid genotype} of the T. speltoides 
accession studied was identical to the major plastotype of T. timopheevii ssp. af"araticum 
(genomes= AG) (Miyashita et al., 1994). 
1.6.2. Origin or common wheat, constraint on genetic variation 
Presumably, durine the evolution of tetraploid wheat only a small proportion of the genetic 
variation present in the diploid wheats was retained in the new tetraploids. The evolution of 
hexaploid wheat, that might have involved spontaneous crosses between tetraploid wheat and 
goat0 rctss, furth'!r narrowed this genetic base (Hatchett & Gill, 1981; Kushnir & Halloran, 1984). 
Subsequent d1plcidisation possibly provided another constraint on genetic variation in hexaploid 
wheat, since it might have imposed restrictions on intergenome gene exchange (Kushnir & 
Halloran, 1984). As a result, the wild species of the diploid and tetraploid ancestral forms 
constitute a relatively unutili1ed and accessible germplasm pool for broademng the genetic base of 
common wheat (Feldman & Sears, 1981). 
1. 7. Trilicum species as genl'tlc resource fer plant adaptation 
Over the years numerous studies by variou, workers revealed the value of the wild species as a 
potential source of genes for plant adaptation in the cultivated tetrapl<'id ilnd hexaploid wheats for 
. ( 
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agronomic characters such as biotic and ab1otic stress tolerance/resistance, protein content, leaf 
photosynthesis (Table 5). 
1.7.l. Abiotic ~1res.s tolerance and seed protein content 
Generic improvement has played a dominant role in the evolution of wheat. Examples of this 
have been the modification of regulatory processes, such as altering the timing of the life cycle 
and the redistribution of assimilate (Evans, 1981). 
Physiological or quantitative traits such as drought and salinity tolerance, cold hardiness, 
photosynthetic efficiency, protein content, are complex ;n inheritance and therefore relatively 
difficult to fllanipulate in a breeding program (Fedak, 1985). A number of investigations have 
revealed a widr range of variation for these characters among the wild species (Table 5). 
1. 7 .1.1. Drought tolerance 
Drought 1s the most important of all environmental constraints to wheat production in a number 
of regions of the world, particularly in Africa and West Asia. Short period£ of drought during 
critical stages of crop growth can lead to substantial vield reductions. Moisture stress decreases 
protein synthesis, diminishes tissue hydration, induces rapid stomatal closure and therefore 
reduced transpiration and photosynthesis (Fedak, 1985). 
Species that are noted as containing useful variation for xerophytic properti .. s include T. 
crassum and T. vavilovii (Rifaie et al. , 1981), T. dicoccoides (Blum et al, 1983), T. longisli""lum, 
T. kotschyi (the most xerophytic of the wild Truicum ~pecies), and Agropyron junceum, a slow 
growing perennial, adapted to sandy soils with low water-holding capacity (Shimshi et al ., 1982). 
These species, although some of them are quite distantly related, can be crossed to wheat. 
However, due to the polygenic nature of the tra1ts involved, and their normally low heritabilities 
gene transfer from these species is expected to be p oblematic. 
t. 7. 1 .2. Salinity tolerance 
Salinity and related alkalinity are problems affectin~ wheat production in both arid and semi-arid 
regkms. It is also an increasing problem in irrigated areas (Wright, 1993). 
The growth of Triticums in saline soils is determined by their ability to limit the salt influx 
into the plant via the transpiration stream. It has been shown that this implies more than one 
physiological mechanism. E.1-ch s'..lch mechanism involves several steps and differ from species to 
spec:es. In some species sl'ch as r. tauschii, salt tolerance is achieved through the ability to limit 
the .:ccumulation of Nat and c1- and by maintaining high K +/Na-+ ratios in the shoots (Gorham 
et al. , , -,So). The enhanced K +/Na+ discrimination character is present in most other D- and U-
genome species (Gorham, 1990a) as well as in the A-genome of the diploid wheats T. 
mo,wcoccum ssp. monococc:wn, T. boeotic11m and T. monococrnm ssp. 11ranu. Expression of the 
A-genome mediated K +/Na+ discrimination ability is found in amphiploids derive<i from hybrids 
between tetraploid wheats (T. durum) and the A-genome diploid wheats. This suggests that the 
expression of the character must have been lost from the A-genome dunng the evolution of T. 
,. . . . 
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durum (Gorham el al., 1991; Gorham, 1990b). Superior salt tlllerance in the perennial whe.tt 
grasses appears to be associated with better control of salt accumulation, particularly at higher 
salt concentrations ( > 200 rrol m·3 NaCl), rather than the enhanced K+ /Na+ discrimination 
character which is found in the O-genome of wheat, and which functions at lower salinities 
(Gorham et al., 1986). This control of salt accumulation in the leaves permits osmotic adjustment 
to the external salinity, but thereafter prevents any further increase in the leaf salt load (McGuire 
& Dvorak, 1981; Gorham et al., 1986). 
Salinity tolerance has bet>n reported tor: T. tau.schii (Gorham et al, 1986: Shah et al .• 1987; 
Gorham, 1990b; Wright, 1993), T. shamnense (Kimber & Feldman, 1987b), T. boeoticum 
(Kashour &. Damania, 1991). and T. dicoccoid,.,· <Kashou: & Damania, 1991; Nevo et al .• 
1993). The study of Nevo et al. (1993) identified genotypes of T. di<:occoides tolerating (spiking 
and ripening stages) concentrations up to 250 mM NaCl (equivalent to 40% sea water). These 
levels exceed the hitherto reported highest levels in semi-dwarf breac' and durum wheat regarded 
as salt tolerant (Nevo et al., 1993). 
A substantial level of salt tolerance was also found among specie:. of wheatgrass, Elitrlga 
Desv. (McGuire & Dvorak. 1981). Thirteen species {36 accessions) were compared with 6 wheat 
ac.cessions, previously identified as salt tolerant. While no wheat accession survived a 250 mM 
NaCl concentration , several wheatgrasses survived even in 750 mM NaCl (A 50% higher 
concentration than the NaCl content of sea water). The four most tolerant wheatgrasses were: E. 
Jcirpea, E. pontica, E. junceiformis and E. diae. 
1. 7. 1.3. Cold hardiness and frost tolerance 
Frost resistance in wheat is thought to have developed during the Pleistc,cene epoch and to have 
arisen first in T. boeo•ic,,m (AhAh), This is probably the reason why T. araraticum (AhAhGG) 
showed the highest level of frost tolerance amongst wild tetrc1ploids in a study done by 
Barashkova (1988). 
T. tauschii has been regarded as a potentially valuable source 01 winter hardiness genes with 
high levels of frost tolerance (Le el al .• 1986: Barashkova & Migushova, 1984). The tetraploid T. 
ey/indricum {CCDD), also includes genotypes that are resistant to low temperatures (Barashkova 
& Migushova, I 984) With T. cylindricw11 having a cytoplasm similar to that of T. UluJchii and 
also possessing the D genome, Kimber & Feldman (1987b) ~uggested that its frost tolerance may 
be imparted by the D genome. It is also believed that T. tauschii c.ontributed to the frost 
resistance and ecolog1cal adaptability of the hexaploid wheats {Barashkova, 1988). 
1.7.1.4. Leaf photosynthe ls 
Crop productivity and spccitically grain yield of wheat, are genetically determin'!d through a 
hierarchy of physiological processes with the central process being photosynthesis (Mahon, 
1983). This 1s why the simultaneous improvement of both the photosynthetic efficiency and 
capactt) of photosynthate utilization is receiving increa ed attention (Walke,. & Syvak, 1986; 
Carver & Nevo, 1990). 
11 
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It is known that the cultivated wheats have lower photosynthetic rates, despite their having 
larger leaves, as compared to their ancestral forms (Evans & Dunstone, 1970). Austin et al . 
(1982) measured the p;iotosynthetic rates m the flag leaves of 10 Triticum accessions (T. 
monococcum, uranu, spelroides, rauschii, turgidum, dicoccoides, and dicoccum) and 5 accessions 
of T. aestivwn. Upon comparing the CO2 fixation efficiencies with their ploidy levels, he 
concluded that the diploid and tetraploid species accessions equalled or exceeded the average 
photosynthetic rate (PR) of the 5 hexaploid wheats. The mean PR values (mgCO
2 
dm-2h-l) for 
diploid and tetraploid species and hexaploid wheat cultivar:. were respectively 38, 32 and 28. 
Genetic diversity 1Jr PR has also been found among 27 native populations (J08 accessions) of T. 
dico:coides (Carver & Nevo, 1990). Accessions having a high photosynthetic capacity of 38 and 
32 mg CO, dm· 2h· I (Ausun et al , I 98?) and 32. 4 µmol m· 2,-1 (the control averaging 24. 3 .. 
µmoJ m-2s-l) (Carver & Nevo, 1990) constitute a potentially valuable genetic resource for the 
genetic improvement of hexaplo1d wheat. 
The photosynthetic rates appear to be positively correlated with the numbers of stomata and 
veins per leaf, but negatively with leaf area, le.if width and me!iophyll cells on the leaf (Austin et 
al., 1982; Carver & Nevo. 1990). The diffcren,.e5 in photosynthetic rate may be due to difterenr 
translocation efficiencies, allowing a better exploitation of solar energy (Dunstone et al., 1973) or 
different balances in sink soze and leaf area (e.g. profuse tillering of diplo,d species. comJ)ated 
with polyploids, generate new sinks at the ume of ear emergence and thu.s a r~uirement for 
prolonged and higher photosynthetic rates) (Fedak, 1985). 
t. 7. l.5. Protein content 
Aaronsoltn in 1913 was the first to realize the potential value of wild emmer (T. rurg,dum L. var. 
dlcoccoldes) for the improvement of cultivated wheats (Sharma et al., 1981). Accessions were 
found which possessed large grains and the potential for drought tolerance. Lawrence et al. 
(1958) found higher protein and lysine contents in the wild wheats (particuiarly in the genus 
Agropyron and the former genus Aegilops) as compared with bread and durum wheats. 
Avivi (1978) determined the protein contents of 47 different co•i,ctions of T. dlcor:coldes, 
representing the ecologkal range in Israel. The mean percentage · wild grown material was 
23. 3 % (ranging from 17. 0 to 27. 3 % ) , while the gceenhouse grown, seli 1 wild material gave an 
average of32.7% (ranging from 24.7 - 43.4%). 
Sharma et al. ( 198 I) explored variability for protein content in c1.,llectk,·, , ,,f the diploid and 
tetraploid progenitors of common wheat (T. mvnoL·occum, T. turgidun ~1
1
, ,ficoccoides and T. 
1imoph,evi/ ssp. orarmicum). The most promising accessions (from oro,,, " "" and dicoccoltle,j 
had 30.5% and 30.9% protein, respectively (lhe protein content of the Mado.: durum check was 
16.6%). Among the 93 T. monococcum accessions the highest protein content wci~ 22.9%. 
Numerous observations show an inverse correlation between grain protein con(\. 1tra1ion and 
yield in cereals (Bhatia & Robson, 1976). From the data (energy calculations) of m,. •a;r & de 
Wit (1975) it can be inferred that in any species, simultaneous increase in grrun protein 
concentration an~ g lin yield are incompatible. According to Harlan ( 1976) the observati(l,, 'hat 
12 
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cultivated i::ereals generally have lower protein contents compared to their wild progenitors is 
closely related to seed size. Selection for larger seeds resulted in reduced protein contents. ln 
contrast Avivi (1978) reported no significant differences between the protein contents of seeds of 
different size and weight in a collectton of T. dicoccoides. Moreover, a positive correlation 
between protein content and seed weight was found among T. dicoccoides collections grown in 
the wild . In general, the protein and lysine values of the diploids (Rati et al., 1992) and 
tetraploids were found to bt nearly twice as high as those of commercial wheat cultivars. In their 
study Madoc durum had a lysine content of 3.08% as compared to 7.53% for T. dicoccoides, 
7.25% for T warark um and 6.10% for T. rm,nococcum. 
1.7.1.6. General 
Damania « Altunji (1991) evaluated 667 AegilopJ accessions from 24 species for tolerance to 
heat, frost anci drought, as well as resistance to natlJrally occurring di~ses and adaptability. Two 
hundred an'1 six accessions ( 12 species) were resistant/tolerant, with T. macrochae,11111, 
colwnnare., ovt1tu1:1 and triunciale bei11g the most promising sources. In another study of 629 
accessions from 26 species, the genotypes were tested for drought and frost tolerance. Ten 
species (153 accessions) were ider.ti tied as being tolerant (Damania & Pecetti, 1990). An 
evaluation of more than I 00 1:nes of T. t11rgid1un ssp. dicoccoides (Damania et al., 1991) had 
shown them to vary for tokrance to frost and drought and resistance to rust infection. According 
to the report almost a,1 the ccessions had higher protein contents than the commercial wheat 
cultivars used as checks. 
1. 7.2. Tolerance/resistance to biotic stress 
Pathogens anJ insects cause considerable crop losses and instability in wheat yield. Breeding for 
resistance had proved to be a cost effective contrvJ method. Due to the regular appearance of new 
races of pathogens and insects, different soun·es of resistance are constantly needed to compete 
with the continuously evolving virulence of the pest populations (Gill et al., 1985). 
1. 7.2 .1. Resi!,tance to pathoa:ens 
There is a w;de range of genetic variation for di~ease resistance among the wild species of the 
genus Truiwm (Knott, 1989b). Resistance to the cereal rusts is of particular interest as the rusts 
dre still the ,11ost important diseases oi wheat world wide (Schafer, 1987). The prime importance 
of rust dise·1ses resul! from their wide distribution and long distance dissemination as well as their 
ability to mutate and attack prel'iously resistant cultivar~ ~nd cause severe los'ies under epidemic 
condition.; (Schafer. 1987). 
Decades of work revealed the potential of the· wild species as a promising source of genes for 
resistance to pathogens and diseases. Evaluation of 969 Triticum accessions from 25 species 
showi!d that species with the S- (T. spell<,ides), C- (T. dicha.uans- previously Ae. ,·audata), U-
{T. umhellulatuma) and M- (T como.1um) genomes often indude a high proportion of resistai. 
accessions (Dhaliwal et al., !'l91). Gill et al. (1985) evaluated 187 Triricum (previously Aegilop.~) 
13 
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accessions from 21 six,-cies for their reaction to Puccinia recondite. and 37 accessions (16 species) 
for their reaction to powdery mildew (Erysiphe gramini.\). They fo11nd 124 accessions (16 
species) to be resistant to leaf rust while 30 accessions ( 14 species) were resistant to powdery 
mildew. Valkoun et al. (1985) tested 487 Triticum (formerly A,,:,tnps) accessions (21 species) 
and found seedling and adult plant resistance to: P. graminiJ, P. recondita, P. striifnnnis and 
Erysiphe graminis. Accessions of T. speltoides, dichruians (previously Ae. cauda1a), sharonense 
and ovatum (previously Ae. geniculata) oft~n showed multiple resistance to all four diseases. 
Frauenstein & Hammer, (1985) four.d resistance to leaf rust and mildew in 16 Triticum (formerly 
Aegilops) species following the testing of 20 specie" (490 accessions). In another study of 282 
Triticum (formerly Aegilops) accessions (19 species) 107 proved to be resistant to yellow rust and 
240 resistant to powdery mildew (Singh et al., 1988). A test of more than a 1000 lines of 24 
Triticwn species (20 were formt"r Aegilops species) for reaction to leaf rust, yellow rust, karnal 
bunt (Tilletia indica) and leaf spot disease (Dhaliwal et al .. 1986) yielded a variety of resi!IAnce 
responses. The 1: monococcum and T. timopherwi collections included accessions , ' th resistance 
to leaf and yellow rust. Accessions with resistance to leaf rust, T. indica and leaf .spot were also 
identified. Van Slagcren &: Mamluk (1991) evaluated 20 Triticum (formerly Aegilops) species 
(420 accessions) in " field test. One hundred and seventy seven accessions (44%) were resistant 
to yellow rust with an ACI value (average coefficient of infecuon) of up to 15MR for: T. 
columnaris, c:onwswn, .,pelroide.,, 1riarista111m and triunc:iale. Damania et al. (l 991) tested 266 T. 
turgidum ssp. dicoccoide.l lines for resistance to leaf rust, stem rust and yellow rust. The results 
showed resistance in 191 lines to yellow rust, in 253 to leaf rust and i11 263 to stem rust. 
14 
Other reports of resistance among wild Triricum species included resistance to: leaf rust, 
yellow rust and mildew fGill et al., 1987: Botchev et al., 1982; Zaharieva in Dimov et al., 
1993); leaf rust (Gill ct al., 1%6; Damania & Skovmand, 1991), leaf and stem rust {Cas•Jlli et 
al., 1985), yellow ru~t (21 physiologic races) (Gerechter-Amitai & Stubbs, 1970; Mikhova, 
1988; Damania & Pccetti, 1990; Damania & Skovmand, 1991), bunt (Tilletia caries) 
(Krivchenko et al., 1983), Sepr,,ria tri11ci (McKendry & Henke, 1994). Widespread leaf rust 
resistance has been reportrd in T. speltoides and T. peregr,num (previously Ae. WJriabili.\) 
following the testing of 274 acccs ions belonging to 10 Truicum (formerly Aegilops) specie 
(Manisterski et al., 1988). 
The results of these investigations point at diver5ified indigenous populations of Triticum 
which pos ess genes confer6ng high levels of resistance to a wide 1;pectrum of pathogens. 
T. rauschii (formerly Ae .. \l/Ut1rm.\a), is of p<1rticular i11tcrest to researchers due to the close 
relation of its chromosome~ with thl· D-genome of hcxaploid whc.i as well as the vanety of 
useful genetic diver!lity 1t contains. fh1s diploid ha., been ~ssociah.:d with resistance to leaf rust 
and stem rust (Kerber & Dyck, 1978; Yamashita & Tanaka, 1968; Gill et al., 1986; Cox et al.. 
1992), powdery mildew (Potokina & Yusupbaeva, 1982: Cox et al •• 1992), yellow rust (Appels 
& Lagudah, 1990), tan spot (Pyrenoplum: tntiet·rt•pen.1) (Cox et al., 1992). Srptoria noclnrum 
and S rritin (Appel~ & Lagudah, 1990). The studies of Cox ct al. ( 1992) and Appcls & La ud · 
( 1990) invoJ,·ed 219 and 420 7: tau,chii acces,ions, rC\(X"'Ctively. 
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Niemeyer (1988) adopted a differen, approach in exploring the genetic resource of Triticwn . 
He measured the hydroxamic acid concentration of plant tissues. Hydroxamic acid is a secondary 
metabolite thought to be associated with pest and disease resistance in plants. Hydroxamic acids 
were found in aJI accessions ( 17 Triticim1 species including former Aegilops spe(.,ies, in :otaJ 55 
accessions), with extreme values in the wild diploids. 
1.7.2.2. Resistance to insects, nematodes and viruses 
Sources of resistance to the cereal cyst nematode (Eastwood et al., 1991; Appels & Lagudah, 
1990) and the wheat curl mite (Thomas & Conner, 1986) were identified :imong 420 T. tauschii 
accessions. 
Genetic resources of resistance tantibiosis) to biotypes D and C of the Hessian fly were found 
among T. wuschii accessions. The resistance gene products interfere with lc1rval feeding, causing 
the death of the larvae (Hatchett & Gill, 1981, 1983; Gill et aJ., 1985, 1986). Resistance to the 
Hessian fly among accessions of T. aramricum was also reponed by Gill et al. (1986). 
15 
Greenbug resistance has been identifier! in '7 Tri:icum species (10 accessions) following tht 
screening of 17 Triticum (forme•!y AeRilops) species (53 accessions) (Gill et al., 1985). Greenbug 
resistance has also been detected in T. wu.schii by Gill et al. (1986) and Harvey et al. ( 1980). 
Resistance to BYDV (barley yellow dwarf virus) has been detected among 349 accessions of 
20 Triticum (formerly Aegilops) species with 34 accessions from 13 species being resistant. In the 
resistant plants the virus concentration was found to l,e either extremely low or non detectable 
(MakkouK & Ghoulam, 1991). 
1.8. Gene trans: er from other Triticum species to common wheat 
Wheat is a crop species in which alien genetic variation has been exploited frequently. The 
hexaploid condition t 'ows common wheat to tolerate unbalanced genetic constitutions, making it 
suitable for this type of genetic transfer. Resistance to a variety of fungal diseases, viral diseases, 
and insect pests as well as tolerance to abiotic stresses have been transferred to wheat from wild 
and primitive relatives (Sharma & Gill, 1983; Feldman, 1988; Knott, 1987; Jiang et al , 1"94). 
Although wild wheats constitute the homologous gene pool, their use in wheat breeding t-aas 
been rather limited (Sharma & Gill, 1983). Common difficulties associated with gene transter 
from the homologous gene pool are: cross-incompatibility, sterihty caused by differences in 
ploidy level, occurrence of complementary genes causing seedling lethality and yield potential 
impairment (Gill et al., 1983). More importantly, frequent alteration, reduction or suppression of 
the level of gene expression during the transfer to common wheat occurs (Knott, I 978; Dyck, 
1982; Kerber, 1983; Gustafson & Dera, 1989; Bai & Knott, 1992). Most work on the 
incorporation of characters from alien germplasm resources has dealt with di!.ease resistanc" 
because of their simple inheritance mechanisms (Damania, 19QJ). 
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1.8. 1. Gene pools in the Triticeae 
The wild relatives of wheat may be grouped into primary. secondary and tertiary gene pools (Fig. 
6) . This classification generally reflects the ease of accessibility and utilization for crop 
improvement of the genetic resources and is based on their genomic constitutions. 
(6 
The primary gene pool in the tribe consists of biological species between which gene transfer 
c;.n readily be achieve<l by means of direct hyb1icliz.ation, homc,logous chromosome 
recombination, backcrossing and selection {Bothmer et al. , 1992: Jiang et al. , 1994). 
Occasionally the production of the hybrid FI may require the application of an embryo rescue 
technique. The group includes the hexaplotd land races, cultivated and wild tetraploids of the 
mrgfdum group, ana the dip!oid progenitors of the A· and D-genomes (Table I & 6). 
llie secondary gene pool rrpreserits the closely related Triricum species from whose members 
gene transfer is difficult, but possible. These include the diploid, pu!ative 8-genome donors of 
the form.-r AeRilopl Sitopsis section (Table 6) and the polyploids which share a common gen<-'me 
with hexaploid wheat (Tahle 6). Gen~ located on a homologo\ls geunme can be trnnsfened by 
the procedure described for genes from the primary ge'1e pool (see above) . Howe,'er, genes 
located on a homoeclogous genome will require pedal cytogen:tic procedures im1lar to tho~ 
that are generally required to transfer genes from the tertiary gene poJI (Table 7). 
The tertiary gen,: pool consists of specie'I from which gene transfer i very ,Ji(ficulr. The pool 
includes all species which have non-homologou , but often homoeologous genomes (Table 6). 
lntrogression cannot be achieved through recombination in these transfer . Ho\\e"/Cr, ·1 m!\y be 
po!.sible to induce homocologou. chromosome painng ,\Od recomb111at10n u ing special 
cytogenetic techniques. Otherwise, gene transfer may be ch1evc:.I through ion:zrng irradnUion 
(Table 7) C'r the pro,ongcd propagation of 11,sue calli . 
Kimber (1993, in MuJecb-K z, & Wang 1~5) con tdcred gcnom relation hips to construct a 
table listing the potential donor pccie, in the g~nus rruicum. Drawing on tl c literature. he 
provided a summary of the mo t sensible transfer tL-chnique to employ 111 each case, the likelihood 
of success and JXissible problems that may arise. 'I his information i pro~ided here in a !ilightly 
modified way as Table 7. 
1.8.2. Introduction or alien &Nll'lic variation to "ne,1t 
A numbi!r of con-,idcrations apply to the introduction ot n lien genetic Vi1rt .. 11nn 1010 common 
wheat. 
(i) lclentifirnr,,m oj a tlmwrfor the tar •er < hara<'ttr, Thi require lirstly a \.C'i~ to wi. J 
specie!. colh.-ct1ons, and condly, the ,1va1lahility of an ellective "iCrccmng technique 
which w,11 allow for the ckar reeogn,tion ot the character in quc tl(ln . 
(1i) Genetic complrx1t,\ 11) the• dwrel<'lt'r. Thl' higher thl' degree of compll'xtt) the less 
,ucccssful the tran-.fcr might be (e.g. phy~iological and qunnt1tat1\C lhara ll'rs are 
most probably afrc tl'd b) man) ~ene, and the -;uccc.,sful tmnskr will bl• difficult) . 
{i11) Cro.\.whilil) , l',trcntal \\heat gcnoty1~, that arc l.'.r<w,ahlc with the donlir ,pcci~ arc 
required. 
I ( 
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(iv) Phenorypic e.tpreJSion of the character in thP rec:.,ienr bac':ground. The gene under 
transfer should not be suppressed by the wheat genetic background. 
(v) Level of chromo.wme pairing in th<' hybrid. Once desirable variation has been 
identified in an alien six,-cies and its expression in the hybrid has been confirmed, then 
the choice of methodology for the introduction of the genc(s) follows logically from 
the criterion for relative affinity of th1.. .ilromo!.omes involved (fable 7). 
1.8.J. Pt oduction of F I hybrids in wide crosses 
The production of a FI hybrid is the first step towards the introduction of an alien genetic 
variation. This was extensively shown as being achievabl~ if advantage is taken of procedures 
such as: the identification of highly crossable wheat genotypes and the correct parental 
combinaticm, use of hybridizing agents, premature (early or bud) pollination, reciproc.1.1 and 
bridging crosses, chromosome doubling of the wild parent and embryo rescue (Sharma & Gill, 
1983; Hadley & Openshaw, 1980; Sears, 1981; Mujeeb-Kazi & Kimber, 1985). Nevertheless, 
reproductive isolation barriers evolved during the process of sp~ciation to mc:.intain species 
integrity by restricting the gene flow between them. While some of these harriers, may be 
overcome in the parental species during hybridization , further barriers as hybrid weakness or 
inviability, failure of flowering , hybrid sterility, hybrid breakdown. hybrid necrosis and chlorosis 
may appear subsequently (Hadley & Openshaw, 1980: Valkoun et al . , 1990). 
Phylogenetic relationships should be considered during inrrogression. Generally, as the 
phylogenetic distance irlcreases so does the difficulty of introducing alien genetic material. Thus, 
it becomes necessary to resort to manipulations of the chromosome-pairing regulation systems in 
order to induce chromosome pairing and recombination. When the relationships bec<.-n1e so 
remote that this is no longer possible, methods causing chromosome breakage and reunion, such 
as ionizing radiation and somaclonal variation, arc to be attempted. 
1.8.J. J. Cro:;sability of thC' wheat parent 
A wide range of genetic: variation for crossability with their wild relatives exists among the wheat 
cultivars and landraces (Zeven, 1987: Far1.>0q et al . , 1990; Luo ct al., 1992; Farshadfar et al., 
1994). So far at least four genes for crossabihty, designated kr, have been identified. 'I ill recently 
the wheat cultivar ''Chinese Spring" (CS) \\as considered to be ~crossable wheat genotype 
(Jiang et al., 1994 ). It contains three of the four known kr genes that enhance crossability. i.e. 
the recessive genes krl, kf2 and krJ located oo homocologous chromosomes 58, 5A and 5D, 
respectively (Falk & Kasha, 1983). The fourth gene, kr4, has been found 111 16 Iandraces from 
the Sichuan 8asin, China (F.irshadfar et al., 1994; Jiang et al., 1994), the ..amt' region where CS 
originated (Yen ct al., 1988; Scars, 1988). The added presence of this gene, located on 
chromosome IA (Luo c:t al., 199J; Farshadfar ct al., 1994; Jiang et al., 1994), to the krl, kf2 
and krJ genes was found to produce levels of crossability with rye that were higher than that of 
CS. Moreover, one specific line ".1-11 ", was recently reported to J.IIOOli~~ hybrids with spt.>des as 
distantly related to wheat as P.mthyro.1wchys humlwmca. Rorg11,•1w ciliari.1· and 1/ardeum 
17 
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hulbo.1um (Luo et al., 1993). The same line achieves a crossability of 16.49 % with 1: tau.re/ii, 
(Luo et al., 1993) compared to 2.08% for CS (Parooq et al., 1990). 
1.8.3.2. Premature pollination 
Difficulty experienced in 1he production of a panicular hybrid can ollen be overcome by crossing 
a wide range of parental genotypes or by crossing in lhe reciprocal combination,. Sometimes, 
crossability barrier~ may be overcome by changing the conventional pollination timing in favour 
of pn:malurc (early or bud) pallina1io" Pollina1ions are then made before there are any 
indi~tlons of receptiveness of the stigma ,Mujeeb-Kazi & Kimber, 1985; Mujceb-Kazi & 
Asiedu, 1990). The Pl'OCC<lure seems 10 escape barriers 10 fenili1alion 1ha1 develop as lhe Sligma 
matures. In tnis way Muje.eb-Kazi et al. ( 1984) obtained hybrids in previously unsuccessful crosse,. 
I .S.3.3. Hybridizing agents 
The u,e of hybridizing agents involves mainly the application of immuno-suppressanis (Mujeeb-
Kazi & Kimber, 1985) and normal growth promoter such 1s gihbereJlic acid (GA) (Larter & 
Cbaubey, I 965) and 2,4-dichloropheno,yaceiic acid (2 ,4 ·D) (Kruse, 1974: Sharma & G;if, 1983; 
lr.agaki, 1990). Chemical treatments may be done prior to pollination with the intention of 
overcoming incompatibility barriers. promoting pollen-tube growth and :mproving gynoecium 
longev;,y and delivery 01 lhc male gametes (l.aner "' Chaub<y, 1965; Hadley & OP<n,haw, 
1980: Mujecb-Knzi & Kimber, 1985). Po~t-pollination treatment with hybridizing agents is 
generally aimed at manipulating and promoting the growth of embryos until they are large 
enough to be cultivated on artificial mt>clia {Mujeeb•Kazi & Kimber, 1985). It hll.) been 
demonstrated by Kruse (1973) that a single applice1tion of 75ppm GA
3 
in the post-pollination 
P<riod effec1;vely assists 1he developing embryo, Increased -.'cd se1 has also bee, achiescd by lhe 
direct injection, post-pollination, of 2,4-D solutions into culms (Inagaki, 1990). 
1.8.J.4. Reciprocal cro,,e1, 
ii i, no1 uncommon 10 find lha1 cmssabilhy diff crs when redprocal cmsses of 1wo spcde<igencra 
are made (Knott, JQ89b). It is s0rnctimes necessary to try reciprocal cros.sc.s, c~pecially when 
there is uncertainty about the crossability of the two parents, when incompa1ih1lity c.~ists betv.ccn 
lhe embryo and 1he endosperm, er •·hen soma1oplasmic 51crilily occur, (Hadley & Opensha•, 
1980; Knott, l
1
J89b). Tht• use of the wild species a~ female parent in crosses \\ith lOmmon v.hcat 
. ::,., resulls ;. ome of lhe above mentioned probl<m,, f,,r example, cytoplasmic male slerili1y 
often results following the transfer of the wheat genomes into an alien cytopla~m. This problem 
may 'iOmetim\!s be O\ ercome if the h) brid produces \Ome fonile pollc.•n which can be U\ed in a 
bacmo,s lo whea1. If 1ha1 is no1 lhe case, a number of backcrosse, lo dffforen1 cullivars may be 
attempted in an fffort to find one that canic\ fenilil) re,1onng gcnc!I, 
18 
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1.8.3.5. BridJin~ l'ross~ 
Problems with fertility may arise if the wild ~,x.-cies and wheat parents differ widely with regard 
to their chromosome number.. Use of a bridging parent with an intermediate ploidy level may 
alleviate the problem. The classical example of this procedure was its use by Sears ( 1956) to 
transfer a gene for leaf rust resistance from 1: umhellularum (genomes UU) to common wheat 
(AABBDD) using T. dicoccoide.1 (AABB) as the bndge species. 
1.&.J 6. ~hromosome doubllna: 
lnductd chromosome autoduplicatio11 provides another means of overcoming crossability barriers 
due to vaiiation in ttie ploidy l~ve1s <'f the parents, Although chromosome doubling is not readily 
achievable, the pror~Jrc adds the arivantage th:tt the F I may provide restitution nuclei so that the 
B1F1 seeds will then be amphiploids <Mujceb-KaJ.i & Asiedu, 1990). 
J.8.4. EmbrJo rescue and cullure 
Embryo rescue dlld culture are aimed at remtHing the embryo aseptically a~ late a~ possible in its 
developmcm, tM still early enough to allow its continued devclopmi!nt on artificial media. 
In ,r.any ;111~rs?eeitic and intergenenc hybrids endosperm degeneration m.:y start very early 
and seems tc:, lie clo,eiy related 10 the cessation of embryo growth (Knott, 1989b). The reason is 
probably em1Jryl1/:nduspcrrn inwmparibility following wide hybridization. Olten, embryo 
d~\elopmenr tends to slow down -:bout a week or so after pollination and in 10 - 14 days the 
"'tnhryo m:iy r:ease to develop {Mujccb-K:i.z1 & Kimber, 1985), However, for plant material 
grown under gret:nhouse conditions mm! embryo rescues are accompltshed aro•ind 18 clays after 
pollination (Table 8i. The e11.rlicr emhryo-rcs:-uc uperations have to face the more complex 
nutritional re,~uiJ,.,r.cnt:i ol the excis d tc~bryo. and thefcfore are rarely SUl:Cessful. Tne more 
mature the embryo, C1e tJettcr autotr;)ph tt ls, thu~ requiring simpler nutrient media (Poehlman, 
1987). Currently, the most frequently 11s •tf mooia f.Jr Llmbryo culture in the Triticeae are 
modifications of Murashige & Skoog·s (IQ62J b:r,ic media, as well as, tht' media described by 
Gamborg et al. ( 1968) nnd Taira & Larte1 ( 1978). 'ihe pro<l,:~1ion of mature plants from hybrid 
embryos may sometimes be very diflic111t, yet shoulci not be a consrramt, bl!rause some levrl of 
compatibility has already been demonstrated by the fact that sexual iu~ion has taken place. 
Therefore, it would seem that an improvement in tlw embryo-rescue lcchuiquc and nutrient media 
formulation will largely benefit attempts to tr.til!lfcr aliL•n &"netk material found in the rel.teed 
s~cies. 
J .8.5. Hybrid disorders 
J .8.5.1. Hybrid weakness or intiability 
In ~pite of the ability of parental !ipecies to produce hybrid tygotes, thr hybriJ r: ! may suffer 
from inviability or weakness. Often the hybrid plants become gra!)S)' and clumi,c<l i,1 appcardnce, 
remaining in thl! vegetative stage and not being able to form reproductive Ort ,., (Valkoun et al., 
1990). This is mo\t probably caused by one of the following types of dish,tnnonles; 1) between 
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the genomes of the parentaJ species, ii) between the genome of one parent and the cytoplasm of 
the other, or;;;), betwc-en tho genotypes of the F1 zygote and maternal endosperm tissue (Hadley 
& Openshaw, 1980). Hybrid weakness is probably a reflection of the differences acquired during 
the evolution of the species and the timing of their tissue development processes, namely, 
meristem formation. organization and differentiation, cell divis;on, germination, etc. These 
genome interactions may prove to be highly parent dependent, therefore alternative parental 
combinations, including reciprocal and brid&ing crosses need to be considered. Generally 
Speaking though, crosses between species differing in ploidy lev~J and/or chromosome number 
are more successful when the higher number/level j,; use1 as the female parent. 
1.8.S.2. Hybrid sterility 
Characteristically, most intorspccific hybrids of wheat and Triticwn species have reduced 
chromosome pairing, complete male ,terility and a high degree of female sterility (Maan, 1983). 
This Ft hybrid sterility has been accredited to strncturaJ differences in the chromosome, of the 
related species resulting in impaired memsis which produces non-functional gametes or zygotes. 
This results in two types of hybrid sterility, "chromosomal", du. to chromosomal structural 
differences between the species genomes, and "genie", cau,ed by specific gene complexes 
(Hadley & Openshaw, 1980). The lack of ci1romosome homology, unstable meiosis and the 
production of chromosomally unbalanced and non-functional gametes in the hybrid Fts can be 
attributed to chromosomal structural heterozygosity, since these can be corrected in the 
amphiploids. Thus, the difference between "genie" and "chromosomal" hybrid stcril11y becom,s 
visible in the fertility of the amphiploids. With "chromosomal" hybrid sterility the amphiploi'.s 
have restored fertility and normal meiosis, while "genie" sterility persists in the amph,plo;ds even 
though they may have stable meiosis. 
I .8.S.3. Hybrid breakdown 
Hybrid breal«lown or genetic disabiJ ;1y occurs when the F1 proves to be both vigorous and fertile 
but still gives rise to weak or sterile r-2 plants. The condition may originate during meiosis in the 
hybrid Ft when. as a result of the recombination of chromosome segments involving stn,ctural 
differences, abnorn,al gametes escape elin11nation and produce abnormal F
2 
or latt•r gen,ration 
sporophytes (Hadley & Openshaw, 1980). 
1.8.S.4. Hybrid necrosis and chlorosis 
There are two known types of genetically controlled hybrid disorders in the palyploid wheats. 
They are the result of mteractions between pairs of eomplementary dominam genes that occur on 
wheat chromosomes (Tsunewaki & Hamada, 1968). 
Hybrid necrosis (Ne) occurs 1n the Ft of crosses between hexaploid wheat culiivars or cros,es 
between hexaploid wheat cul ti >ars and tetmploia em 111er wheats (Tsunew.tk,. 1992; Worland et 
al., 1987) The cause" the two genes Ne/ and Ne2, located on chromoso111e arms 5BL and 2BS, 
respec11vely. Multiple allelic scrics exist at hoth loci. The nccro\iS affects the older leaves first 
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and starts to develop from the leaf tip resulting in premature death of leaf blades af'ld sheaths. The 
severity may vary from slight dwarfing and yield reduction to premature death of the entire plant. 
Hybrid chlorosis (Cs) is known to occur only in the hybrids of common wheat crossed with 
certain emme, wheats or a range of 1imophenii wheats, both wild and cultivated (Tsunewaki & 
Nakai, 1973; Tsunewaki, 1992). It is caused by the genes Csl located on chromosome 5A and 
Cs2 located on chromosome 4D of wheat (Tsunewaki, 1992). T'1e symptoms of chlorotic 
discoloration may appear at different growth stages, in accord with the parents involved in the 
cross (Worland et al ., 1987). 
1.9. Production of amphiploich 
The production of amphiploids is a prerequisite for successful gene transfer in mnny wide crosses 
for the following reasons: i} to restore fertility in highly sterile hybrid, ii) to allow for a reliable 
evaluation of the expression of alien genes in the genetic background in the wheat recipient, iii) 
to serve a.~ a permanent resource for the detection and transfer of new characters, iv) to help 
overcome nucleo-cytoplasmic incompatibility in the later generations of alloplasmic hybrid (by 
serving as a male !)arent in the first backcross to whc.it), etc. (Jiang ct al., 1994). Though highly 
desirable. amphiploid production is generally difficult and the end products are not always 
ge11i:tically stable. 
The conventional me I hod for amphiploid production involves the lrcatmi:nt of the F 
1 
hybrids 
with antimitotic agents, thus doubling their chromosome numbers. Colchicine treatment is the 
most frequently employed technique for inducing autoduplication, although other procedures are 
aJso available (Gale & Miller, 1987; Hadley & Openshaw, 1980; Inagaki, 1990). Colchicine is 
used mostly as an aqueous solution in concentrations from 0.05-0.3% "'ith the time of exposure 
varying from 3-72 hours. Additivc.s such :is dimctyl sulfoxide (DMSO) ( 1.5-2 % ), a wetting agent 
such as Tween 20 ( 15 drops/I) and GA3 .seemingly increase the effectiveness of the treatment 
(W1f'lklc & Kimber, 1976; Thicbault & Kasha, I 978). The solution is applied predominantly to 
the root area, but immersion of the crown is not uncommon. When there is a need for prolonged 
exposure or an aqueous solution is impractical, lanolin paste mixture can be applied. The 
trt!atment is directed at the meristem tissue and genemlly it must cause some tissue damage in 
order to be effective. This necessitates careful handling of the treated plants, thorough washing of 
the exposed p1ant parts to removi: any residue, and post-treatment incubation at low temperature 
(4°c is adequate) for up to 72 hours prio:- 11~ potting (Pienaar, pcr~onal communication). The 
tissue that develops alter the lreatmcnt is nm .n,,11} mixoploid and because of natural selection 
within the plant, the original rather than doub'M l:d l, , i, ,l't4ine.!. The polyploid tissue therefore 
needs t c selected. Valkoun ct al. ( 1990) ,. "->ns .t" alternative treatment involving direct 
injection of a solutaon of 0. I% colchicine. :: 5i DMSO and 0.00 I GA 3 mto lhe top internode. 
Cokh1cine may also be applied via the n1e,J1um during the culture stage in some applications 
(Valkoun et al.. 1990). While amphiploidi.\at1on may occur naturally or may follow chemical 
ii' Juction procedures. n~ccnt work by Xu & Dong, ( 1992) showed that l·crt.•in subspecies of r. 
mrgulum (perJirnm and c/urnm) \\.hen used a'I ti!malc parent~ cause 'lpontanrous amphiploid1za11on 
, . ' . 
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of the F 1• If a simple genetic system is respomiblc, it may be possible to transfer the gene(s) 
involved to common wheat in order to facilitate introgression attempts. 
1.10. Transfers involvine homoloeous eenomes 
The homologous genome group includes all wild species sharing a common genome with wheat 
(see Table 6). These include the descendants of the donor species of the A- and D·gcnomes (7: 
monococcum and T. tausrilii) as well as the wild members of the rurgiclum family (AABB). 
Several other polyplo1d Triticum species share an A- or D-genome with common wheat. Among 
them, the wild and cultivated forms of 7: timophee1'ii (AAGG) occupy an intermediate position 
regarding genome homology, with one genome being homologous (A) and the other (G) 47% 
similar to the 8-genome (Salle & Kimber, 1978; Kimber et al,. 1981). Gene transfer between the 
representatives of the homologous genome group and common wheat may be achieved readily 
through normal crossing over, since in most cases complete pairing can be expected between their 
shared chromosomes. In introgrcssions ot this type failure of some genes to express in the 
hexaploid wheat background ma)' occur. due to supp• .:ssor genes on wheat chromosomes such as 
7DL (Kerber, 1983, 19'>1), ID, 20 and 4D (Bai & Knott, 1991). A mutation of the genetic 
suppressor on 7DL has been found which allowed expression of three recessive genes f<1r 
resistance to stem rust (Williams et al., 1992). 
l.10.J. Transfers from A- and O-genome diploids 
Hybridization of common wheat c1nd its diploid progenitors, T. monococcum (1: urar:u) and T. 
laLLfchii is not easy to achieve and the hybrids are highly sterile (Farooq ct al., I 990; Feldman, 
1988; Innes & Kerber, 1994). Nevertheless, if the hybrid r:
1 
can be successfully backcrosscd 
u~ing wheat as the male parent, the progeny is usually more fenile and recurrent hackcrossing is 
expected to result in the introgrcssion of desirable genes to the parental A· or D-gcnoms (Vardi 
1973; Alonso & Kimber, 1984) (Fig. 7A). 
As an alternative strategy. T. turgidwn (AABB) may be crossed as a female bridging species 
with 7. tauschii and the chromosome number of the J;ybrid F
1 
doubled to produce a 42-
chromosome synthetic hexaploid (Fig. 7B) (Sharma & Gill, 1983; Mujecb-1\:izi & Asiedu, 1990). 
The latter plant \.an then be crossed with and backcrossed to common wheat. Another alternatiw 
is to extr,1ct the AABB genomes of a commercial T. CJt'.It1vImI cultivar and then to cross the 
derived synthetic tetraploid with T taU.\Chii to develop a synthetic hc~aploid after chromosome 
doubling (Fig. 7C) (MuJeeh-Kazi. 0 'J'i) 
An alternative procedu1,• .. · ... ,n. 1. ,:i genes from T. nu>11ocorc11m entails autotetraploidization 
and subsequent hybridizati, ·1 v i.d backcrossing to hexaplmd wheat (Dyck & Bartos, 1994; 
Gerechter-Amitai & Stubbset, l) lOj. Another possibility m1gh1 be 10 cross the autotetraplo1d 
(AAAA) with durum wheat and to bacf..1..ro\s it once or twice to durum whe.11 before crossing and 
backcrossing the latter hybrid With common 1whea1 (Knott, 1987. 1989b). 
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I I .10.2. Transfers from AB Cetraploich 
In general, the wild AB telraploids are cytogenetically \.ery closely related !o the cultivated 
wheats. T/'le two groups cross readily and yield fully fertile F
1 
hybrids (Feldman, 1988). When 
wild AB tetraploids are crossed with hexaploid wheat, at least one of the reciprocal crosses will 
produce partially fertile hybrids with a fairly high amount of chromosome pairing (up to 14" and 
7') (Knott, 1989b). The hybrid then has to be backcrossed several times 10 the recurrent 
hexaploid parent in order to recover plants with 21 " . .showing the parental gen,>type. Although 
backcrossing will reduce the possibility for transfer of linked deleterious genes, a block of species 
derived genes will remained linked to the desired one. The breaking of this linkage block may 
prove difficult if the homology bet\\een the parents is incomplete. 
I. 10.3. Tnmsfers from A and D polyploids 
Transfers from A- an:J D- grnome polyploids to cultivated tetraploid or hexaploid wheats can be 
attempted either by Jirect crossing or via the production of suitable amphiploids. Backcrossing oi 
the primary F1 may eventually result in thr formation of some sec:ds, With continued 
backcrossing, exter1s1w exchanges bet\\ecn the common genomes, A or D. are expected. In this 
way a number of transfers were made from the mo.st extensively usc:d A- and D-genome 
polyploids, 1.e. 1: 1mwphee1 i i and 1: i·emric,,.w. Through direct crossing genes for re.sistancc 
against leaf rust, stem nist and powdery mildew \\ere derived from T. rimoph(•ewi (Knott, 1987, 
1989c; Sharma & Gi ll, 198J) and genes for resistance to eyespo1 from T. w•11tricosum 
(Doussinault et al., 1988: Delibes et al., 1988). Eye.spot resistance could also be transferred from 
T. i-rntricosum using T. rurxiclum as a bridge (Jahier et al., 1978; Delibes et al ., 1988). In 
cros-scs of common wheat wJth 1: li111opht•,•11i, F1 hybrids arc generally easy to obtain. However, 
male sterility that persists even ,\lier one or more backcrosses h often e>.~rien~cd (Knott, 1987). 
1.11. Tnrn1,fers invohing ho,no<'nloaouc; aenomrs 
1 he nomueologous genome group of wheat rclati,cs pos\csses a wide range of useful characters. 
Although it docs not have homology with wheat, a number of methods make it possible to 
achieve homocologous chromosome recombination resulting in introgression. The production of 
alien addition and substitution lines is an important starting point to achieve the so c;alled precise 
transfers. which involve le~, than an entire alien chromosome (Feldman & Sc::ars, 1981). In these 
procedures the alien addition and substituliun lines serve ,ts "bridging nmhmal:. to generate wheat-
alien chromosome lramk>cations" (Jiang ct al., 1994). 
1.1 1.1. Aneuploid '"'lwat stork, 
Deviation from the euploid (2n) chromosome number is referred to ,I\ ancuplo1dy It occurs most 
frequently in the polyploid sp des, who~l• genome multiplicity provu.lcs a degree of compensation 
for any chromosome loss or gain. As :t n.:sult a wide r.inge of aneuploids can survive in the 
polyploid species. Vl•rv divcr!le and comph~lc sets of .u1euploids \\ere colkctcd in Cll1t1mon wheat 
for the purpo~c of genome analysis and manip11l,1tion (Table 9). 
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Sears produced complete sets of all 21 possible nullisomics, monosomics, trisomics and 
tetrasomics in common wheat (Sears, 1988). The original aneuploids were selected among the 
progeny of either haploid or nullisomic 3B plants (the latter being partially asynaptic) of the 
cultivar Chinese Spring. Misdivision of monosomes gave rise to the 42 different telocentrics and 
13 different isochromosomes (with two identical arms). From the.~e a variety of other aneuploid 
ty~s were derive<l (see Table 9). The wealth of aneuploids, particularly inonosomics and 
telocentrics, were utilized extensively for the identifie&tion of chromosomes carrying particular 
genes and to map genes relative to the centromeres (Knott, 1989d). The aneuploids are also 
important tools for the production of wheat-alien substitution lines and the manipulation of the 
homeologous pairing mechanism for the induction of chromosome recombination and alien 
introgression. 
1.1 I .2. Wheat-alien addition lines 
A wheat-alien chromosome addition line possesses the full complement of chromosomes of a 
cultivated wheat plus one pair (lf chromosomes from a wild relative (Feldmari & Sears, 1981). 
An addition line can be produced by crossing the alien donor species with wheat and backcrossing 
either the polyhaploid F I or the amphiploid to the wheat parent while simultaneously selecting for 
the target character (Fig. 8a ) ) (Sears, 198 I; Feldman & Sears, J 981; Knott, 1987, 1989b) 
When difficulty is encounterl"..d in crossing a diploid alien species to common wheat as a result 
of differences in ploidy level, a bridging species can be employed (Fig. 8c) (Gale & Miller, 
1987). 
An alternative procedure for lhe production of disomic addition line:- i-J to pollinate monosomic 
addition plants with Hordeum bulbosttm (Barcley, 1975) or Zea mays (Laurie & Bennett, 1986) 
(Fig. 8d). In these cr0sses total elimination of the alien (bulbosum, mays etc.) genome occurs 
during the early embryo and endosperm divisions resulti,1g in the development of a haploid . 
Haploid plants that express the desired gene and which have 3x + l chromosomes are identified. 
Following chromosome doubling a polyhaploid disomic addition line is produced. 
The addition of an alien chromosome pair rarely, if ever, leaves the genotype well balanced. 
Pollen seiection does not favour alien chromosomes and results in a tendency of the line to revert 
to the more stable euploid condition (Sears, 1981). Consequently, cytological maintenance is 
required at each selfing generation (Gale & Miller, 1987). 
I. I 1.3. Wheat-alien substitution lines 
An alien substitution line has a pair of alien chromosomes substituted for a pair of homoeologous 
wheat chromo•mmes (Feldman & Sears, 1981). A substitution line is most often, but not always, 
produced from an alien addition line. If the homoeology of th.:! addition chromosomes to the 
wheat chromosomes is not known, the addition line is usually crossell with the monosomics for 
the seven hornocologous groups of wheat chromosomes. The ability of an alien chromosome to 
compensate for the loss of a wheat chromosome is then used as an indicator of homoeology. 
Thus, only the homoeologous substitutions will result in the recovery of fertile and vigorous 
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plants (Feldman & Sears, 1981; Gale & Miller, 1987). Genetic markers may also provide a 
means for dl·terrnimng the horno.::oiogy between the ind1v1dual wheat chromosomes and the alien 
chromosomes in que.;tion (Sharp ct al. 1989) thus eliminating the need for unnecessary crosses. 
Occasionally, monosornic substitutions (20" + l '+I' A) occur naturally during backcros,;ing 
and upon selfing can produce dt~omic substitutions (20" +I" A). A number oi methods have been 
reported for producing wheat-alien substitution lines (Fig. 9). 
Substitutions can be produced by cro\sing a specific wheat monosomic with an alien addition 
line. The progeny is expected to be either 21 "+I' A (alien chromosome) or 20" +I'+ I' A. 
Following selfing of the 20" + l '+I' A plants, both additions and substitutions are produced. 
Substitution will be easier to achieve if the alien chromosome is homoeologous with the missing 
wheat chromosome (Fig. 9a) (Sears, 1981). 
Alternatively, the wheat monosomic c,in be polltnatcd by 20" + 1 '+ l 'A plants. If the alien 
chromosome substitutes well for the monosomic wheat chromosome, 20' +I' A pollen will 
function and F 1 plants with 20" +I' A will be produced. After selfing these plants, disomic 
substitutions can be produced (Fig. 9b) (Knott, 1987, 1989b). 
Another alternative is to pollinate 20" +I'+ I' A plants with an alien addition line. With no 
~:..:.:ction expected against the alien chromosome in the female parent. approximately 3/8 of the 
egg celis should be 21 '+ l 'A. Approximately 50% of the F
I 
plants should then be 20" + l' +I" A. 
Selfing there plants can give rise to a substitution line even if male tran~rnission of the alien 
chromosome is poor (Fig. 9c) (Knott, 1987. 1989b). Due to the tendency for misdividion in the 
ali~n addition rnonosome, telosomic adciitions can often be obtained in the process (Sears. 1981). 
Substitutions can also be prod11ced by r:-ossing a specific wheat monosomic with a ditelo alien 
additi,m line. Front the exp~r!..-!d progeny. either 2 J "+t' A or 20" +I'+ t' A, selfing of the 
20" +I ' +t'A :1tants will produce both additions and substitutions (Fig. 9d) (Gale & Miller, 
1987~. 
A tl!chnique i<. r the produr,ion of wheat-alien substitution lines which avoids the initial 
pr0<ll
1
ction o" t1ddit1cn liries ha~ been suggested by Kota & Dvorak ( 1985). The technique 
involve-: r10s,:ng p·,onotelmomir. (20"W+t') wheat plants and the diploid alien species (7"A), to 
produ ... e two l};,es cl all 1.:-ploid prugeny, i.e. 20'W+t'+7"A and 20'W+7'A. Following 
chromosome d 11:,Jing ot tli:.: latter plant, the amphiploid (20"W+7"A). is backcrosseJ as the 
male parent to th1• monu1dosom1c. The wheat chromoso·ne missing 1n ,' m.1llisomic amphiploid 
is likely to be substituted by its homoeoloJue trom the lllicn dip' :l. 'fhis will result in the rapid 
,oss of the nonhomoeologous alien chromosomes thrr "'' 
retention of the appropnate homoeologue. ;n during ..>ackcrossing but thl! 
Zhang et aJ. (1992) provided yet a further altcmat1 
tirst and used to polltnate the fertile wheat nullisom1cs. 
hybnds to the null1somic lint! <rrale parem). Thus, the missing Wt:1'at chromosome in the 
null1somic line will b\! subs11tute,J by its alien homocologue from tht.: amphiploid. 
.Jien amphiploid is produced at 
tollowed by backcros\es of the 
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I. 12. Spontaneous translocations 
Homoeologous gene transfers often ;nvolvc spont.>.1eous translocati\ms. This can occur in the 
derivatives of wheat-alien hybrids following hybrid:zation and subs.:quent hackcrosstng, when the 
wheat and alien chromosomes may recombine, albeit at very low frequency (Jiang el al., 1994). 
Another cl::\ss of spontaneous homoeologous transloc,t:ons occurs when wheat anJ homoeologous 
alien chromosomes are simultaneously pr~sent as univalents during meiosis. So•callcd 
Robertsonian 's translocations may occur that involve wheat and alien chromoson.es and which 
arise from misdivision (centromeric breakage) and centric fusion (Sears, 1972). Non-
Robertsonian's translocat1ons involve non•centromeric breakage and fusion and are much rarer 
(Miller et al., 1988). Conditions conducive to misdivi~ion and reunion can be simulated in 
hybrids hy creating combinations having univalents of ,lppropriate wheat and alien chromosomes 
(Sears, 1972, 1981 ). 
1.12.1. Pli-bn cd wheat-alien translocation~ 
This approach is based on the manipulation of the Ph (Pairing horno0 ologous) genetic system in 
wheat that serves lo suppress homoeologous chromosome pairing. Thus far, incomplete 
suppression of homocologous pairing has been achieved by deleting the chromosomes (58 and 
JD) that carry the Phi and Ph2 genes, by deleting the Ph genes themselves, or by suppressing 
their action. These manipulations are possible through the use of aneuploidy. mutation or a 
genetic system able to suppn:ss the action of the Ph system. These procedures became possible 
after it was discovered by Sears & Okamoto in 1958 (Sears, 1981) that meiotic chromosome 
pairing in wheat is under genetic control. The role of the Ph control mechanism is to provide 
diploid-likt' pairing in hexaploid wheat by suppressing meiotic pairing between the chromosomes 
of the homoeologous genomes A, 8, a11d D In this way the Ph genes ensured genome stability 
and fertility during the evolution of polyploid wheat (Chen et al .. 1994). However, in the absence 
of the Ph genes homocologous pairing and recombination can occur. This observation led to the 
utilization of ph-induce<J chromosome pairing for the transfer of a number of agronomil..ally 
important genes (Knott & Dvorak, 1976; Sears, 1981, Knell, 1978, 1987, 1989; Merker, 1992). 
The Ph system involves one major gene, Phi. on 5BL which has the most pronounced effect, 
an intermediate-pairing gene, Ph2 on JDS, and a number of genes with minor effects that may 
either suppress or promote homocologous pairing (Sears, 1976; Feldman & Sears 1981 ). Such 
genes have been found on a number of chromosomes (e.g. 50, 58S, 5AL, JD). Chromosomes 
3BL and 2AS were found to also carry genes that are essential for normal chromoso •. 1e pairing. 
The main advantage of the Ph induced translocations is that directed exchanges of genetic 
material involving specific alien and wheat chromosomes are possible. Nevertheless, careful 
consideration is necessary before determining the recipient whea, chromosome. In this respect the 
use of structurally modified chromosomes (such as 4A, 5A and 78 that are involved in cyclical 
translocations), chromosome arms possessing fertility genes (6BS) or genes involved in the 
diploidisation of the wheat genome (2AS, 48S) as well as those chromosomes that carry major Ph 
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genes (JDS, 5BL), should be avoided as recipients for alien chromo ome translocations, because 
this may hamper fert ility and genome stability (Jiang el al. , 1994). 
1.12.2. Cro~cs with ~hent Une~ dencient for the Phi locus 
27 
Alien gene transfer by ph•induccd chromosome pairing and chromosome recombination can be 
achieved by cros,ing either the alien species, a synthetic wheat-alien amphiploid or an alien 
addition or substitution line to an ancuploid deficien . for the Phi locus on :iBL (Fig . 10) Wheat 
aneuploids suited to this purpose are: monosomic 5B (M5B), rnonotc;'.'}osomic-581. {Mt5BL) 
nullisomic-5B tetrnsomic-5D (N5BT51>) or nulli~mic-5B tetrasomic-5A (N5BT5A) (Sears, 1984; 
Feldman, 1988). Upon croslling. r I progeny is produced that is deficient fur Ph I. and 
homocologous pairing is expected 10 take place during metapha e I (Sc.ir~ . 1981; Feldman, 
1988). A problem encountered with SB-deficient hybrids b their low fertility , but as long as the 
progeny b at least female fertile, n backcro~:, to wheat can recover the crossover chromosomes 
(Sear:., 198 1; Knott , 1987). 
1.12.J. Cro cs im:ol\·ing ph mutant, 
In an attempt to use the condition of disrupted homocologous pairing more effectively, work was 
undertak~o aiming .o produce high-pairing mutations at the Ph loci (Sears, 1984). Attempts to 
induce mutall~r:~. :-it the Ph loci by means of 10nizing radiation or chemical mutagens turned out to 
be successful in a number of studies (see Sears, 1976), but the recovery of the mutations proved 
not to be an easy task . Ne\'ertheless. after a number of attempts by various workers, Wall et al. 
(1971). recovered a mutant which they all~ated tCI chrnmosome 5BL. The mutant was thought to 
be an allelic variant rnther than a deletion of Phi since its homozygous condition allowed less 
homocologous pairing than the nulli 58 condition. The mutant was designated phi a, but was later 
found to be a mutation of the Ph2 locus on 1D and renamed ph2u (Sears, 1976, 1981, i984). A 
mutant deficient for Ph I. and equal in cfft.."Cllveness to the nulli 5B condinon was recovered by 
Se:m in 1975 (Sears, 1976) Homozygotes for the mutation had reduced vigour and fertility, but 
the male transmission of the deletion wa5 fairly normal. This mutation was named phlb. A third 
deletion was rcixmed by Sears (1977, 1982). fhis mutation occur~ at the Ph2 locus on 
chromosome 3D and was designated. ph2h. A ph-mutant was also induced in durum \\heat and is 
thought to be a deletion of Phi (Knott. 1978). Generally the ph mutants, and m particular phlb, 
induce a high le\el of homocologous pairing in stocks homozygous for the mutation. As a result 
unbalanced gametes are formed which may cause a variable degree of sterility (Sears, 1981; 
Feldman 1988; Knott. 1989b). For this rea on ph-stocks are best maintained as heterozygotes 
(Knott, 1989b). As the ph mutants are recessive. their homo- or hcmizygous condition is required 
in order to induce homoeologous pairing in a particular hybrid (Knott, 1987). Due to the 
"extremely low fertility" of the hybrid r- 1 of a wide cnm. the direct l'ross approach between a ph 
line and an alien species sho:;ld be av01dcd Preferably the first cross ,hould be made with a 
highly crossable wheat genotype such as C\ ,tnd the 1 1 should then be backcrossed to the ph line 
(Seats, 1981. Sh.trma & Gill, 1986). 
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In order to produce exchanges between closely-related homoeologues (e.g. S- and 8-
genomes), the less effective ph2u or ph2b mutants can be used instead of phlb (Sears, 1981; 
Feldman, 1988). The use of a wheat•aLen addition line is preferable as it is easier to manipulate a 
single alien chromosome than an entire alien genome (Gustafson & Dera, 1%9). A precise 
method of introgression would be to start with a wheat-alien substitution line (Fig. I 0) (Sears, 
1981, 1982, 1983; Gale & Miller, 1987; Feldman, 1988; Knott, 1987). From such a line, plants 
can be prochced that are monosomic for both the alien chll •"'iome and one of its wheat 
homoeologues, as well as deficient for Ph {Gustafson & Dera, l 989). This will ensure that most 
of the homoeologous pairing will take place between the alien and known wheat monosome. 
1.12.4. Crosses with species carrying a suppre.\sor of Ph 
It has been found by di ffert:nt workers that certain genotypes of the diploid species r. spe/1t,ide~, 
T. tripsacoides, T. longissimum, T. umbe/11/latwn and T. dicha:;ians have th!! effect of promoting 
homoeologous chromosome pairing in wheat (see Sears, 1976). The level of pairing induced by 
the high-pairing genotypes of T. spelMid£'s dnd T. tripsacoides equals that produced by a 
deficiency for 5B. The effect of T. umhelulforwn chromoso,ne 5U was reported to be similar to 
the effect of the promoter on 5D. The mechanism of action of the T. dichosians genomes is to 
partially suppress the Ph mechanism in its hybrids with common wheat. The existence of ct Ph 
suppressor system in some diploids can be utilized for the induction of homoeologous pairing and 
chromosome tnnslocation. This can be accomplished by crossing a high-pairing genotype such as 
T. spelwides with an alien species, a synthetic amphiploid, an addition or substitution line. 
Homoeologous pairing is expected to occur in the resultant F 1. This is followed by cros.;es with, 
and several backcrosses to the wheat parent. accompanied by selection for the desired character 
(Knott, 1987, 1989). Recently, Chen et al. (1994) reported the transfer of Phi (inhibitor) genes 
from T. spelwides to common wheat, which confer a high level of homoeologous pairing. Since 
the genes are epistatic to the Ph genes and are also dominant, they cause homoeologous pairing in 
the FI hybrids. This allows for easier transfer of alien genetic material to wheat than does the 
recessive phl mutant or the nullisomic-5B (N5B) condition. Another advantage to the nse of Phi 
genes, rather than the entire T. spe/toMes genome, is that it avoids the introduction of undesirable 
speltoides chromosomes. The advantage over the phi mutant method is that there is 110 need for 
aneuploids such as the N5B- stock. 
l.12.5. Sbo11ening of an alien segment 
The reduction of the alien chromatin surrounding a transferred gene is a precaution against the 
possible introduction of deleterious genes with a desirable gene. 
A reduction in the length of the alien segment introduced during wheat-alien translocation, and 
an improvement in the precision of a wheat-alien transfer, can be attained by the production and 
use of an alit:n telosome for the arm carrying the desired gene instead of a complete alien 
chromosome (Sears, 1981). To obtain an alien telosorne may not be difficuli since the complete 
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chromosomes when monO'>ll1nic tend to 11,ist:1. · c~ •''- a rt'latiwly high rate, giving rise to 
tl'losornes. 
Shortening ot .i transferred alien segment ~c1n he aci1icvcd by allowing recombination between 
IWll transfer chromosomes (Fig. l I) (Sears, l'-172, 11}81, J9d3). Onl· of the chromosomes should 
h.tve its exchange point proximal to the targ..:tul alien gene and the other distal. These two 
chwmo~oml.!s will be homologous only in the segment of alien chromatin they hav• ;,, common 
(including lhl' gene in questiun). Any rccurnbination occurring 111 this region shou.. produce a 
whc.11 chromosome with an intercalate<! alien segment. 
Another way of shortening an alien seement in a transfer chromosome is ty inducing it to pair 
with a Cllrre\ponding portion of its wheat homoeolugue (Fig. 12) (Se,ars, 1981. 1983). This can 
he done by comllming a transfer chromosome with its corresponding whe.tt homologue in a plant 
with a genotype that promotl!s homocologou1, pairing (pltph or Phi·). If homocologous 
rc1..·omhination ocuirs between the corresponding alien and wheat segments, part of lhe alit:n 
Sl'gmcnt will ht• rcpl.lccd with wheat chromatin resulting 111 a shorter alien segment. 
1. L?.6. Wheal-nlh-n tnm'>localions induc~d b)' irradiation 
Between the 1940s and 1960s ionizing radiation was bccn t.'mploycd a\ a last rc:.urt in attempts to 
induce whc..it-alicn translocations (Sears, 198 l ). In this "'ay resistance !o IL'af rust aml stt'm rust 
was transfcn.xl from 'fritic11111, 71Ji11opyru111 anc.J Secah• sp ·cics (Sears, 1956; Knott 1978; 1989b; 
Feldman. ICJ88), Uo\\evcr, this rnctlwd h.1s :-.crious disadv,intagt•s. Ionizing radiation hre.:tks 
chromosomes at random ,md often causes random cxchang~s that resull in genetic irnhala11cc 
Uiang ct al.. 191:)4). Tr.111slocation frequently o..:clirs lklWt'Cn the alien chromosome and non-
homocolugcus wht;tt dllonto.somes fl'Sulting in dclicii:111:ics for a wheat segment and a 
duplication of genes carried b) !he alien segment (FelJm:m & Sears, 1981). For a tramlocation to 
be agrononiically useful 1l sliould always invul\c the replacement of a hor:,ocologous rcgi<.ln on a 
wheat chromosome (Scan. 1972; Feldman & Sc;,rs, I Q8 I). This means that U1c chance of 
obtaining an acceptable transfer by radiation is s111all ,md ih verification requires extensive 
cytological worJ.;:. 
At pn!~enl ioni1ing radiation is t'mploynl where .thl"ll gene transfer can not be achieved 
through 'ro ! induction of homocologous pairing. Such transfers \\ ill involve less closely related 
Trilic1..11 (: 11 mcrly ,1egilop\) spccies from the scc:ontlary gt·ne pool (~tai;li~~ the M-, lJ. and N-
gen<.lmcs) anrJ the llistantly related spedc\ from the te1tiary gl'l1l' pool (c.g. the gener.i .,1gn•pyro11, 
Elymm Scl·ale etc.) \\.hcrc then.• i~ very ?ittk homocology with the wheat genon1cs (A, 8, D). 
I. 12.7. Wlwat-:tlien traw,loc.1lio11, induced b) fo,m· culture 
!'her" arc i11dicat10ns that ras\,tgc through ,1 ,·ell culture indtll·cs chrnmosun•c tran~lncat,on~ ir 
intcrgcnerk or intcr.'tpl't'itic hyhrid plant !imu:~ (I .1rkin & Scnwcwft, IIJ81). !'hie; has the 
potential to fa.:ilitatc alien gene tr.,n~t't•r 0l'tWl'l'll ,cry distantly rel,11cd c;,x•cics. Varinu., workl•rs 
ob~crvcd incrt,1scd multi\',1lcnt forrnatron :tllll hl11110..:oh,go11~ pamng in ti\\uc culture rcgl!nl'ratl'd 
plants (fl r rcvil·w 'l'l' Feldman, !"88). V,triat,on, in till' tkri,.1tivt', of such plant:., nt(l\l 
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probably the result of chro1m>some exchanges, were also observed. Although the cause of 
somaclonal variation and lhc mechanhm of chromosomal translocation in callus cultures is not yet 
known, there are indications that the period of cultu,e prior to regeneration, and the culture 
conditions, determine the manner and the degree of chromost)me reorganization (Feldman, 1988; 
Jiang et al., 1994). Furthermore, results of cytological analyses suggest the involvement of non-
homoeologous chromosomes in the translocations. Therefore, problems similar to those 
associated with ionizing radiation can be expected. Nevertheless, this method i,; a workable 
means for the induction of whl!at-alien chromosome tramlocations. 
l.12.8. Trarn,locations induced by gametocidal genes 
Gametocidal (CL) gen.:!s derive from dift".!rent Tri11ci1111 (formerly At•gilops) specit·s. Thus far, 
they have been reported in the former At'gi/(lp.1 sections f>olyeides (T. triwtc'ia/e, T. dicha.1ian.s, 
'I: cyli1ulric111n) and Sitopsis (7: lon_!!i.uimum, T. 1'haro111111.1r, T .. 1pdtoitlt•.1) (Endo, 1978, IQ90; 
Tsujimoto & Noda, 1988). The g,unetoci<lal gene.~ derive their name from the fact that their 
presence in the heterozygou!) condition causes the abortion of gametc.s not carrying them (Endo, 
1978). Some of the gamctocidal chro1,1osomes can eause random chromosome breakage and 
exchange resulting in chromosomal aocrrations (reviewed by Endo. 1990: Feldma.,, 1988). 
Feldman & Straus\, (191.D) reported a "gl.'nome re,tmctunng" gene in T. lrmgi.nim11111 that causes 
a wide range of chromo~omal aberration\, indudmg translocations, in the hybrid 1\-. of crosse!> 
with wheat, ,ls well as in the deri,ed amµhiploiJ. Generally, when gametocidal genes with such 
111utagenic action are 111troduccd into wht•at-alicn additiun or substitution lines. random 
chromosome translocations can he expected 111 the derived s lfed gencratinr.s (Endo, I 988, I 990). 
Tsujimoto & Noda, ( 1988) found a suppressor gene of the gametocidal gene in T. rriunciale in 
the common "heat cultivar Nonn 26. In the prc\ence of the ~uppn~ssor, plants heterozygous for 
the gametocidal gl'nc, can produce progeny that lad:s Ge. The latll'r progt•ny thcn includes a higi1 
proportion of plants with n:arranged chromosomes. This -.ystem may therefore also he exploited 
to obtain wheat-alien tramlocatil>n, in \\ idc cro~ses. 
1.13. Vl'ry \\idl' hJIJl'idi1ation 
Lately. considcrahh: effort has been put into the i111pruve1m:nt of tcLhni4ues and has greatly 
extenckd the range of wide hybridization experinwnts ,\1ujecb•K" ,j & K1111hcr, I ~BS: Jiang ct 
al., 19lJ4). At present, L'rosses of whL•at with hundred~ of specie, in tlw Triticeac (llordt•um, 
Agropyro11, £/ymw, Scca/c, llaw111a/dia etc.) and beyond (maize, sorghum, pearl millet) ap~ar 
puss1blc (Jiang et al., IYIJ4: t-.Jujech-Kazi & Wang, 1495: t-.tuj1:eb-K,11i 1995). Extcnsiw 
selection ltH host and donor genotype, ofkn help'> to ovcn:omc some of t'1e po\t-hyoridintior 
barriers ~uch as chro111osomL elimination, hybrid stcrilll), adver!)c genetic trllL'raction, leadint; to 
h)hrid dy ,ge1w:,1·;, pn.:fcn.•ntial trans111iss1011 of cen:un ,tli.:n chromoson11.:,. (Jiang 1.·t al.. 1994 ). 
However, hybrid11ation harrier~ and genc:tic structural diftert•ncc, gt:ner,dh li1111t thl' aCL'l•.ssihility 
of tile very Jistantly rt•l,ttcd gl!ne pooh. 
l 
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A number of methods and approaches are being developed that will allow gene.: transfers 
beyond the limits to convention.ii wide.: cross methodology. These include: 
- Gene transfers mediated by Agroha.:rerium twm'faciens, trampos.1ble elements and 
DNA 
• Direct uptake of DNA by 1solat1:d protoplasts leading to stable genetic transformation; 
Microinjection of do~eJ DNA mto microspore derived embryoids; 
v1mscs; 
- Polyethylene glycol treatment and electroporation of protoplasts, µarticle gun 
bombardment. ·•c. (Feldman, 1988; Gustafson & Dcra, 1989, Lee ct al., 1990; Jiang et 
al., 1994). 
Most of these methods require tissue culture techniques, some requirt' the ability to regenerate 
plants from single protoplasts, while o·hers are not applicable to monocots. The introduction of 
alien genes by the use of molecular techniques may ha\'e lintitations in th,11 tile introduced genetic 
material may not integrate well in the "heat grnotyr,c, \\ hile the nbility to induce h"-:-~--ologou .. 
reco111bination, whenever possible, wi!I tend to place the int·,,duced genetic mater .! best 
location in the wheat g~nome (Mujceb-Kazi & Ki•1,b:.-r, 19 ·• ; •• 1erthcles:;, the results from the 
\\ork done so far and the difficultie.s experienced with 11,u :·:: •,,,,c.._ :1ybridizations call for new 
solution, and the lransgenic techno,0gy 111.ty well prove to be 011e. 
J. 14. Trnnsfe,· of l<'af nisf n•o;i\fanrt• from n ild ,pt•ti(•.s lo rnmmon wheut 
New biotypes of the rnsts evolve continually. In order to decrease the vulnerability of thl• 
cultivated wheats to the rusts it h,1s become 111:cc~sary lo divcr~ify ,md broadcn the genetic ua')e 
for resistance amo11g the c ultiv,1rs (Zhou & Dong, I OQJ). In recent )'l'3rs incrt.>asing attention has 
been given to the wild relatives of Cl)ffilllon \\ heat ,1s an adchrional sour<.:? of gt.•nctic diversity for 
disease n·sistance (Kcrbi:r &: Dyd.:, l ~9UJ. With rl'spcct to leaf nl!it (l'ucc111i11 reco11t/iw Rob. ex 
Dcsm. f, sp. tmi, .') the occum·nce of rcsi,tance among the wild 1iiticum spcdcs is well 
documented (Table 5) (Gill et at., 1981, IY85; 1-raucnstcin & Hammer, 1985; Raupp er al., 
1988; Dhaliwal et al., 1991). 
Thi, !ltucly form<.:d p.irt of .1 long krm project with the ai111 to idt:ntity ,ourct!s of seedling 
resi'itance to Puc·c inia rt'nmt!ita f. sp. fl'illci in a 111an,1gcablc •lUmbt.:!r of ,1cccssil>ns in a "ild 
spc1.:ies colk tion, and 10 initi.itc the i111rogrc s1on of the rt.•.,hr.tnce to comrnon whc:11. An attempt 
w.1, rnadL to rlctcr111ine the folk1w111g with rl~ard to cach rc,istant ,tc:cc~smn \elected: (i) Can it 
he cros L'd ~llL"Lc,sfully w11h he\,tploid "he,11 (t\/dJUJ>D), tctrarloiu whe,1t (AA 13B) or synthetic 
lelrdploich (AADDJ'? (ir) h tlil' rt.:!shtan~l' exprl'\\l'u in the prrst•nc-c of tht· common wile.it 
gt•nome~'! (iii) Is it plhsihlc to lrnn~ll'r the res1st~tnCt' loci onto Whl.'al chromosomes'! 
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2. MATERIALS AND ~tETIIODS 
2. l. Existing "ila sp<.'de.~ collrction 
At the onset of the study in 1992, ,;ecds of 9J4 wrld species accessions were available i'l the 
Department of Genetics. Ho\loe\cr, man!' na<l not been grown for many years and the seeds had 
Jo..., viability. Gcrminatmn tcsb we:-~ etmducted w11h those acccss;ons that had hccn stored for 
m~ium to long periods (i.e. lliOSt of the collection). Seeds of each accession (2-3 replicates) 
"ere tested b) placing 10-2/j seeds on 110ist tilter paper in Petri dishes. The percentage 
germinaiion was de1crmincd after 7 day\ incuhation at 20.220c. About 25 % of the accessions 
tested showed good germination (>80%). One hunrfrcxl nnd sixty three n-:-c,' sions (17%) did not 
germinate at all, cwn after IP' tment \\.ith 75 ppm g1hbercllic ,1cid (G,\
3
). The other 540 
acce.ssilins (58 % of the collectmn) germinated poorly and had to be rc11c\.\ ed. During 1992. I 993 
all but the lost nccess1ons \.\ere reju,.,enatl.l<l. By rhe end of 1994 a further 75 ,11·ccs,ions (56 of 
them primitive hexaplo1d wheats and landraccs) had been recovc:rcd from germplasm stored 
locally elsewhere. Thus, 848 ac('e sions were ava1Inblc for testing from the original gerrnpla rn 
collection. 
2.2. New gennplnsm inlrodurtiou 
/\ further 108 accessions \\ere imported from countries in !he Fertile Cre cc111 and from Eastern 
Europe where 111digen(lUS populations ol wheat rclatin•, occt••. Seed, ¼ere obtained from Jsral'I 
(3 I accession rcprcscn1ing IO species), Syria ( 14 nccc~sion representing 9 pecies), llulgana (52 
accc sions representing l O species) and Yugo!ilav1a (Serbia) (31 T. mm111coc, um acce sions). TI1is 
expanded the collecuon 10 956 active cccssions. The countries from which the ncce sions of 1hc 
total collection were n .. -ceivcd arc listed in Tahlc I 0. The number of ace ·ssion Jx·r species arc 
given 111 Table 11. The A<•gilop.1 ,ind Agroprro11 :.ynonyrm under which omc of the acce, ions 
\\Crc ob1ained arc al \I given. 
2.J. Ger,npfa.,rn ernluation 
A 101~1 of 877 , 'micum accessions rcprc entmg 27 pecies and 51 acl·cssion!i of the gcnu~ 
n1ino1,y111m {12 specie l were ,:h luated tor their sccdl111g reaction to i11fectim1 with wh~t leaf 
rn t cultur • (Puccinia reccmdita Rob. e"< D sm. f. p. triri i). ·1 h initial evaluation \\.:tS done 
\\ith ,I mixed 111\>Cllllllll of liH· J.l.'\lhOt)J)C\ (lJ\'Prt2, lJVPrtJ, UVJ>n8, l1 Prtt> and UVPrtJ.,1 in 
order to en urc "rnlcnce to the "1dc t po iblc pc,;tnun of kno\\ n l.r genes of" he.tt (Table 12). 
Only , cccs.sions re:.ist.1111 lo all Ii\ c p.11ho1ypcs ~ere used 111 ,uhscqucnt crosses. 
The in1Jculum mix1urc \\,1.S used initi,:lly to test for ~ 1stan 1n the hybrids and in ome of 
backcros progcnic~. Ditfic-ultk-s 111 ma1111a1111ng the mixture ~ourcc l,1tc1 led to its rcpl,1ccm1.·nt by 
thi.: h1gl,ly \ 1rulc111 lJ\'Prt8. After scoring infection types of progenies, plant h,1\\ ing the highe 1 
re , Ian e were ck-cted for backcro sing. CCl'Ss1on \\h1ch g, ve rcs1 tan1 F
I 
and IMl kcr1l<; 
progcnic in ·~o sc \\ ith wheat \\ erl' retc tcd \dth 'itch of !he 5 pathoty pcs 111dh illu,1lly 111 order 
to cnnlirm th1.• potcntic1I usefulncs~ of the r~ \l!llanc<· found rn1tmlly. 
.\2 
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The number of plants per accession e, ahmted with either the inuculum mix or the individual 
pathotypes varied from .1 to 20 depending on the number of seeds available and on gerrninability. 
Seeds for tesring were planted in sand tailed polypropylene pots with volume 900 cm2. 
2.3. J. Inoculation 
Prior to inoculation the spores \\'l'P: r:ispendcd in distilled water to which was added a few urops 
of a wettii,g agent ("!'w1,,-en 20 or T, :tc. , • Inoculation "'as done at the two leaf stage (7 to 9 days 
old seedlings) using either a mixture 'Jt ~:•arcs or a purr' , ... •,ure. I.caves were atomized with th,: 
spore suspension using a ,;prayer "'111, a tin,· nor were then covered with transparent 
plastic bags (210 x JOO mm) and u,c1ha eu t, I 8-200C. Following mcubation, thl' 
seedlings werl' moved to a gn),1 U• ~hl.'11,'i.-1 \Ct at 1\:111peraturl 22-25°c and ,1 day/night cycle 
I 6/8h. The light intensity was ar· .o;. .r,a' .!ly 7500 lux (Grolux tub.!s). 
2.3.1. Infection type (IT) ,coring 
Infel!tion type "'as scored ,,ccording to the 0-4 scale (Roelfs et al., 1992) when the pustules were 
fully deve!~jlecl, 10-14 days after inoculation, IT srnre and diagnosis were as follows: 0, O; 
immunity, ; and I 1.!,i tant, 2 modemtcly rcsista,11. 3 rnodcratcly susceptible and 4 to be 
suscep:ible. Symbol!> + and - were further used to inuicatl' that the pustuk's were, respectively, 
larger or smaller th;,n typical of the Ir score. Three symbols wen~ used to indicate heterogeneous 
reactions, viz. X to intlil:ate ,I mesothet,c reaction (mndom uislnbution of variahle-,i1cd urcdia on 
a single leal), Y to indicate that higher ITs \.\ere scored at thi: leaf tip, and Z to indicate that 
higher !Ts \.\Cre scored <11 the feat base. The prcsen,c of exct•s:iiw chlorotic or necrotic tissue was 
indicat~d with the S) mbols C and N rcspci.:tively. 
2.3.3. Spore mai11tcr1a11l·e 
All pathotypcs wc.>re oblnined from Prof, Z.A. Prctl1ri11s, Dep.1rtment of Plant Pathology. 
U.0.F.S. and \.\ere maintaint•d on suscl'ptiblc ,l'C<llings in isolation caP,c.s to a\oiu contamination. 
At intervals of approximately 6-8 months Ile\.\ inoculum wa~ acquired from Prof. Pretori•1s. The.> 
live pathotypcc; wcrL' kept separate and mixt•u prior 10 inoculation \\hen composite inoculum was 
in use. For medium term storage (J - 6 months), the spores were collected by lapping rusted 
plJnts, dried under \'acuum and stored in nir tight container\ at ultra-low tCml)Crarure (-800C). 
Before use, ,torcd ~pores were hc.1t sho~k,•d (37°c for 10 minutes) in orucr to break the cold• 
induced dormancy and \H~rc allmH•d to rehydrate slo\\ly for 2-.1 hours. h1r shon term storage, 
infected lea\ e:. \\ere c11llcc1cd, dir drieu (rt)om temperature) anu stored at room temperature for 
up 10 J week•. Thl'ir u~c did nut rcqu•re spel.'1,11 p1occdure') and they were \1111ply suspended in 
water prior to inoculation. 
2.4. flyhrid productiou 
When rcsistancl' \\a, 1 cntitied 111 n partict1lar :1cctss11111, rcsi !ant plant, Wt!rc tra:1sfcrrcd to a 
greenhouse an11 cw,.,ld as the m .. k JMr1•nt w11h .1 su,ccpt1ble v. hl•,11. in a ,111111hcr nf 111,t,111<."t'S the 
33 
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accession included plants with different ITs. 1n these cases the most resistaJJt seedlings were 
gr .o maturity in order to e.\tablish homoqgous resistant lines. Progeny of the single plant 
selections were retested to ascertain their homogeneity anJ were then crossed as the male parents 
to a susceptible wheat genotype. The hexaploid wheat cultivar "Chinese Spring" (T. a<'Slirnm cv. 
Chinese Spring) was mostly used as the female parent as tl1is cultivar possesses the krl, kr2 and 
krJ genes (Falk & Kasha, 1983) for interspecilic crossability. Other advantage., of Chinese Spring 
are high susceptibility to leaf rust in the seedling stage, the availability of a complete aneuploid 
.-;eri~s that can later vn be used for gene mapping, and the fact that It is the reference genotype for 
genetic studies in wheat. 
2A.I. Bridging spt>des 
Two accession\ of T. tur,r.:i.:w,, !>~p. /1<'1:1irn111 v. Stramineurn (No. 29J Tures. and No. 294 
T11PeS, received from I. Ohtsuka, Kihara lr;Slitute for Biolog1caJ Research, Japan) were u~ed as 
lmdging par..:nts to facil11att• crosses where the ploidy d11 forences in parents provcu to be an 
1}1stacle t-1 hybrid;zation . The two pcr.1ic11n1 accessions were chosen because of their reportc<.1 
ability t0 induce spontanc,1us autodupllcation in the r: 1 hybrid (Xu and Dong, I ()92). Two 
allotetraploids, oh!ained from the lall• Prof. E.R. Sears, Dept. of l\gronomy, U.M.C., USA, and 
genomically <\ADD (A2773 = T. monocoffw11 11sp. ho<'oricwn X 7: ICJ11sd1ii P8J-66. J-l and 
A2826 == T. monocorcw11 X T. ramchii) were also used ,is bridging parents in some crosses. 
All the wheat parents used wrre su~r:ep11t>le to thl' leaf rust pathotypes used in the seedling 
stage. CS is kno\l. n to possess the leaf rust resistance gene!> Lr/ 2, Lr 3./ and Lr3 I (Dyck, 199 I). 
2.4.2. ';.owth prnmoting agent, and embryo resri:e 
Cr"'ssei that were unsuccessful in the tirst attempt were repeated using growth promoting agents 
and/or embryo culture. Growth promoting age11ts such as the auxins 2,4-D (2,4 
dichlnrophcnoxyacetic acid) (Krus~. 1974; Laurie & Reyrnondic, 199 I) and Dicamba (.\6-
dichloro-2.methoxybcnzoic acid) (Papcnfu'>s & Carman. 1987, R. de V. Pien,1ar, 1993 - personal 
communication) as well as the hormone GA 3 (gibbcrcllic acid) (Lane:- & Chuubcy, l 965; Sharma 
& Gtll, 1983) were used for this purpose. The chemicals ~ere applied at various concL:ntrations 
(2,4-D at IO. 20 or 'iO mg I I , GA 1 at 75, 100 or 150 mg 1-1• D1camha at JO, W or 50 mg I ') 
24 to 48 h post-pollination by injt•cting an aqueou~ solut1011 into lhe last internodc of the till'..'r. 
This was followed by the application of a fi:\~ drops of the solution 111 c.1ch tlon.•t or by spraying 
the whole plant. 
Embryo rescue w .. ts pt•rtorn1cd a1 18-:~ days post-poll111ntion. The embryos were excised 
under sterile cond1t1ons and cultured on Ditco L)rchid .igar medium (27 . .5 g 1·1 ~uppll'rncntcd with 
8 g 1-1 sucrose according to Laune & Bennett. l->88) in J>etn dishes. The Petri dhhcs were 
111cubatcd at 2 ~oc Wllh a 16h photo1wrioJ (Gmlux tuhe!i) . As soon as tlw r0ot, nnd shoot 
uc,elopc:d the planrlet, were transfcrn•cl Ill pots \\ hl'fl' further de\ dopm ·nt tuok plarc. F.mhryo 
rescue wa\ rt!Mncted to case, where l'ndo,p~·rm clcgencrauun was oh~cn cu. 
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2.4.3. Pollination 
Crosses were made using plants grown in a greenhouse. Florets on immature spikes were 
emasculated and covered with glycine bags. A few days later the florets were cut open, pollinated 
with pollen of a wild species and covered again. Mature anthers that were about to shed pollen 
were collected for pollination. Initially the pollen was deposited onto the stigmas, using forceps 
to empty the anther co11tents over the cut floret. Later on. a small brush was used lo collect and 
apply the pollen grains In a few instances pollination was easier lo achieve if the emasculated 
florets were cut open and bagged for 3-4 days together with a flowering spike of the male parent. 
The pollen shedding car was positioned I 0- 15 cm higher than the emasculated ear and 1-haken a 
few tunes per day in order lo assist the release of pollen grains from the anthers. The latter 
method was applied in an attempt to overcome fertility problems in the F
1 
hybrid and to facilitate 
the production or B generations. The method was used extensively in the production of B 
generations as the recurrent pari.:nt, CS, was a good pollen provider. This cn:;ured that a stigma 
was exposed lo freshly shell pollen over a long period of time. 
2.4.4. Seed donnancy 
F1 and Bnfn seeds we,e tcmper:-tur.! Lreatccf prior Lo planting by exposing them repeatedly (3-5 
times) to low (4'>C) and high temperatures (370C) for periods of up to 48h , This successfully 
broke seed dormancy and resulted in good germination. 
2.5. Verification of hybridogenic origin 
In order to verify the F 1 hybrids root tip chromosome counts were made in in:..tances where the 
parents had di fft!rent chromosome numbers. The mitotic chromosome numbers of the hybrid F
I 
s 
were determined from squashes of root-tip cells using the Feulgen staining techni~ue. Two to five 
root tips per plant and at l~st five cells per root tip were analyzed. Phcnotypic verification was 
possible wllh most of the hybrids as they showed a phenotype distinctly different from the fema1e 
parent. Most hybrids were also completely male sterile (excluding ,;ome of the T. turgidum 
hybrids) and also showed high levels of female sterility. Phenmypic verification was especially 
helpful when the 111terspecific hybrids had parents with the same chromosome numbers. 
2.6 . Amphiploid production 
All hybrid~ derived from crosses between CS and diplrnd or tetraploid species were treated with 
the anlimitotrc agent, colchicine. in order to produce arnphiplords and te cnsurt:' fertility in the r: 
1 during hackcrossmg. In most cases the ba\e .wd roots of the f' 1 see<lltngs were immersed in an 
aqueous solution of colch1c111L with a conccnlralicn of 0.15%, 0.1%, 0.075% or 0.05%. The 
time of exposure varied between 7 and 24h (7, 8, 10, 15, or 24 h). C't1ncentrations and times of 
treatment were vaned deper.ding on pre\ ious experit•nce with the specific cross combination. 
After treatment the roots were washed thoroughly and the treated plan!, were r,laced in constantly 
airated water, covenng lht' roots, for 72 h 111 thi.: darl-. at 40(' 
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Alternative procedures of colchicine treatment were also tried in in::;tfim:e;; '-/:!ere do1,hling 
proved to be difficult as follows: 
I. Mature embryos were excised aseptically from sterili1ed soaked (24h) seeds ar:1 placed ior 
24h or 48h on Difeo Orchid agar medium (27.5 g J- 1 supplemented with 8 g 1-t sucrose 
according to Laurie & Bennett, 1988) to wi1kh a tilter-st<:rilizcd colchicine solution 
(conc.entiation 0.1 % , O.C5 % or 0.0 I%) was added. 
2. Sterilized seeds were germinated and the germinating embryos were aseptically transferred 
for 24h or 48h to Orchid medium to which liltcr•stcrilized colchicine solution with a 
concentration of 0.1, 0.05 or 0.01 percent was added. 
3. Dry or germinating seeds were placed on the surface of a sand layer in a Petri dish. The 
sand was wetted with a colchicine solution (concentration 0. 1 or 0.05 % ) and the seeds 
were allowed to germinate and grow for 24h or 48h. 
2.7. Production of hackcros-. prog<'ny 
The r- t hybrids (both colchicine treated and untreated) v.erc backnossed using CS as the 
recurrent male parent. Thus, the functional female gJ111etes were fertilized by balanced ABO 
gametes from CS. Generally, backcrossing 1s expected to improve fertility soonc.r than sdf-
fcrtilization. Following each backcross, resistant BF1 plants were idenllfied for further 
backcrossing. 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 . The genu, Tn"ticum 
All accessions of the following species werl! susceptible to the inoculum mix (UVPrt2, UVPrtJ, 
UVPrt8, UVPrt9 and UVPrt13): T t1esovw11 (AABBDD. primitive wheat!> a11d land races), T. 
hicorne (ShSh), T. comosum (MM), T. jul'enule (DDMMUU), T. 1.miar;.flotum (NN), T. uranu 
(AA) and T. 1·e111nc:osum (DDNN) (Table IJ). These were therefore not used m crosses with CS. 
Among the accessions of the remaining species of the collection resistant accessions were found 
'rld utili,ed as follows: 
T. coJu,,..,naris (l/UMM): The four ac.:e ,,;ion<; tested with lhl! inoculum mi" were all resistant 
and their I .'s ranged from ; to I + ( J ilt>le l 41 All were crossed suc:i:cssfully to CS. Thi.: resultant 
F1~ produced slightly bs rcsistan. lfs th:111 the rt'Spl:<.'tivc <;pecies pan:nts (Table 15). The hybrid 
F,s J•A-017, J•A-058 ancJ 3-A-066 (Table 14) were 1e~1stan1 to the inoculurn mix as well as to 
p:ii'•.1typc UVPrtS. The fourth hybrid (3-A-025) prowd to !Je mocJerately susccptihle to UVPrt8 
and ir was therefore c.,cfudcd from the study. Numerous attempts to c'ouble the chromosome 
numbers of the resistant F1s through cokhicine treatment eventually resulted in segmental self-
fortility in J-A-058 and 3-A-066. The B1F1; .l-A-058/CS p1oduced on the doubled f
1 
was self-
fertile and allo~ed for the production of a B1F2. All the Bif2 plants tested were resistant (IT ;-
I "") and were backcros~ed to CS. However, no ftli !her badcro~!>CS were n11de since an 
alternative attempt to backcross the primary allohaploid F
1 
to tl1e CS purcnt was aJso succe%ful 
and had already progressed to the B3F1: J-A-058/*J c~;. In the sec-ond cross (J A-066) plants 
with segmental s~cd set were cver.tually produced. Huwcvl'r, at this stage a B
2
F
1
: 3-A-066/*2 CS 
was already produced following pollination of tl1e allohaplo1d F
1
• The B
1
F
1
: 3-A-066/*J CS was 
not self fertrle. In cross 3-A-Ol 7 the f 1s were generally s11:nl..: having wmpletc niale steri lity but 
only partial t~mak sterility which allowed 8 1 F 1: J-A-0 J 7/CS seeds to be produced. Four 
subsequent generations of bac:kcrossing restored a large degree of self-fertility. 
High levels of resist.:1nct" wert detected among the plams produced b) the final backcrosse<, i.c 
B3F 1: 3-A-066/*3 CS (iT :). B3F1. 3-A-058/'"J ('<,(IT:-!·). nnd B
4
F
1
: 1-A 0I7r4 CS (IT;) 
(Table 14). H4 f-2• J-A-017/"4 CS and B,11'2. J -A -058. 3 CS 111cre produced wh11.h will form the 
basis tor further backcmssing. Tht! chrnmosome numb~r, of the plant!. \vith rtw lowest ITs in rl:e 
three cros~e5 were cktl!rmined and were as follows: B,:if 
1
: 3-A-066/" J CS 211 = 48, Bi\: J-A-
058/*3 CS 211 - 45 aud B4F1: J-A-017(•4 CS 211 = 40. 
T. crosM1111 (J)l"Dt'XX or IJ,ncxxnlJ): Twenty three ac1:1•<,s1ons, 17 of whit.:h Wt>re rww 
introdlictions, wert' !csted for resistance. Two wcr= found to be moderately re:-.i~tant ( U7-C~ 6x 
With IT ;1 -2 ~ and 8-lO-CR 4x, IT 1-2~ ), eight ·no<.leratcly susceptibl~ (If!> from 2+ 1) and 
12 ~usccplibic. Thr two moderatdy rc:.1sta111 accessions \\ere cro~scd si11.:cc~.sfully with CS and 
the hybrid F1s were te~ted with UVPrt8. All r, seedlings tcsteu in both cro~~1:s producd 
moderately susceptible w ~usceptihlc 11.actions (IT 3 and IT 4). When the wild parent of each 
hybrid was al:so tl!sted \\ itl1 U •/PrtS, modl''11tely su~reptibk infection typl!s sin,ilar !o those of th1.· 
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respective hybrid F1s (IT J), Wt.!re oht,1ined. None of the hybrids was tht.!rdore us~(' in further 
backcrosscs. 
T. cylilldricum (CCDD): Of the 15 accessions evaluated, two ( 183-CY and 591J-CY) were• 
found to be highly rc:;istant, one moderately resistant to moderately susceptible (744-CY IT 
;2+-+ ), and 12 susceptible (Tables 13, 14). Hybrids \Wre produced following the pollination of 
CS with the highly resistant entry 590-CY (cross 3-A-059). Accession 183-CY appeared to 
segregate fur resistance and was therefore ,;elf-poilinatcu beforehand for two generations. A plant 
with IT :N was isolated from the selfed progeny and '>'as cro~se<l as the male parent with Chinese 
Spri11g (cross 4-A-064). When the F 1: J-A-059 was tested with the inoculum mix, lower levels of 
reshtance, as compared to the parental sp~cics, were observed. Whereas 590-CY pro<lucl.!d an IT 
= : with UVPrt8. the F1: J-A-059 de\elopc<l an IT = t·-2. A lu""er level of rc5istance also 
occurred in the F1 produced from 4-A-064. I he parc111, 18]-CY was resistant (IT ;l when tested 
with UVPrt8 while the Ft: 4-A-0M had an Ir of :-1 .,.. . The moderately rcsisrani accession (744-
CY) was also crossed with CS. Howewr, the Ft s developed mo<lerately U!>ceptible reaction 
types (JC) to UVPrt8 and the crn<.s was not pursued any further. The resistant hyhrid F
1
s 
produced in crosses 3-A-059 and 4-A-064 were trcatrd with colch1cme. Segmental self-fertility 
·vas induced only in the 3-A-059 FI s, The fertility of the hybrids unproved slightly af1er the first 
backcros~. In the D2F1: J•A-059/*2 CS, seedlings that were resistant or moderately resist,101 to 
UYPrt8 were isolated for use in the next backcross (83). The colchicine trt>.atment of the f 1: 4-A· 064 is being continued. 
1: dichasians (CC): Two accessions were found to be highly resistant (74 I-DI & 742-DI, 
both with IT = ;) and four su~ccptible tTable D). One of the re.!iistant accessions (74 I-DI) was 
crossed successfully to CS anci viable r I plant!> were produced. Upon inoculation "''ith UVPrt8 
the F1 showed a scsccptible IT although the wil<l parent was highly resistant (Ir ;) to the same 
pathotype. Accession 742 DI ,iid not 0owcr in the greenhouse en\'ironment duri11g tht' wint,:r 
season of 1993. When planted again during the summer ii .Jid flower hut the anthers were 
sl1rivellcd and necrotic. This cross could therefore not bt· made. 
7: l..otschyi (llllSS): Three of the accrssion, Jested were foun<l m be rc!;i..l, nt, two moderately 
.~usccptihie and t\.\o susceptible (Table IJ). Thl• tlm.-e resistant acn:,~1ons were cro,scd 
successfully to CS. In Cro;,s .1-J\ ·OS I, some of the F I j)lants \.\ere oeri\'ecl throug;~ er,1bryl1 rescue. 
'I he respectiv1,; F 1.s were tested for resi,tarKe. The F 1: J-A-051 was inoculatcJ w 1th the inoculum 
mix and the otht.!r two F 1, (4-A-0.'2 and 4-A-096) wen: inoculated with UVPrt8. There was no 
decrease in the !evel ot resistalll'l' c.xpres,l'd in the r 1:, lllmparcd w=th the rcsi!>l,rnce oh~erved in 
tlwi1 corresponding wild parents (Tabks 14, 15). All the hyhriu F
1
s \\Crc treated with colchicine. 
Self-fertility occurred 111 thl• F 1: J-A·0- I , •id H prodt!C~J segmental sccu set. Sc•lf-fcrtility 
persisted .. nd ;mproved in subsequent backcrn,, gencratwns. The F
1
s of the other two hyhrids, -+· 
A-032 and 4-A·09t>, did not r.:-~po11d to colclucine lrl'illmenL and no sdti.·d seed w,1s obtained. 
Ncvcrd1e1ess, p.u tial fcma!c fcrt!111) lif tk- h) l,. 1 ds made possibk the production uf ,1 B
1 
F\: 4-A-
OJ2/' S. He i~tant B1F1 piants ,,ere id1.•11t1lit'd I lahlc 14). No l~ 1F1 ~Ct'lb could he obtained fron1 
th1.• F1: 4-t\ IN6, ahhoug:1 repc.,t~<l at11:mph ,11 backcn•ss111g ,,er .. 111,1dc. B,1ckao, ing ha, 
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progre!>scd Y.d1 \\ilh the 3-A-051 sourct' and R3F 1 and B3F2 were produc(d. All the B3F1: 3-A-
051r3 CS secd11ng tested proved to be n.~'>istant to UVPrt8 (IT ;-1 •). Root tip chromosome 
counb of the mosl resistant 8\F I plant showed thar it had a chromosome number of 211 == 44. 
T. longiHimum (SS): Eighteen accessions were tested with the inoculum mix of five 
pathotypc . Eight pm\'l';<l to be re istant (IT:. ranging from : to ; I +), two moderately re:.istant 
errs ; ) +-2 and IT ;2·> and eight moderately susccptihle to susceptible. Direct crosses of the 
resistant entne:. with ( S were attempll'd and proved 10 be difficult. After numerous attempts at 
direct hybridi1.ation with C.S, cnw,es involving the tY.o resi tant accessions. 483-1.O OT ;I·) ancl 
14'.' LO (IT ;), produced c nly a number of inviable hybrid seeds. The resist.ant entries was 
therefore also crossed with a susceptible T. 111rgidwn ssp. per.11c11111 v. Stramineum accesston 
(29J-Tll) in attempt to construct a bridge genotype that would facilitate introgression. Crosses of 
the resistant accessions 142-1.0 and J 69-LO (IT ; ) ns well a. the moclerntely resistant accession 
878-LO (IT 2 -t I with 29J-TtJ yielded a few F I hybnd seeds. U!)On inoculation with lJVPrt8, the 
hybrid F1s from the three cross combinations produced mlYjera1ely susceptible infection t)peS. As 
the resistance aopcared 10 be suppressed b~ the wheat gr.iornes, no further transfer attempts were 
made. 
An amphiploid (84-S-J39) ,,,1s produced hy prof. R. de V. Pienaar (1993, personal 
communication) that has the pedigree: T. longissimum (48J-LO)/T. 11111m1coccw11 v. Sinskaje 
(972-MO). 84-S-339 was resistant to the inoculum mix and was later used in rl'ciprocal crosses 
"ith CS. F 1 hybrid seeds were produced in both direction:., but the seed~ obt:11ncd from cross 4-
A-113, (in which CS was used as the female p;irent) were shrivelled in\'iable. 1 lle F 1 ~,to; from 
the rnciprocal cross (4-A•I 15, in which CS was used as the n1.1le parr ill) were viable. Wllen 
inoculated with UVI'rt8 the F1: 4-A-115 produced a mixt:J infection type ot resist:mcc at the tip 
of the leaf and s11s::ep1ibility at the base of the leaf (IT ;C-4Z). 
T. machrochact11m (llllM M): Seventeen accessions occur in the collection, 12 of which arc 
new introductions. Se,·en accessions were tound 10 be imnwne (IT == 0), three highly resistant 
(: t • ), one moderatdy su~ceptible (IT 2 t +.J, and six susceptible. Th,cc of the 10 resistant 
accessions either failed to !lower under our greenhouse cond111un, and rcmamed in the vegetative 
Mage, or they produced hm·clkd anther containing little or no pollen. These ac~essions could 
therefore not be lfOSSed to CS. Another IY.ll accessions (767-MAC and 76 1-M/\Cl \\ere ems cd 
10 C'S. In both cro ~~ F 1 plants were ub1aincd by means uf e,nbryo re~cue. Upo11 inoculation 
with the inoculum mix, the r1: CS/767-MAC pro\cd tn be 11nmunc (IT 0;) and the F1: CS /768-
MAC was highly resistant (IT ;). Thc,e plan1s later died an the greenhouse shonly :1ftcr being 
treated "ith colchicine, and li fter t\\O acc1clcn1al. con ccuth:e spray, with pc!>UCidcs. On the 
second attempt, F1s were produced onl) wilh 4-A-159 (C.S/708-MAC). 'l11e remaining live 
acccss1ons were crossed st,cccs i'III~• to CS. All cro scs produced hybrid r- 1 sec,is, yet tho c 
derived from the cross CSf7o0 -t-.t,\C were embryoles, Some of the Ft plant, imolving acce-=-;ion 
J-A-023 were ohtamnl through cmhryo culture. All the l· 1 plant:,, tested from the,l' cnis es \\Crc 
rcsi:.tant (Table 14). Till' F1s of plant J -1\ ·0~3 ,,ere tc tcd ,,irlt the inornlum 1111:-. and no decrease 
in the expression of the resi ranee wr1s ob crved. l Ill' r i'• of the other four cro ,cs were tc~ted 
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with UVPrt8 nlonc. A slight dccre.a,;c of resistance \\as obse..rvcd ( rabies 14, 15). All rhe resistant 
F 1 hybrids were colrhicinc:: treated. The colchicine treated plants of fou1 crosses (4-A- l 62, 4 A-
ISO, 4-A-151 and 4-A- 159) arc being grown 111 n grecnhous . Chrommomc ooubling e<>uld not 
be achieved with the fifth h)brid (3-A-023). The r 1: 3-A-023 was, however, suc-;;cssfully 
backcrossed for four generations. I .. the B4F 1: 3-A-023r4 CS moderately resistant plants with IT 
X wcrc recovered. elf-fertility appcar'-'d after t\\o hackcross gcnerations and imp1011ed 
continuously. A B4 F2 wa!I produced which will form the ba is for further hackcros!ling. At the 
same time further R4 F1 planl!. \\Cre produced some of which had lower ITs (: and :-t ). The 
chromosome number of the resistant B41·1 plants with IT: ,,;is 211 = 47. 
T. monococcum {AA): (.lf 1hc 88 accessions tested 30 \\ere found to be rest rant, 11 
moderately re I tant, nmc moderately susceptible and 38 susceptible ( fable 13). Five of the 
resistant accessions (three T. 111onorocc11m ssp. buer11icum and two 1: 111011oc11ccu111) were 
successfully crossed to different parents and hybrid F1 plants Y.ere recovered. The three T. 
monococcum ssp. ho, 01tum1 accessions (501 -MO, 724-MO and 725-MO) \\Cre crossed 
succes fully to CS. The small number of h} brid FI plants obtained 111 all three ... rosscs were 
recovered by means of embryo re cue. Generally, the plants \\ere vcry weak and in 0ne of the 
cros C!I (CS/501-MO) the plant~ Y.l!re so poorly developed thi;:y could not bt! te~tcd. In the other 
two crosses the 1·1 plants \\ere all usceptible to the inoc1:mm 1'lix. One <if the T. monococcwn 
accessions was an autotctmplmd dcriv1..>tl from 12-MO. 'Jpon cros\1ng it to C~ one hybrid sei;:d 
was produced which proved to be susceptible to the inoc11lum mix. 
The other T. monoc occum accession, 972-MO (ff ;1~). Y.as cros.c;ed as the male parent to (a) 
CS, (b) two allotctraplo1ds, nb1,1int.:<l from the late Prof. E.R. Sears, Dept. of Agronomy, 
U.M.C. , USA, and gcnomically AADI> (A2773 = 7: monornei w1, !1Sp. boeoricum X T. fUII\Chii 
P8J-6o. 1-1 anti A2826 = '/. 11w11ococcw11 X ·1: 1,111.,chii) and (c) 7: m•111ococc11m s!lp. pcnic11m 
v. Stramineum (293-1 U). All accessionc; u cd as femalc parcnr.s \\ere susceptible al the seedling 
.stage to the rust pathotype!I used. rile cro'.i es Y.cre m.idt• 111 a .utempt ru c.stabltsh whether or not 
the resi,;tance derived from 972-MO is expressed in the presence of th1.· genomes of the female 
parents (AABDDD. AADD and AABB). 
HyhmJ FI seeds \\ere product•d in all four combinations, although the combinat1on "ith 
A2826 (4-A- IU ) produced only ill\iablc seed . The 1· 1s of th~ three succc~,rul crosse \\ere 
moct:l.ile<l \I. i1h UVPrt8. The F1 plant~ Crom crm 4-A 063 (A277JN72-MU) ,Uld 4-A-070 
(C~ 1972-MO) \I.Crc su ccptible, while the f-1 lrom the cros~ 4-A-01>4 (293-1 U/772-~10) y,ere 
resistant (IT I +CN). The re.sist:inl F1s \\Cr(• pl1llinc1ed with CS. I wo F1 Steels \\ere produced in 
lhe cross 4-A-154 (29:-TU/772-~IO//( ~). \\'hen moculated with lJVPr18 both \\ere sus ptihle. 
As it appeared that the 1: mimoi occ11111 rcs1s1ancc genes .ire otten ~upprcssed in hyhriJ, \\1th 
wheat, no funher hyhrid1zation \\ ith 1 ,s peck, "ere atk mptcd. 
r. m•aJtmt ( l/;\1:\ll: Se\cn1een access1nns \\ere tc tcd (includmg 11 n " 1n1rod11ctio1b). 
Eight .1cce,,ions \\,.re found tn he re 1s1an1. 11\e 1110<.lcr.1tcl} re 1s1.m1 ancl only four ~11scep1ihle 
{Ir 2 + 4 to 4 ). l'h eight rcmtant .1 ct•ss1ons and four of the modern tel> re I tant a c ... ·s,1l,ns 
were cros ed 'ill1.: cssfully 111 r·~ ll)hrtd 1· 1 \H'r1.• produce I with JO ace<: s1on-; 1ncludmg l\,o that 
40 
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were moderately resistant. Two of the crosses had to be repeated due to poor viability of the F 
1
. 
Upon inoculation with UVPrt8, hybrid F1s in five of the crosses, (three from rc!sistant and two 
from moderately resistant species parents), developed susceptible infection types. Two of the 
above mentioned hybrid F I s were also tested with the inoculum mix and were confirmed to be 
susceptible. Neverfoeless, six hybrid F1 combinations, 3-A-097, 4-A-063, 4-A-112, 4-A-138, 4-
A-139 and 4-A-14j, expressed resistance (Table 14). The F1: 3-A-097 was also tested with the. 
inoculum mix and showed moderate resistance. Plants from all the resistant hybrid F
I 
s were 
tr"...ated with colchicine. The F 1: 3-A-097 produced doubled segments that were self-fenile and 
gave a low seed set. During subsequent backcrossing to CS, the self fenility of the hybrid 
progeny improved. The colchicine treated F 1s of the remaining five crosses are being grown in a 
greenhouse. The F 1: 3-A-097 was backcrossed three times to CS and a 83F 1: 3-A-097/•3 CS was 
obtained. In the B3F1: 3-A-097/*3 CS, pl<lilts with ITs ;-1 • and X were identified. A 
chromosome count of the IT ;-1 • plant revealed that it had 2n = 53 chromosomes. 
T. peregrinum (UUSS): With the exception of two a1..cessions, one moderately susceptible and 
one susceptible, all others (eight accessions) were found to be resistant to the inoculum mix 
(Table 13). Seven of those were successfully crossed to CS. All the F
I 
hybrids expressed 
resistance (Table 14). The F1s of two of the crosScs were tested with the inoculum mix, four 
were teste<l with UVPrt8 and one was tested with both. The hyhrid 3-A-044 i;roduced a more 
resistant infection type (IT :N) when tested with the inoculum mix than did its wild parent. 488-
PE (IT ;I·) (Tables 14, 15). Due to difficulty in producing B1F1s from r, restitution nuclei. 
numerous colchicine treatments were also attempted. Low segmental seed set \\.as obtained in the 
colchicine treated hybrid F 1s: 3-A-044, 4-A-021 and 4-A-023, although these seeds were 
eventually not u~ to produce of 81 F 1s. Following numcrou~ attempts all but one hybrid (4-A-
087) produced B1 F 1 seeds from restitution nuclei. Up to now 8 1 F 1., have been produced from the 
F1s: 4-A-021, 4-A-023 and 4-A-090, B3F1s and B3F2s from: 3-A-044 and 3-A-016 and B4F1s, 
as well as a few B3F2 seeds, 3-A-016 from. Plants with high levels of resistance were identified 
in all the backcross generations of all crosses (Table 14). Chromosome counts on tl,e most 
resistant plants among the B3F1s and B4F1s sho\\.ed a chromosome number of ln = 44 in the 
B3F 1: 3-A-065;♦3 CS, mixoplo1dy in the 1'3F 1: 3-A-044r3 CS (with chromosome numbers 
ranging from 211 = 42 to 2n = 49), and 2n = 43 in the B4r1: 3-A-0J6r4 CS 
T. searsii (S~S'): The collection includes 32 accessions of which 29 are recent introductions. 
'fen accessions were found to be resistant, two moderately resistant, two moderately susceptible 
and Id susceptible (Table JJ). Slow develop111ent of the plants (9-14 months), a tendency to 
remain vegetative under local climatic conditions, poor anther devclopmtnt and high sterility 
hampered attempts to hybridize the resistant acccssior,,,, especially the new introductions, with 
CS. Numerous attempts wc,e made to produce hybrid FI seeds in the resistant accessions. Almost 
all attempts failed when CS was used as a parent. The only exception, cross combination CS/ 145-
0V, produced highly shrivelled and inviable seeds. Generally, the first signs of seed degt"neration 
were visible as early as 11 -13 days after pollination. Embryo res~ue was attempted bul with no 
success. A croc,s of accession 814-SE "ith the tetraploid 293-TU (T. wrgidwn ssp. per.,·1cum \ . 
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Stramineum) resulted :n the production of hyorid F I seeds. However, the l· 1 s were ,msceptible to 
UVPrt8 and no backcrossing was attempted. 
T. sharonense (SISI): Thirteen plants occur in the collection, four of which were found to be 
re~tstant, three moderately susceptible and six susceptible (Table 13). Three of the resistant 
accessions were successfully crossed to CS and hybrid F 1 seeds were obtained. The resistance of 
two of the accessions, 148-SH and 174-SH, was retained in their respective hybrid F
1
s, 3-A-010 
and 4-A-025 (Tables 16, 17). The F 1: 3-A-010 was tested with the inoculum mix while 3-A-010 
was tested with UVPrt8. The third accession, 587-SH (IT ; l "'), produced moderately susceptible 
FI hybrid seedlings (IT 3) when tested with the inorulum mix, and a susceptible infection type 
when tested with UVPrt8. It was therefore not used in further backcrosses. The ~shtan! hybrid 
F 1 plants from crosses 3-A-010 and 4-A-025 were colchicine treated. Self-fertility was obser.ed 
in both hybrids. In 3-A-010, the self-fertility was low and sporadic, while in 4-A-025 many 'i<"ecis 
were formed. Resistant plants were selected among the selfed progeny of cross 3-A-010 Four 
backcrosses of the 3-A-010 resistance resulted in B4F1: 3-A-010/*4 CS plants with high level!. ~f 
resistance (ITs 0, and :-1 =) and a chron,osome number of 211 = 46. A B
4
F
2 
was produced a.i,d 
will form the basis for further backcross•~<;. Following backcrosses with the 4-A-02.5 source, 
B2F 1: 4-A-025/-i CS seeds were produced. Self-fertility in this cross was good and improved 
with almost 100% after only ont· backc1 'lss. In the B2F 1: 4-A-025/*2 CS plants with a moderate 
level of resistance (IT ;-22) were irlentified. 
T. spe/Joides (S~): Seven of the 11 acr~ssions Wt!rc found to be resistant, one moderatdy 
resistant and three moderatel) susceptible (Tahle 13). Five of the seven resistant accessions were 
successfully crossed to CS. Of the t v:o rem?ining resistant ac::essions, one (739-SP) was stt:rile 
and the other (I 40-SP) did not flower in the gree-nhouse environment utilized. Four of the fertile, 
resistant accessions (150-SP, 681-SP, 691 -SP and 692-SP) produced viable F
1 
seeds in crosses 
with CS while the fifth (151-SP) failed to do so. The te,;te-0 F1s from the viable hybrids were all 
resistant to infection with UVPrt8. Two of the hybrid F1s, 3-A-012 ancf 3-A-013, were also 
tested for their reactions to the inoculum mix and were found to be resistanl. Resistance in 
accession 150-SP has already been transferred to wheat (Marais & Pretorius, 1995\ id the 
hybrid involving this parent was therefore not backcrossed to CS. The remaining resista11t hybrid 
F 1s were treated with colchicine. Low self-fertility from segmental chromosome doubling was 
observed in the F 1s: 3-A-012 and 3-A-013. The third hybrid (4-A-137) was colchicine treated 
and the plants are being grown in a greenhouse. The resistant F 1s· 3-A-012 and 3-A-013, were 
successfully backcrossed to CS for several generations. With the exctption of the last 
backcrosses, which were done under unfavourable greenhouse conditions (low light intensity, 
high humidity) during the winter, the levels of self-fertility of the BF
1
s improved with 
progressive backcrossing. From the hybrid 3-A-012, B4F1: 3-A-Cl2/"'4 CS seeds were derived 
from which plants with a high level of resistance were selected (ITO;) (Table 14). B
4
F
2 
seeds 
were also obtained. Following backcrossing of the F1: 3-A-013, B5F1: J-A-013/"'4 CS and B5
F
2 
seeds were produced. Among the B5F 1: '.,-A-0131"'4 CS plants tested with UVPrt8, high levels of 
42 
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resistance {IT ;) were also detected. Resi!.tant planl!I with chromosome numbers 0f 2n = 44 in the 
Bi:1: 3-A-012/•4 CS and 211 = 43 in the B5F1: J-A·Ol3r4 CS were identified. 
T. ryriacum cccccxxs,s~): Thirty four accessions. 33 of them being newly introduced, wer 
tested for resistance. Nine were found to be resistant, six moderately resistant, 14 moderately 
susceptible and five susceptible (Table 13). Most accessions grew poorly under the greenhouse 
conditions. They developed slowly (9-14 months) and formed poorly developed flowers which 
produced shrivelled anthers and were generally sterile. Since only small ,\mounts of pollen were 
availablt\ hybridization with this specie,; proved to be difficult. Four accessions, of which only 
one (849-SY) showed a satisfactory level of resistance (Table 14) were crossed successfully to 
CS. Three of th~ four hj brid F 1s were susceptible to UVPrt8. This was no: •inexpected in view 
of the rrs they produc!'d tollowing infection with the inoculum .111x, i.e. 85: SY proJuce.."1 IT :-
2· and :-4, 854-SY produce<l ti's :-;2· and 876-SY product'<! ITs I + +.3+. Th: fourtl. hybrid f4-
A·022) was resistant (IT ;-1 •>, but the F1 plants lacked vigour and co111d not ~e tested in the 
seedling i t ee. Some of tl,e remta,t F I pla.••s were treated with colcllicine althoi.. ;h only a low 
frequency of ch"omosomc doubling was expected to occur due to the high ploldy : 1els of the 
two parents. No self-fertility was observed among the colc!1icine treated plant . The h)~:'l.:i could, 
however, be backcros ed to CS and BiF1: 4-A-022r1 CS plants that were-.. lsta11 to 11\'Prt8 
could be identified (Tahle 14). 
T. tauschii (DD): Thirty acces:;ivns were tested. Two prov 1 10 1,e resistant, tWl' .no,~.m1tcl,; 
resistant, four moderately susceptible and 22 susctptible (Table 13), '\t•v~ral attempts to hybn,:iz,: 
the two resistant acct'.ssions with CS were not sui:cessful. No hybrid F1s were orOc'tu .. ~ frcm the 
high1y resistant 674-TA (IT 0;). After a number of hybridization attempts ~ 1th !i29-T,\ (IT ;-i ) 
one sc:.co was produced. The embryo Weis rescued after I e. days, ~ut the pl,i.1 · w"iich J e.ve!oped 
from :t di ~ shortly after inoculation. 
':. timophtti·ii (AmAmAnAnGG): Seventy two accessions w~. i: ~:•sted with the ino •,!um mix. 
Tw..!1.ty two were found to be resistant, one moderately resistant, 11 •11\~t:ierately suscep .. ,r -, na 
38 suscel:tible (fable 13). The resistant and moderately resistant acce~ iit-.'t were crossed tl. (',; 
The seed set was generally very good. Viable F 1 hybrid seeds were p ·,.._,,,ced in all cros~l" 
Hybrid r 1" from all 23 crosses were tested with UVPrt8 while 16 of them were also tested with 
the inoculum m · x. Following inoculation with UVPrt8 the hybrid FI s of IJ cros;e were found to 
be resi~tant, tt.ose of six crosses were moderately resistant, those of three ~rosses were 
moderately susceptible and one FI was found to be susceptible. Th~ susceptible (UVPrt8) l\s 
were also found to be moderately susceptible to the inoculum mix. Five of the :ii JC F 1 
combinations found to be moderately resic;tnnt to UVPrt8, were also te~ted with the inoc 1l11m 
mix, Four wc-e resistant and one wa! found to be moderately susceptible (Tahle 14). The 13 :·, 
combinations found to be re~istnnt to UVPrt8 inclulkd two which were susceptible to the 
inoculum mi JC. 'fhe ninctL-en resistant hybrid F 1 !I were treated with colchicine and segmental self-
fertility was observed in 13 of them. Complete self sterility was encountered with two of the 
hybrids (3-A-001 and J•A·002), however, Bif 1 seeds could be produced when the self-sterile 
colchicine treated F 1 planb were pollinated with CS. The kvel of difticulty encountered during 
I ( 
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backcrossing depended on the particular accession used as ihe wild parent in the initial cross. 
Thus far, B1F1 plants were produced from four crosses (3-A-033/*CS, 3-A-054/"'CS, 4-A-
009/"'CS and 4-A-065/*CS), B2F I plants were produced from eight cro,ses (3-A 00:21•2 CS, 3-A-
003/"'2 CS, 3-A-0291•2 CS, 3-A-0301•2 CS, 3-A-031/*2 CS, 3-A-032/~2 CS, 3-A-l 18/*2 CS, 4-
A-002/"'2 CS), B3F I plants were produced from five crosses, wh:k in three of them B
3
F
2 
was 
also pr()l"!uced (3-A-014/"'3 CS, 3-A-022/*3 CS, 3-A-034/•3 CS, 3-A-096/*3 CS, 4-A-0031•3 
CS), B4F1 and B4F2 plants were produced f1om ,me cross (3-A-005/*3 CS), and B5F1 and B5F2 
plants were produced from one cross (3-A-001/•5 CS) (Table 14). With the exception of B
1 
F 
1
: 3-
A-033, B1F1: 4-A-065 and B3F1: 3-A-022, in which no resistant F1s were found, all the other 
backcross generation FI s exhibited satisfactory levels of resistance. The results of chromosome 
counts on !'esistant plants from the most advanced backcross generations (B
3
F 
1
, B
4 
F
I 
and B
5
F 
1
) 
are listed in Table 14. 
T. triaristata (UUMM/UlJMMXX): Seven of the 11 accessions te~ted were found to be 
resistant to the inoculum mix and four were susceptible. The resistmt accessions were crossed 
successfully to CS. High percentages of embryoless seeds were found among :he F 
1 
s derived 
from crosses between the female parent, CS, and three of the access10ns (747-TRT, 748-'fRT and 
751-TRT). As a result ,10 F1 plants could be recove1.!d in these crosses. Two of the crosses were 
repeated (CS/747-TRT and CS/748-TRT) and !Jrc-duced many seeds. However, most of the seeds 
were big but lacked an embryo. A few F 1 plants could be obtained in both crosses but proved to 
be susceptible to UVPrt8 F1s from a fourth cross (CS/145-TRT) were also found to be 
susceptible to UVPrt8. In the remaining three crosses (3-A-100, 3-A-107 and 3-A-119) hybrid 
F1s were produced. F1: 3-A-107 was resistant to both the inoculum mix and UVPrt8, 3-A-119 
was moderately resistant to the inoculum mix and 3-A- I 00 was resistant to immune to UVPrt8. 
ln the last cross the resistance against UVPrt8 was expressed more strongly in the hybrid F
1
s than 
in the respective wild parent. The resistant F 1 s were subjected to a number of colchicine 
treatments. A low level of self-fertility was observed only in the F
1: 
3-A-119. It proved very 
difficult to backcross the highly sterile F1s from all three crosses B1F1 progeny was produced 
only after spikes from FI plants were bagged together with flowering spikes of CS for 3-4 days. 
The least troubleson:_ combination of the three, 3-A-100, was backcrossed three times. Highly 
resistant to immune (JT O; and ;) B3F 1: 3-A-l oor3 CS plants were obtained including one which 
had a chromosome number of2n = 43. However, this plant proved to be self-sterile. The F
1
: 3-
A-107 was also backcrossed three times to CS and resistant B3F1: 3-A-107/"'3 CS plants were 
recovered. A degree of self fertility was eviucnt after one backcross and it further improved after 
the second backcross. The chromosome number of a resistant B3F 1: 3-A-107r3 CS plant was 2n ~ 56. The F1:3-A-l 19 was backcrossed once and resistant BiF1 plants were identified (Table 
14). Although sporadic seeds were formed following backcrossing of the hybrid F
I 
plants to CS, 
self fertility was not observed. 
T. trlunciale (UUCC): All accessions in the collection were found to be resistant to the 
inoculum mix and all were crossed suc,·essfutly with C'S. One of the crosses (CS/773-TR) 
produced numerous, big, but sli6~,tly shrivelled ~eeds which were hollow at the site of the 
44 
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embryo. No F 1 s were recovered from the latter cross. FI s from seventeen cross combinations 
were tested with UVPrt8. Five of them were resistant, four were moder"tely iesistant, two were 
moderately susceptible and six were susceptible. FI s from two cru:.:>t!S were also tested ..,,.ith the 
inoculum mix. One was found to be highly resistant to both UVPrt8 and the inoculum mix 
(Tables 14, 15). The expression of this resistance was stronger than the resistance of the wild 
parent when tested with the inoculu1 ix but nearly the same when tested with lJVPrt8 (Tables 
14, 15). The hybrid F 1s which were resistant (5 hybrids) and moderately resistant (2 hybrids) 
were treated with colchicine. Six were tre:ited recently and are being grown 10 a greenhouse. The 
remaining hybrid FI did not produce selfed seed following colchicin.! treatment. However, it was 
backc-rossed twice and in the B2F 1: 3 ·A-069/-i CS, plants with high levels of resistan1~e were 
identified (Table 14). 
T. turgidum (AABB): The 344 accessions of the collection were tested with the inoculum 
mix. Eighteen were found to be resistant, 10 moderately resistant, 39 moderately susceptible and 
277 susceptible. The resistant and moderatdy resistant accessions were c:rossed to CS. Hybrid F1s 
from 22 crosses were test~d with the inoculum mix, six hybrid FI s were tested with both UVPrtR 
and the inoculum mix. The remaining six hybrids were tested with UVPrt8 only. Two of the 
hybrids tested with the inoculum mix were resistant, three were moderately resistant, six were 
moderately susceptible and 11 were susceptible. Regarding the six hybrids tested with both the 
inoculum mix and UVPrt8, three tested moderately susceptible witti the inoculum mix and were 
susceptible when tested with UVPrt8. One was moderately resistant to the inoculum mix but 
susceptible when tested with UVPrt8 alone. Another hybrid was moderately susceptible when 
tested with thf' inoculum mix but proved to be resistant to UVPrt8. Testing with UVPrt8 alone 
showed two hybrids to be resistant, one to be rnodcratt:ly ,esistant and three to be susceptible 
(Table 14). ln total eight hybrids were found tc, be resistant. These F1s were treated with 
colchicine. All of the treated plants appeared to be self-fertile to varying degrees. Two hybrids 
(3-A-045 and 3-A-057) were backcrossed three times and resistant B3F 1: 3-A-045/*3 CS and 
B3F 1: 3-A-0~7/"'3 CS plants were identified. B3F2: 3-A-045/*3 CS and B3F 1: 3-A-057/*3 CS 
seeds were also produced. 111e most resistant selections produced ITs of ; and ;-1 "", respectively 
(Table 14). Chromosome counb on the~e plants showed a chromosome number of 2n = 42 in 
both crosses. Backcrossing with the remaining six sources progressed to the 8iF 1 (4 hybrid 
combinations) and the B1 F 1 (4 hybrid combinations) {Table 14). All the \v .:-1..,oss F I generations 
were self-fertile. Four of the hybrids had close to normal self-fertility, these included three B2F Is 
(3-A-062, 4-A-004 and 4-A-008), and one B3F 1 (3-A-057). 
T. umbell11latum (UU): Three accessions were t1•sted. One (740-UM) was found to be 
immune (Table 14, 15) and two (158-UM and 159-UM) resistant to moderately resistant (IT ; 1-
1 + + and 2). Accession 159-UM had a low viability 10 the greenhouse environment and died 
before tlowenng. The other two accessions were crossed to CS. Embryo rescue was performed in 
both crosses. although in '.\-A-104 1t proved not necessary because seed set was also obtained. In 
both FI hybrids high levels vf resistance to the inoculum mix ·ere observed (3-A- I 04 developed 
a fleck and 3 A-068 -= CS/159-UM developed IT :-1·). The F1: 3-A-l04 was also tested with 
J 
I ( 
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UVPrt8 and produced an immune reaction (ITO;). The F1 of the cross: 3-A-068 (CS/159-UM) 
died in the greenhouse shortly after being treated with colchicine and following accidental 
spraying with pesticides. Attempts to repeat the cross were unsuccessful. Following colchicine 
treatment of the F1: 3-A-104 two seeds were produced. A chromosome count on one of the 
hybrids revealed 2n = 56 chromosomes. Sterility probl~ms delayed the production of a 8
1 
F 
1
. In 
order to facilitate backcrossing, FI ears were bagged with flowering ears of CS for several days. 
Eventually B1F 1 and B2F1 plants were obtained. In the B2F1: 3-A-104/'"2 CS all the tested plants were resistant to UVPn8 (IT ;-1 "") (Table 14). 
All the Triticum accessions which produced resistant F
1 
hybrids in c1osses with CS were also 
tested with the individual rust pathotypes used in the study. The results of these tests confirmed 
resistance of the parents and are listed in Table 15. 
3.2. Genus Thinopyrum 
Accessions from 12 species of the genus Thinopyrum were tested with the inoculum mix. None of 
the accessions of the following species were resistant: Th. elongatwn, Th. caespitoswn, Th. 
di.flichwn, Th. scirpeum and Th. podperae. In the remaining species (711. bessarahicum, Th, 
curvifolium, Th. junceifonnc, Th. intennedium, Th. Junceum, Th. turcicwn and 771. ponticum) 
nine accessions that were resistant to the inoculum mix were identified (Table 13). Eight of the 
resistant accessions were immune (IT 0) whereas one was highly r"~istant. 
In view of the large number of resistant Triricum accession~ t.,1countered and the fact it is 
generally much more difficult to achieve intergeneric hybridization than intrageneric 
hybridization, no attempts were made to hybridize these sources with CS. 
46 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4. l. Evuluatif,n of the collrcl ion for lraf rust resislnnce 
An evaluation of 877 Tri1ic11m accessions representing 27 species (l'abl~s 11 and 13) and 51 
77.!u,,pyrum accessions representing 12 species (Tables 11 and 13) with an inoculum mix of five 
leaf rust pathotypes (UVPrt2, UVPrt3, UVPrt8, UVPrt9 and UVPrtl3) revealed a wealth of 
potentially useful resistance genes. Of the 877 Triticum accessions tested, 222 (25 % ) were found 
to be resistant. Of these 176 (20%) were highly resistant and the other 46 accessions (5 % ) were 
moderately resistant. The 51 711i11opyrum accessions !eslcd included nine (18 % ) that were 
resistant. 
Very little or no leaf rust resistance wa found among the accessio. · " f the seven Triticum 
species T. acJtirnm, T. bicome, T. comnsum, T. ju1·c,wle, T. 11111!>e!:, · •1111:- T. 1miaris1awm, T. 
urarlll and 1: 1•emricosum. From Table 13 it can be concludt:d th .: .;er,ornc most frequently 
present in the susceptible species, is the D-genome (T. ae.stfrwn, •: eras.um, 4x and 6.t, T. 
jm·cmale and T. 1,•efllrico.mm). Among the species thar contained resistant accessions, the most 
regularly occurring genome was the lJ-genome (eight species), followed by the S-genomc (six 
species), the C-genomc (four species) and the M-gcnome (four species). While the associations 
may be purely coincidental, it may also be ascribable to the genetic distance between common 
wheat and the donor pccies. 
The 222 resistant to moderately resistant Triticum accessions (20 species) included 42 T. 
monococcum accessions which had 10 be excluded from the study on the basis of frequent 
suppr~sion in the hybrid F 1s of the resistance derived from the A-genome. The literature 
s11ggests that suppression of this kind occurs freqUl'ntly (Kerber & Dyck, 1973). In this study 
suppression was observed in the FI s of live crosses involving T. m01wcocc1m1 as the male parent. 
Regarding one of the accessio11s, 972-MO, the resistance was expressed when the accession was 
crossed to T. turgidum (AABB) but suppressed when it was crossed to either CS (AABBDD) or 
the allotctraploid A2773 (= T. monococc:wn ssp. boeotirnm X 7'. rauschii, genomically AADD). 
Thus, the suppression of the resistance may have been due to the presence of the O-genome. 
The exclusion of the 42 T. mo11ococrn111 accessions effectively reduced the number of resistant 
or moderately resistant accessions that were available for hybridiLation from 222 to 180. Of this 
number, 18 resistant acces5ions (T. searsii (eight), T. syriacum (five), T. macroc:haetw11 (four} 
and T. speltoides (one)) were not crossed to wheat at all, the reason being poor adaptability of the 
plants to grc..!nhousc conditions and, :l, 1 consequence, their failure to grow, flower or to develop 
functional anthers. Ptxlr adaptability was associated particularly with species introduced recently 
from Syria (7: searsii. 7: syric1nm1 and T. clicrnccoides) and Bulgaria (T. macmchaerwn and 7: 
Jpe/1,,;des). 
Of the 162 resistant accc.ssions that remained, 10 could not be crossed to wheat despite 
repeated attempts. Another nine moderately resistant accessions were also not used in crosses, 
Up n retesting these accessions it appeared that the reactions tended towards IT 2 + +. In view of 
the abundanre of high levels of resistance encountered it was decided that it would not be worth 
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while to carry on with the~e accessions. Eventually. 14 3 a~cessions, representing 18 species, 
remained. These were crossed to CS as female parent in most cases. 
4.2. Hybridiiatioo of the resistant ac .. ... . 'ilons with wheat 
48 
With the exceptiv · vf · '! diploid species, no JT1ajor difficulties were encountered when crossing 
the resistant accessions to CS. 'fhe dlploiu.,. 1~ particular T. tauschii, T. longissimum, and T. 
uarsii, were very difficult to cross nul this n1;CL sitated the use of tetraploid bridging species. 
While this strategy did not solve the cr,,~;a~,ility prc~-k:m cmnpletely, it facilitate production of a 
small number of hybrids with T. lor.:-issim11m an~l T. seorsii as parents. The difficulty 
encountered in hybridizing the diploid spLc:es with h .. ,aploid CS, and sometimes also with 
tetraploid wheat, is probably largely due t,·, tre diffe,cr.c~ in chromosome number and cross 
compatibility barrit-rs which result in F1 seco abortion and C ! hybrid lethality rGill & Raupp, 
1987). Farooq et al. (1990) have also found that T. fllll.\Chii is ;;1rficult to cros, ·.vith wheat even 
though it sha.e~ the D-genome. Consequently, succ<~:;E•I hyb,1d: .nvolving !he two spe~ics are 
rare. 
In general, tne seed set in most of the crosses invuif:•1g the different species and accessions 
was relatively high and it was usually easy to produce th~ F1 hybrics. However, the mature F1 
seeds from crosses of T. lonxi.nimum and T. se,mii with CS and, to a lesser extent !hose 
involving T. triuristuJUm and CS, were shrivelled and often had low viability. This seemed to be 
the result of clcger~.ration of the hybrid endosperm. Bai et al. ( 1994) have also reported 
endosperm degeneration in crosses of common wheat with T. triaristarwn. These authors :mgr.est 
that the development of the hybrid endosperm is affected by the genotypes of both parents. In 
crosses of T. triaristarum accessions with some durum and bread wheats, the hybrid endosperm:-. 
developed normally. In the preseat study a similar situation may apply, not only to T. 
rriaristarum but also to T. longi.uimum and T. sear.Iii, which produced fairly normal s~ds when 
crossed to a tetraploid accession of T. tttrgidum (293-TU). 
Low hybrid viability was occasionally observed in crosSt!s involving other specie-,; T. 
triuncialis - CS hyorid seed:. gP-nerally had a low germinab'1ity. In at le.:.st two cross combm~tions 
involving this species the FI seeds were embryoless and could not germinate. Embryoless se'<!~ 
were also produred in cros~es involving another tvro species, viz., T. macrochaerwn and , : 
ovatum. The formation of embryolesc; ~eeds c0uld be ascribed to the use of the growth promoting 
agent Dicamba in some crosses but not all. 
4.3. Use of growth promoting agents 
With the possible exception of Dicamba, nune- of tile growth promoting substances appeared to 
i, rove seed set and seed quality. Tre;.tn: ·nt whh L'i;;amba often resulted in the formation of 
e1 •'"yoless, apomicuc seeds, e,;pecially when it was applied during backcrossmg of problematic 
allohaploid FI s. Thus, while it did appear to improve the quality of the seeds produced it did not 
seem to aid m overcoming crossing barriers or protlli.!ms associated with hybrid sterility. 
I ( 
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4.4. Embryo rescue 
In most cases the F1 hybrid seeds developed fairly normally. However, in a few cross 
combim1Lic,ns it was necessary to rescue and culture the embl)v'i. 'fhe success of er.~tiryo rescue 
depended on the stage of en,b•yo devdopm,n1. No hvbrid F
I 
s were rcco,ered through embryo 
rescue when the embryo was excised earlrer lhan 18 day!i Post-pollina:ion (e.g. CS x T. s .. :,rsii). 
In the crosses: CS x T. dicha.\:anJ and C') x r. ,·,::::,·,.:hii, emhryo rescue fail!.!d even though the 
embryos were excised en the 18th day post•Po!lination. In som<' instances. e1l'lbryo rescue wa, 
performed as a pre,:aution ,,r with the aim to ad\ance more quickly to the next generntion. 
(However, ic appeared that h r:.w,•s whcl'e viaole F1 ,;eedling:; could .i:so be obtained from seeds, 
embryC'I rescue should not be u,;ed,, Planis proouced through embryo \;ulturc were generally less 
viable and this p1est!11ts d!t1icult1es 111 i;eedJing tcs1s for rust resistance. 
4.S. F.xpressfoo of the f'(sl~ar.ce iu the h)b:-l i F
1 
The h) blidi1 ... ,1ion attempts produced l 4 '"', ityhrids. Eight of these had very low viabilities and 
' 
could noi bL tested for rcs1stancl' !o 1, • ...... :.The n:maining 135 F
1 
hybrids were tested )\i!!i an 
inoculun, mix a11dll1r UVPrte and <' .,! · ~:-nl'pcd into lhr::e n,1>jor ca:egories as follows; 
1. A category ,indicated as I:. t. 1, '-'• 13) consisting of F
I 
hybrin ~ in which the resi~tP.nce 
derived from the wild pare 11 cVas tuuy ,·xpres~ed. Seventy six ~ybrids representing 15 spec.es 
(Table 1.
1
) are of tltis type. The hybrid F1.:- in tt,e tltis category included some in which the 
level of re-:ii~i.a,
1
ce appeared t~ he st , vnger t~an the resistance recorded in the wild parent 
itself. F1s of this type were produced by cro:;ses cf CSIT. pert'grir.um (3·.'\-044), CS/T. 
speltoides (3-A-013), CS/T. timoplzeevii (3-A-034 and 4-A-009), CSIT. triaristatum (3-A-
100) and CSIT tritmcialis (3-A-069) (Tables 14, 15). One possible explanation for this 
observation is a tcnetic background effoct resulting from interaction of Chinese Spring Lr 
gene(s) 
1
vi:: 
1
enes for resistance in the wild species. Alternatively, the small differences in 
the level (; 1 e.sistan-..e may have a physiological and/or environmental basis. 
2. The , , . •· ·ry of hybrid F1s (indicated a,; S in Table 13) in which partial or complete 
suppression ,:! tr,' rcsist:ince apparently occurs, i.e .• hybrids that were moderately susceptible 
or susceptible ,.,l' • ugh the species parent was fully resistant. 
J. Hyt>iids de,·.,,; "g fro,n species initially thought to be resistant to all the pathotypes of the 
inoculum mix but ~ :ich in .-eatity were incompletely resi!itant (indicated as NE in Table 13). 
The 60 susceptible I ;'•ri,i F1s deriving from resistant and moderately reshtant species parents 
were classified a, Categ, y 2 am! C:aiegory J hybrids ;,ce Table 13). Resistance in a hybrid F
1 was considered to be supprt)~t:d or partially suppressed when occurs in the seedling tests with the 
inoculum mix and wi:h UYrrt8 indicated that the wild parent was resistant/moderately resistant 
while the F1 was ffi()Jerntely ~ 1sceptible to suscepti!Jle. Accessions which have been susceptible 
to a component or component~ oi the inoculum mix wo11ld have produced a hybrid F
1 
which 
lacked resistance to the specific ;>athotyp:, or pathotypes. Thus, the resistance may ~-· uormally 
expressed yet may not be effec:i\·. against all the pathotypes. Such F
I 
s were allocatt>d to Category 3. 
- . 
'... . .. 
' ~., -
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The susceptibility of hybrid F 1 'I could most often be attributed to suppression or partial 
suppression by th.! genome of CS (Tahle lJ column E). In a few cases T. turgidum genomes also 
appeared to supp"ess resistance gene~ contributed by T. longfasimum and T. searsii. Resistance 
genes from the foilowing species appeared to be suppressed by the common wheat genomes: T. 
turgidum (AABB) (16 accessions), T. triunciale (UUCC) (eight accessions) and T. monococcum 
(AA) (five accessions). When the Category 2 hybrids obtained are expressed as a percentage of 
the total number of crosses made with a specific species, the following results are obtained (only 
species in which more than five accessions were crossed, were considered): In 83 % of the 
hybrids made with T. monococcum (AA) the resistance was suppr !d, The resistance was also 
suppressed in 57% of the hybrids involving T. rurgidum (AABB), 43% of the hybrids involving 
T. triaristara {UUMM/XX) and 38% of the hybrids involving T. triunciale (UUCC). Thus, it 
appears that F 1 suppression may be expected to occur more frequently among accessions which 
have the A- or AB-genomes. A mechanism that suppresses leaf rust resistance genes in common 
wheat, and \"hich involves chromosomes ..,?) and 1 D of CS, was in fact described by Bai & Knott 
(19Q I). McIntosh & Dyck (1975) showed that a gene in the cultivar Thatcher suppresses the 
resistance conft-1red by lr'23 to Canadian pathotypcs of leaf rust and only partially suppresse ilS 
re,;istance to Austr,•Jian pathotypes. Bai & Knott ( 1992) reported widespread suppression of leaf 
rust rdistance genes in T. diconoides-common wheat 1,, brids. The authors speculated that the 
supp·, ,soi rnay show specificity of action and that they may be directed against a specific 
gl!ne(s) for ,esistance. Base{! on their data obtained with CS x T. t11rgidun1 hybrids, as well as 
other hybrids, they claim th:1t the presence of a general suppressor in one of the wheat genomes is 
unlikely. Rather, the evidence suggests that the suppression patterns show specificity. Specific 
patterns of suppression may also possibly be directed at genomes other than A and B. If so, this 
can possibly explain much of the F 1 suppression observed in this study. 
In this study evidence was also found of suppression or partial suppression of resistance 
deriving from T. longissmwm (142-LO and 169-LO) in crosses of T. turgidum/T. lon~faJimum. 
Kerber (1983) has fot•nd evidence that the AB-genome component of tetraploid wheat is capable 
of inhibiting resistance conferred by the D-genome cf T. ra1,.schii when these genomes arc 
combined in an amphiplo1d. It seems possible therefore that the A- and/or 8-genome may carry 
suppressors that function against the S-genome as wel!. 
Kerber (1983) states that supprcss10n by one gen,xniL. component of rust resistance conferred 
by another, when these are combined into .. n amphiploid, ,snot uncommon in Triticwn. After all, 
the high frequency of occurrence of suppressors in the bread wheat genomes as described in the 
literature suggests that they must liave a selective advantage (Bai & Knott, 1991). 
Another possible explanation for the occurrence of FI suppression Jmong the interspecies 
hybrids may be intragenic interactions, i.e. dominance or recessivity of the observed resistance. 
Since 1t was not known beforehand whether the resistance gene(sJ in a wild parent is dr .,1inant or 
recessive, it is not clear whether some of the instances of suppression in the F
I 
were due to 
recessiveness. Hypothetically resistance might also become recessive in the hybrids if a 
modifying genetic system 1s present in the common wheat parent. 
so 
I l 
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4.6. Confirmation of the resistance in the species parents 
The leaf rust resistant species that also produced resistant FI hybrids in crosses with wheat were 
retested with the individual components of the inoculum mix (Table 15). The data confirmed high 
levels of resistance in the material. However, the results suggest that some of the accessions of a 
species may have contribut~ the same resistance genes. Thus, in order to maximize the chances 
of transferring diverse resistance genes, the selection of a subset of material for further 
manipulation should be based on infection type differences in the parents, the infection types 
produced by the advanced backcross segregates, and the origin of access10ns. 
4.7. Colchicine treatment 
The optimal concentration of colchicine to apply and the duration of treatment vuy depending on 
the genotype of the hybrid, the environmental conditions at the time of treatment, the age and 
physiological state of the plant. Some T. turgidum accession~ for example produce intersper,ies 
hybrids that are capable of a nigh freque11cy of spontaneous chromosome doubling (Xu & Dong, 
1992). 
As a result of the diffi, •ultics encountered in most hybridizations of the wild svecies with 
wheat, too few seeds were generally produced in a specific cross to allow for proper 
experimentation with alternative means of colchicine application. However, the following general 
conclusions may be justified: 
(i) There appears not to be any correlation between either the duration or dose of colchicine 
application and the induction of self-fertility in the treated plants. The different hybrids 
appeared to vary considerably regarding the time and dose required to induce 
chromosome doubling. Generally, plants were treated with 0.1 % colchicine for 15 hours. 
If this proved to be ineffective, a longer treatment of up to 24 hours and/or a higher dose 
(0.15%) were applied. 
(ii) A prolonged period of exposure to colchicinr decreases the survival rate of the treated 
material, and unnecessarily long treatments should therefore be avoided 
(1ii) Whitt! the colchicine treatment does not always cause chromosome doubling, it does 
seem to promote seed formation when the male sterile F I s were pollinated with CS 
pollen. 
(iv) Colchicine treatment of mature embryos and germinating seeds appears to be more 
effective than the treatment of plants. All the hybrid F 1 s treated in this manner showed a 
degree of self-fenillty. 
(v) Colchicine treatment of seeds is equally effective whether this is done in a sand layer or 
on Difeo Orchid agar. However, the sand treatment is much simpler to perform. 
51 
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4.8. Backcros.sing and transmission of the resistance 
Jn many instances backcrossing of the FI hybrid to its wheat parent was more difficult to achieve 
than it was to produce the hybrid F1 itself. In some cases the production of a B
1
F
1 
was possible 
only after the florets had been cut open and bagged for 3-4 days with a pollen shedding ear of the 
recurrent parent. Evidently, the procedure exposed the stigma to freshly shed pollen over a longer 
period of time. As a result, functional pollen was available at a time of peak receptivity of the 
stigma. 
Generally, producing the B1F1 and sometimes the B2F1 as well proved to be a problem. All 
the advanced backcro~s generations could, however, bP. produced with relative ease. 
Environmental conditions in the greenhouse (relative humidity and photointensity) appeared to 
have a significant effect on the fertility of the hybrid BnF,s. High humidity and low 
photointensity. which were especially prevalent during the winter months influenced the fertility 
of the hybrid F 1 s and, to a lesser extent, the pollen produ: tion of the recurrent parent (CS). 
4.9. Backcros.s proaenies and their utility 
The study has produced the followir:g material: hybrid FI s with 21 accessions, B1 
F 
1 
s with 13 
accessions, B2F1s with 16 accessions, B3F1s with 15 accessions. B4F1
s with six accessions and 
B5F1s with two accessions (Table J4). The different sources vary in their resistance expression 
from immune to moderately resistant: (i) Twenty two sources are immune to strongly resistant 
(ITO;-;), nine of these are in a fairly advanced stage of backcro:.sing (B
3
F
1 
to B
5
F
1
) (Table 15): 
(ii) Nineteen hybrids are resistant (IT ;-1 =) with six of them having advanced to the B
3
F 
1
; (iii) 
The rest of the hybrids are resistant (ITs ;-J- to I .. ) or moderately resistant (ITs ;-2+) and 
mesothetic (IT X). TI1e most advanced generations (B
3
F 
1
, B
4
F 
1 
and B
5
F 
1
) derive from 
accessions, representative of IO Triti··um specie~. i.e.: T. rurgidum (AB), T. timophPtvii 
(AAGG), T. spe/toides (SS), T. sharonenJe (SS), T. kotJchii (UUSS), T. peregrinum (UUSS), T. 
columnaris (UUMM), T. macrochaetum (UUMM), T. ovarum (UUMM) and T. triaristata 4x 
(UUMM). The resistance sources used in the most advanced material can than be grouped 
according to their genomes as follows: 
(I) Genomes group AB and AG: This includes two T. rurgidum combinations that have 
advanced to the B3F 1• The chromosome numbers of the resistant progeny are 2n = 42 in 
both crosses. Fertility is almost norm1l and a wheat genetic background has obviou~ly been 
largely restored. S,x r timopheevii cross combinations have advanced to the B
5
F
1 
(3-A-
001 with 211 = 42), B4F1 (3-A-005 with 2n = 44) and B3F1 (3-A-014 with 2n = 46, 3-A-
034 with 2n = 41, 3-A-096 with 2n = 46 and 4-A-003 with 2n = 46). Strongly expressed 
resistance occurs in all instances except the B5F 1: 3-A-00 I which produces a mesothetic 111fection cype. 
(2) Genome &roup S: One cross combination involving T. sharonense has advanced to the 
B4F1. The resistant progeny shows an immune IT, some degree of fertility and a 
chromosome number of 2n = 46. Two cross combinations were produced with T. 
Jpeltoides accessions, and B5F 1 (3-A-O I 3, IT ; • 2n = 43) and B
4
F 
1 
(3-A-O l 2, lT ; , 2n = 
52 I I 
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44) progeny were derbed follow1ng their backcrossing to CS. Both c;~rivatives have 
moderate to gor>d self-fertility. 
(3) Genome group US: A T. kotschii accession has parented one advanced backcross 
derivative that exhibits strong re~istance in the B3F 1: 3-A-051 (IT ;-1 "") and which has a 
chromosome number of 2n = 43. However, the selection is self sterile. Three adv.::\llced 
lines were developed following crosses with thr~ T. peregrinum accessions. In the three 
progenies: 64F1: 3-A-016 with 2n = 43, B3F1: 3-A-044 with 2n = 42/49 (mixoploid) and 
B3F 1: 3-A-065 with 2n = 43 the expression of resistance varies from immune {IT 0) lo 
very strong (1T ;). Only B4F 1: 3-A-0 16 was self-fertile. 
(4) G,mome group (UM}: Three hybrid combinations were derived from T. columnaris 
accessions. All exhibit strong to vt:ry strong resistance (IT ; to ;- l =) and are self-fertile. 
The B4F1: 3-A-017 has 2n == 40, the B3F1: 3-A-058 has 2n = 45 and the B3
F
1
: 3-A-066 
has 2n = 4 ./48 (mixoploid) chromosomes. From T. macrochoetum one advanced hybrid 
combination has been derived (D4F 1: J-A-023) wluch has ciose to normal fertility, 211 = 41 
chromosomes and produces an IT ; . A cross combination involving a T. ovatum accession 
has advanced to the B3F 1: 3-A-097. It develops an IT ;-1 •, shows good self-fertility and 
has a chromosome number of 2n = 52. Finally, from T. triarimua, two advanced cross 
combinations were derived. The B3F 1: 3-A- I 00 has excellent resistance (IT O;, ;) and a 
chromosome number of 2n = 43. The B3F1: 3-A-107 produces the IT ;-1, has a 
chromosome number of 2n = 54, and is partially self-fertile. 
All the advanct::d hybnd progeny phenotypically resemble the wheat parent. The chromosome 
counts indicate that the genetic background of the wheat parent has largely been restored. The 
high chromosome number (47-54) retained in some instances, is most probably due to effective 
chromosome doubling in the colchicine treated F
I 
hybrids. 
From the chromosome counts it can be deduced tliat the selection .and backcross steps probably 
resulted in the retention of one or a few ~lien chromosomes in addition to the wheat chromosomes 
in many of the backcross derivatives. This will probably be true with regard to donor genomes 
su ... h as U and M which are more distantly related to the wheat genomr-i, and it will need to be 
confirmed with the use of C-banding or in siw hybridization procedures. In 42 chromosome 
individuals the latter techniques may help to distinguish between translocated wheat/alien and 
substitution chromosomes. ln 43 and 44 chromosome individuals it will be necessary to identify 
the alien chromosome and to develop disomic addition/substitution lines that can be utilized in 
attempts to transfer the resistance to wheat. 
Future attempts to introgress the resistance genes to wheat will largely depend on the level of 
homology/homeology of the alien donor and wheat chromosomes. From the homologous AB-
genomes of T. turgidum and the AG-genomes of T. timopheevii, gene transfer is expectt::d to 
occur as a result of homologous recombination. The S-genome (T. speltoides, T. Jh,mmense, 1: 
k0tschii and T. peregrinum) shares homology ancl homoeology with the wheat genome and gene 
transfer may require homologous or homoeologous recombination. Homo~ologous exchanges 
may be enhanced during backcrossing by the pre$ence in some S-gcnomes of suppressors of Ph. 
I 
. ( 
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rn the more distMtly homocologo.is transfers involving the M- and U-genou1es (f. kor.,chii, 1: 
peregrinwn, 1'. columnaris, T. macroclraetwn, T. m·mum and T. triariJt(J(u). the production of 
acl<iiticn or substitution lines will be a prerequisite for the incorporation of the ... ~1stance £tnes in 
wheat chromosomes. It will then be necessary to employ chromosome e11ginctrt r, rN:'hOC:ology 
ns •J,!Seribed by Sears ( 1981, 1983). In this material two types of translocation e~~l' ill ,ire possible 
during bac11:crossing: (i) those that result from misdivision of univalents durinz 11 1C',11sis the so-
called Robertsonian translocation and (ii) those resulting from intcrcalary exchanges or ,:lm,matm 
(non-Robertsonian translocations). If spontaneous translocation do not occur during bal k•wfl' ~ing, 
it will be necessary lo achieve homoeologous recombination through the suppression •l1 t~,. Ph-
system. However, gene transfer from ,he U- and M-genomes may not always be possible 111 "lJ~h 
mar.ipulation of lhe Ph genes. If so, procedures such a ionizing radiation and ti!:sue cu!ture wil1 
need to be attempted in order to induce the translocation of alien chromatin onto vhe'\t 
chromosomes. 
Apart from the more advanced material discussed a number of less advanced backcross 
selections remain. 11,ese constitute a very promising sourc~ of ne,v genes and further backcrosses 
with these lines will be continued. 
The wild species collcx-tion used as the basis of the study i-. highly diverse (27 Triticum and J2 
Thlnopyrum species) and can also serve as starting point for the identification and the lransfor of 
other resistance genes (for example stem rust, mildi:.", septoria, eyespot disease). In the present 
study a large number of hybrids was produced and in many cases surplus s eds of the backcross 
material wen.; obtained and cold ~tored. These hybrids may be utililed in the search for resistance 
to other diseases amJ may simplify future transfer attempts. Also, no attempt was made 10 
identify genes that condition adult plant rc.sbtancr. only. A search for such genes may be 
undertaken at a later stage. 
' 
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6. TABLES 
Table t. Common names i,nd morpholo~i.:al classifii.:allon of pee•~ in the a:enus Triticum (Knott, 
1989a), 
Specie; Common llillml' 
Eincom wheats (2n - 2A - 14) 
T. hor.oticum 801 . , \l.tlJ emkom wheat AA 
T. monoCYJccum I.. emkom \I. heat AA 
Durum and Emmc:r Y.hc:ats (211 - 4.t - 28) 
T. durum Desf. durum wheat A.ABB 
1. dinll'C-U/11 s~hrank emmcr wheat AABB 
T. dicoccoidf.:. Korn. w,IJ cnuner y, heat AABB 
T. turgidum l .. poulard, rivet or com wheat AABB 
T. polonicum L. Poliob whcat AABB 
T. carthlirnm Nev k1 Persian v. heal AABB 
T. per:,·icum Vav. Persian wht!llt AABB 
T. 1ura11icum Jakuhz. Nu common name 
Timopheev11 wheat · (211 - 4.t - 28) 
T. timophenii Zhuk. No common namc AAGG 
T. militillllt' Zl·uk. & M•cus(h Nu common name AAGG 
Common or Brtlll.d \I.heat~ (211 - 6t .. 42) 
T. 11e.-.1ivum L.. common or l,n:11J "'heats AABBDD 
T. c11111pm1um Host. ~luh "'heat AABBDD 
T. spl'/111 L. ~pdt wheat AAHBDD 
T. macha Dek. & Men. ~pelt wheal AABBDD 
T. :,ph,1erornn-um Perl.'. hot \l.ht:al AABBDD 
T. mdlm·ii Jakuhz. No 1.:11mmon naml! AABBDD 
Zhuk°' li whc.11 (211 - 6.t - 42) 
T. :)iukonkyi Men & Er. No ~·ommon naml! AAAAGG 
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Table 2. Taxonomic class1fica11on~. Jenome lllld plasma type ch:s1gnations of the spt:eies of the penera Triticwtt and 
Aegllops accordme tu several workers. The so-culli:d modified genomt.':s are undcrlint:d. 
7l 
Sy~tematicO 
Genome de-.iimatlon according to: 
(3 (4 (S (6-10) 
Kingdom: Plantat.': 
Divi!.ion: 
Subdivision: 
Cla-.~: 
Tracheophyt.i (VaS(;ular pl1t11h) 
Pterupsida 
SuhcJa.,-;: 
Order: 
An1mapennae (tlowenng plants) 
Monocotyltdonae 
F11mily: 
Trihe: 
Suhtriht': 
Gniminal~ 
Gra,mni:ae 
Tntic.:atJ Dum. 
Tnt1c1n11.e llolm. 
'frmrn111 L •• 
Section: Monocon·,, Fl11ks. 
T. mt.1110,vccum I •• 
ssp. boeo•icum (Bmq MK 
s11p, mu110,vccu111 
T. uranu Thum. 
1: 111011,,. 11, ,·um I •. 
Section: Din1ccoi,leC1 Flak~. 
T. rur,1/idum (L.) Thi;II T. t11r,:ul1m, (L.) 
s p. turgidw11 
ssp. dirocroid~, (Kom.J Tiwll 
ssp. dic,,ccum (Schrank) Thdl 
ssp. durum Dest: 
~p. polo11icu111 L. 
ssp. pa.ileum (Percival) 
Vaviluv ~Jt Zbuk. 
T. tl11wphee1•ii (Zhuk,) T. timofllzee~H (Zhuk.) Zhuk, 
ssp. 11ramt11w11 {Jukllhz.) MK 
ssp. timopheni/ 
Settion: Spt'/ruidt'a Finks, 
T. tie.ftil-um ( L.) Thdl 
,ssp . . 1pelta (L.) Thell 
s~p. 1i11•i/ovii (Tum.) Sl!.llrs 
.S.\p. mad,a (Dek 111 Men.) MK 
ssp, \'ul,:ar,, (Viii ) MK 
ssp, COl!IJlactum (Host) MK 
~sp, 1ph,1nomccum (Pere. ) MK 
T. zhuJ.m•.,kyi Men. & Er. T. :J1ukmaiyi Men & Er, 
St'('fion: A111hylc,pirum 
Ae. murim 801ss. 
St-ction: Sitop,1i.1 
,<ft •. 1huru11e11.fts Eig. 
Ae . . 1prltoidn 
V1tt •. ,,,elroidr.f T1ms~h 
v11r. liK1Wirn (S11v1~n)Cu,~ . 
.-1e. /011,:/.uima SrhwemJ. 
8.: Mus,hl. 1n Musch!. 
T. trlp.111roit/1•.1 (Juul,, & Spath) 
Bolcl ... n 
T Jpelroid,•.1 (Tau,~h) 
Gren, l'~ Ri,hkr 
T. longi.11111111111 (Sl'hW<)Jnf &: 
Mu,~•hl. in Musch!.) Bold..,n 
A 
A 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AB 
AG 
ABO 
AAG 
Mt 
s 
sl 
T 
51 
BA 
GA 
BAD 
sm(7 
Source of 
cytoplasm/ 
plu.~a typeO 1 
A 
A 
B 
0 
0 
G 
T,T2 
s' 
S,G 
sl 
( 
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Table 2 continued 
Ate. b1rnmis (For-.k) Jauh.& Sp. 
Ae. sear.11i felc:J . & Kl\. T. hicome Forsk. sh 
Section: Vent'brma 
Ae . .rquan·osa L. 
Al'. cra.f.ra (4x) Bo1s.s. 
Ae. crm.fa (6x) Bois~. 
Ae. l'!vi/01•ii (ZhuJc.) Cheon. 
At'. , llriro.ra Tausch 
Ae. juwnalis (Thell .) E11, 
Section: Cyli11dropyrum 
Ae. caudata L. 
,fr. ryl11ulrim Host. 
S«lion: Cumopyrum 
Ae. como.111 S1bth. & Sm. 
Ae. u11iurl.r111111 ViN. 
Stttion: Puiyeidr.r 
At'. umbt'/lulata Zhuk. 
Ar. OVtlftl L. 
At'. truiris1a1a (4x) W1lld. 
At'. 1tiari.r1a1a {6x) Walh.t . 
At'. rolwnfltlriJ Zhuk. 
Ar. biuncia/i.1 Vi . 
Ar. kotuhyi 801 
A,-. vuriahilil F,,. 
At'. triun<'i.1li.f L. 
ssp. triunciali.1· 
,sp, triuncia/i.r {Boi-.-s) Zhul; . 
I M11..:Kcy(l966) 
2 K1mher & Scar:. { 1987) 
J K1hara {in Lil1enfetd. 195 I) 
4 Kimher & Sea111 ( 1981) 
S Kimber & T~uncwald {1988) 
6 Mujeo.>b-KaZJ &: Wang (1995) 7 
wan,ct99J) 
8 Zhan& & Dvorak ( 1992h) 9 Yen&: K1mher (1992) 
JO Zhao& &: Dvorak ( 1992a) 
11 Wainl\'I & Barnhart (1992) 
T. um.iii Feld. & K1s. 
T. 1au.1ch1i (Cu.,s.) Schmal. D T. crm.1um (4x) (Boi,;s.) DJ Aitch & Hen~I. 
'f. crassum (6x) (Bo1•·s.J 
Allch, & Hen;;I. DIX 
T. ryric1<wn Bowden 
T. 1·e111nco.ta Cdb. 
T. ju1y,na/e Thell . OMV 
T. dichmian.1 (Zhuk .) tloklen C T. cylmdrirom C'es. CD 
T. mmusum (S1hth. & Sm.) Richter M T. u11iaristt11um (Vis. I Richt~r Mt 
7: umhel/u/a1um (Zhuk.) Bolden cu 
T. mmum (L.) Raspail CUMO 
T. lriarmafum (4:it) (Willd.) cuMt Goor. &Gr~. 
T. triarisr111um (6x) (Willd.) 
Godr. & Gre:i . cuM1x 
T. co/u1111111re {Zhuk.J 
MotTi, & Sears CUMC 
T. mt1crud1aetum {S~huttl.& cuMh 
Hut"t, ex C wal-Jouve) Richlt'r 
T. lwtsc-hy, (Bois.,. ) Bowden 
T. tnunna/e (L.) Rupa1I cusv 
cue 
72 
( 
sh \. ss 
ss 
D DM ocx(8 02 
QQM DOM ocxo<8 o2 
QMS OMS o:xss(8 o2 DUn DN D DMU 
o2 
C DC D 
M Un N N 
u 
u UM MU UfuC7 MO UM UM<9 u 
UM.Un UMN U,MXC9 u 
UM 
u2 
UM 
u 
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Table 3. A ynonym list ot annual Trirhu111/hgilop.1 s~ie.., (K1mher & Fo:ldman 1987b). 
Ae. auch<'ri 
(aucheri) 
Ae. hicomis 
Ae. biuncialis 
Ae. rnwlara 
Ae. rolumnaris 
Ae. cumosum 
.◄e. <T 4fJO 
Ae. ryli11Jru.·a 
Ae. geniculara 
Ae. heldrechii 
Ae. ju1'f'11alis 
Ae. kot.n'h\·i 
.◄e. ligu.1tica 
(ligu,tica) 
Ae. IOlll(is1i11111 
Ae. l011gfasima 
v . shC! r<J11r1,f1s 
Ae. lu1e111ii 
Ar. mwJ.xr<!fi: 
Ae. 111,11hu 
Ae. 11cglem1 
At•. 0I·11:a 
Ae. pere,;r!11u 
Ae. penh1. 
Ae. recltl 
Ae . . H'anii 
Ae . . rhflrc>,u•,,sis 
Ae . . rprltoide1 
Ae. sq1wrmrn 
Ae. rriarisrnta( 4.t) 
Ae. triari.1111111(6.t) 
Ae. trip.1acoides 
Ae. triu11ci11li.1 
Ae. 1uru111a11ic11 
Ae. umbellulata= 
Ae. u11iarutara 
Ae. 1~,riabili.1· 
A,. V(ll·i l,n-i i 
,fe. 1•n11rico.w 
T. ae,:iloJH 
T. aegilupoide.r 
T. aramticum 
T. b,wme 
T. bu,oticum 
T. rnrthlicum 
T. colu11111m't' 
T, COI/IO.\'U/11 
T. <-rt1.1·.1 um 
T. <)'li11dnrn111 
Synonym, 
• T. spelroide.1· 
"" T. bicvr11c 
- r. macroclwetum 
T. di cllll.!il<IIIS 
... T. colunmare 
• T. cumosum 
-= T. cr,1.1·.i-um 
-= T. cyli11<lricu111 
• 7: 0\'(I/U/11 
a T. ,,111/tJ.\'UIII 
= T. ju,•e,wle 
.. T. fotxchyi 
-= T. .1peltoide.1 
.. 7. Jo11,lissimum 
• 2 . . 1!1am11en re 
T. madlro, hactu,~, 
~ T. dic11w,.1m 
w T. tripJaet•i<.',•r 
= •,: 11egle,111, 
T. rr1.,ristatw11( 4-ri 
= 7: ... --.-.,.,:un, 
= "f. J'l!TC,l(Tll'tll/1 
u 7: 11/u.,dui., 
,. 1. rt ('ltl , 
T. triar, ,t(l:;im(tu:) 
;,-, I. u m-sit 
• T. vl111ror,et1.1t' 
"' T. .1pe/101dt1 
(li,~u.itica) 
• 1: ltlu.vchii 
.. T. 11e11lect11 
= T ,.,,,·111 
= T. trip.rncuide.1 
= T. 1riu11, i11le 
.., 1. 1111,•1111/e 
7: umhcllulmum 
• T. u11ian.1tcl111111 
• T. pt>rt'grmum 
-= 7: syriacum 
= T. l't't11rfro.1um 
= T. 11111.1 ch ii 
• T. 111111/1)('0CCUI// 
• 7: ti, wphee1 ii 
• Al'. binm1i.1 
.. T. mmwcun um 
= T. tu•·gitlum 
= Ac. nilr111111t1rir 
= Ar. cvmo.rn, 
Ae. hl'ldrnlui 
= At•. t'l'll\\11, 
At'. l'cll'ilt11·/ 
• At·. cylimlrirn 
Spl'Ci~ 
7: dil'Jwsiaru 
T. dicoccoide..1 
T. dicvcc:11111 
T. durum 
T. ju1·t>nale 
T. kotschyi 
T. /0111?•,Himum 
7: m11hrochattum 
T. IIIOIIOCVCC'U/11 
T. uranu 
T, Ol'Cl/111>1 
1: pe•·egri11u11, 
T. pcrsicum 
1. P"lor,icum 
r. r ,•(1(1 
T. H',1nii 
T. I/ (I /O/lt'/1.'Jt 
T. 1peltuide.1 
(auche·i) 
T. spelruides 
(hgu.1tica) 
7: 1yri:1cu111 
J: 111u1ch, 
T. ri11111ph 
1: 11moplrec1·ii 
v • .,J,uJ..m•.d,y 
r. trian.rflltum 
T. t:-ip.111mide.1 
T. tri1111cia/e 
T. I11rgidum 
T. 11111helluli1111111 
7: u11iaril-1t1rum 
T. urarru 
f. l'('/1/f/nJ.I U/11 
Synonyms 
• Ae. cmtdaw, 
At. markgrajii 
= 'f. rurgidum 
• T. turgidum 
• T. turgidum 
= At. juve11alis, 
At. turoma11ica 
• Ae. kotschyi 
• Ae, lm1i:inirn11 
.. At'. biu11ci11/i.<, 
At•. lmentii 
= T. aegilopoides, 
T. hoeut1cum, 
= A,-, 01·11111, 
At•. ge11irnl11111 
• A,-. perrgr1111I, 
Ae. mri<lb11i.1· 
• T. turgidum 
• 7: turgidum 
• At. triar,stata(6.t) 
• Ae. u11r.1ii 
= Ae . . 1hC1nmo1sis, 
.-le. /011di.l.l'i111,1 
v •. ,·haro11emil 
Ae. 11ud1en 
• ,~,. speltoides, 
1e. l,_,,.,,,,\1 
c::i 1t. \'lll'lfo.-t, 
'"• <·r,U.\'tl 
v, 1'<11'1/<1,1 or 
v . pa/11cst,11a 
1e. ltJU,,rru.rn 
f. ti,•wphenii. 
T. 111 arNicum, 
·r. 11,~111pheeiii 
11. u,uJ..unA)' 
T. timuph,·1·1·ii 
• At'. 1rl11ri.11a111, 
A,•. rec1t1, 
Ae. 11eKlec111, 
T. recrum 
.., Ae. mutica 
• .◄,•. tnu11d11lr.f 
• T. , 11r,hlicu111, 
T. dicucn•itlt'.r, 
T. dfrvccum, T. durum. 
T. fle!.\IW/11, 
T. polm,icum 
= Ae. 11111hcllul11ta 
• A,•. u11111ri.1tat11 
• T. 11/UIIUC'Ul'LUIII 
• ,-1,•. 1·e111rin,w1 
73 
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Tab~ 4, Tri,hvm sp<c;o, whhh ""'" ,y.,,,.tri, (,), ,ymp,tri, '" ~• ru>rth,n, p,rt of lhe F•rtil, C"""""t ooly (o), "'°""'"' (•) o, """'""' --(,) (From Kimb.:r & Feldman, 1987b). 
bi 
T. bicorne (bi) 
T. cvmossum (co) 
T. dichtuia11s (di) 
T. longissimum (lo) 
T. mo11ococcum (mo) 
T. searsii (se) 
T. sharonense (.rh) 
T. tpeltoidex (sp) 
T. rauschii (ta) 
T. tripsaco1des (Ip) 
T. umhellulatum (um) 
T. 1minri.11atum (UII) 
T. columnare (ro) 
T. cyl111dric-um (cy) 
T. lwtschyi (ko) 
T. macrod,aerum (ma) 
1'. neglecta (ne) 
T. 01•atum (o,•) 
T. peregri,ium (pe) 
T. timophee1•ii (ri) 
T. triunciale (Ir) 
T. turgidum (tu) 
T. 1•entricosum (l'C) 
T. crassu, .. (er) 
T. ju1•e11ale (M 
T. re,1a (re) 
T. syrincum (sy) 
Ploidy levels 
211 = 2.t 
2,i = 4.t 
w di lo mo .re sh sp la rp um 1111 cl 9' ko ma ne o,• pe ti tr 111 1-e er ju re sy 
S s a ll 
s s a s I 
II 
\ II 
s n s s a s s II s s s a s s s 
s s s It s s 
s 
a s 
a a s 
s 
a s a 
s 
I 
s 
a s a 
s a s s 
a a 
\ II 
a 
a a a s s 
s 
II 
s 
s II 
s s s 
a s a s 
a 
s 
a s 
a s 
s 
s 
s s 
s s 
a a s 
a 
a a s 
a 
s 
a 
s 
a I a s 
s ~ \ s 
s 
s s a a 
s 
s s s 
a a 
s s 
It s 
s a a a 
s s 
s s 5 
s a 
s s ~ \ s s 
a I a 
s s s s a 
.s t, s s s s 
s s s 
s 
s 
s s a s s s s 
a s s ~ s s s a s a s s s s a s s a a s s s s 
s a s a a a a a \ a a a 
s s II s s s a s s s s s a \ s s s s s 
s s a s s s 
It 
s s a a s 
s 
s s s a s a s s s s s s \ s a a 
s s a s s a ~ a a s s a s a s ~ \ s a s s a s a a s 
a a s s a s s s s a a s a s I 
s s s a n s s s s a a 
a 
s s 
s s s 
a a a 
a a 
s s s 
s 
s s s 
n 
a s 
a s 
a 
s s s 
a 
s a s 
a II 
s s s s 
s a s s 
s a s s s 
a s ~ s a a a 
a s s s a a a 
s s s s s 
a s a 
s 
\ 
n 
a 
s s 
i; 
n 
s 
a a s 
a .i 
s s s s s a 
s 
s a 
s s 
s s \ 
s a 
a a 
a 
s 
a 
a 
T. c-rnssum contatns tetraploid and hehuploid forms 
Ii 
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Table 5. Studic:., thac 1dt!nlifioo rcs1stance/tolcranr.: lo hwllc and ah101ic factor~ .i well as pos111vc v,matinn tor 
a&runomi.:ally favou111hlc: character, m the Triricum taxa. 
r. birome 
T. C'ulumnart' 
T. romu.fum 
·r, O-/ll',fU/11 
T. ,ylindricum 
T. dichl1.\iam 
T. juvenale 
T. kot1thyi 
1: lon!(il1imum 
, : m11crod1aerwn 
T. monmv«um 
T. 11eglectalrec1t1 
T. Ol'tltum 
T. peregrtnum 
1; uarrii 
T. sharonrme 
T. .,peltoul,1 
T. .iyriacwn 
T. tllUJChii 
Clulracterhtic and reference 
rust: leatl6 ,40, ydlow3f;; mildewl6,40 : Hessian tlyl6; BYov38, 
rust: l<-'at16,40, ydlow36; nuldt!w16,40; lb,1an flyl6; 8YOV38, slrt!!.., l4,47, 
rust: leafl6 ,50, ydlowl; mil<lewl6 , HllSS1an fly 16, hunt4 1, 
rust : leat40; nuldcwl6,40, Hessian fly 16, i:n:enhugl6, 
ru 1: lat16,40,41,yellow36; nuldew40, Ht!ssian 0yl6, BYovJ8, hunc4 1• 
ru.1: l,:oafl6,39,40,50, yellow.16,39 , stt'm39 ; m1ldewl6,.l9,40, Hessum fly 16 , i;recnbuii16, 
avov25. 
n.~t : leat40: rruldew40, hun14 I , 
ruM: :;:-,,t40.41, yellow-16, m11dew40, droui:htl,8,47, heat I, sattl, 8Yov38, stress47, 
rust : leaf I• IC:, seem ruse 1; mil Jew I, 16, H 11111 tly 16, grec:nhug 16, hunt4 I, heal I, drought 
tole1. 1 ,8. protein contcnl I 
rust· leat16,40,4I, ydlow36,47: n111Jcwl6,40, 8Yuv25,Jll, stress34,47, 
ru ·1: lc.at23,30,37,41,44, vdlow J7,44; llcss1a11 tly23, ¥rttnhug30, BYovJ8, protein conlen128, 
pholo5yn1het1c capaci1yS',33, salt tolerance32. 
ruse: l<'afl 6 ,40, ycllow36 ; m11dcwl6,40, lles..,ian t1yl6, 8YOV25,38, hun141, slres.s47 
rut. le.at16,J9.40, ycllow36,39,47, .tem39,4 I; rrul<lew 16,39,40, Hessian t1yl6
1 
slress34,47, 
evov38. 
ru,1: Jeaf16 ,40 ,46. 1ellow36; mildew l6 ,40, Hessian t1yl6 , iir«nhugl6 , WeAA47 
ru~I: lc:if16. ydlow36, 
rust: !t!Jltl.16,39, ydlow39, Meml,39; nuldt!wl6 ,39, Hessian flyl6, ~ri,cnhugl6, salt toh:rancel. 
rust : lcatl,16,39,46,50, yellow36,39,45,47, stem ru~tl,.19; mildewl6,39, Hessian t1yl6, 
i:rt!t'nhug 16, BYov38, phn10,yn1he11c capa,1ty33, bun14I 
avov38 
75 
T. t111wphu1·ii 
T. triuncitllt' 
T. triprnroide.1 
T. turg1dum 
mst: lellt4,Q,19,23 ,41,48,49, }ellow49, slt'm4,l9,48,49; rrulilew9.48, tan ll(l\•l48 111eenbug9,23, 
Hess um tly9 ,2 I ,23,26, \\heal curl mite 13, sull loleranctJ3 I, pholosyn1het1,· cap.i~1ty33, strns47. 
ruse: h:afl,23,J0,43,44, ydlow44, sleml.43: mildewl,29.43, Hessian fly23,30, prolem cooh:nt28, 
rust : leafl6,4o,4 1, yellow36; m11dewl6,40, lle~"S1a11 t1yl6, Ire s34,47, BYOV25,38, hun141 , 
ru~I: l~t40, yellow36; mihfo,,,40. 
T. umhcllularum 
T. Ulllllrt.\latum 
1: \'t'll/rico.tum 
rust : leafl.6, 10, 14,37,43, ydlowl.6, 12, I 8,20,37, sleml0, 15.43; mildew6, 11,29.4\ prolcin 
conknl 1,2, 17, 18,27,21!, phoh1\)nthd1c c11p.1c1ty7,3:1_ k,:mel we1i:ht I, 17, earlme . I, drougb122, 
'lllh lolcr • .12, slrcs:;35. 
ru,1: ltlllt I. 16,40,4 I.SO, ydlow3'>,45: rmlJew 16,40, lie s1an t1yl6, gr~enhug 16. BYovJ8, hun14I , 
ruse: ydlov.45, Al tolcnm,c I. 
t:)e•pol 1es1stan,e1,l,24, Al tolerancel, mildt'w3, He, 1an t1yl6 
Characteri,tici.: Rest llln,c: to 'eat rnq, ydlow nN, 5km ru 1, J'<lWd<'ry nuldc:w, karrn1I hunl, ,·ye,p,•t, barlc:y yellow 
dw11rh1rus (BYDV), Hcssa~n 11}, i:recnhug. wh~t curl 1TUI,•. 
Tolerance lo frost, heal, Jrou~ht, sir<' s 1n 1it:neral, It, aluminium (Al). 
lmproveJ phy~iolo~11:11l fe.tturc:, u,h as photosynlhc11c ..:apac11y, .:nur. proldn, kernel "-c111h1, earhne!., 
Reference,,: I K1mht!r ~ PelJrni1n, 19117 ; 2 A\i,1, 1978; 3 Dehh,:., cl al., 1968; 4 Kerber & Dyck, 1978; 5 Austin et 
al., 1988: 6 Nc:vo, 1988; 7 C'llr\t'r & Ne,o, 1990; 8 Sh1m,!11 cl 111 .. 1982; 9 Gill cl al , 1986, 10 Bai & Knot , 1994; 
11 Moswman ct 11I., 1984; I.Z Gcrech1er•A1tUta1 & Stuhh,, 1970; 13 Thorrw, & Connl'r, 1986: 14 Moswmare et al. , 
1985: 15 McVey, 1991: l6 Gill t'I al., 1985: 17 Kushmr J.: Halloran, 1984; 18 Grnma el al., l'i83; H' 
Kcrh<!r. JCj94; 2 0 Gr11nu & Gert',·htc:r-Anuta1, 1974: 2I Hat-hell & Gill, 1~83; 21. Blum et 11I., Jy!IJ; ~ • , ct al., 
1988; 2.i Dosha and Dou"inault. 1973; 25 MaU,oul. cl al., 1994; 26 Hat~ht·II & G11: , 1981 ; 271...awr1:n . , 111., 
1958: 28 Sharn111 el 111., 1981: 29 forgc:nscn &: Jensen, 1972; 30 U1II cl 111., 1983; 31 uo1ham ct al., 1986; 32 
K11.,hour&Damania, 1991; .UAu,11nc:tul., 1982; 34oamar.1a&AltunJ1, 1991: 35011m11ni11c:t11I, , 1991; 36van 
Slagcr.-n & Mamluk, 1991; 37 Daman,a & Sl.o\'mand, 1991; 38 Malloul. & Ghouh1m, 1991 ; 39 '/all..oun ct al., 1985; 
40F111uc:n~tein&Hammcr, 1985;4I Knv~henl..ol'l.il ., IQ85; 42ca,ullictal., 1985; 43A[ICI ', 1984; 44oh11li.walct 
11I., 1986; 45 M1l,,hov11, 1988; 46 r.foni,1er•l.i el al., 191i8; 47 Damaniil & Pt'ce1t1, 1990; 48 Co, el 11I., 1992: -.9 
Appeh & Lagu<lah, 1990; 50 Dhalmwl .:1 al .. 1991 
. . . . ' . ' ' . 
( 
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l'ahie 6. Wheat rela,il',:i; 1:roup.,d "ccording to the genomes they carry anJ the prel.SumeJ dll.senelSS of 
their relation h1r:. to wheat (adapted from S~rs 1981). 
Gniup 
Species hav1rg only the A·, B- o,- D•gt.:n >mes 
11 the d,pln1J prog<lllllors 
b) the tetraplo1J progenitor) 
2. Polyplo1Js h<1vmg one homo!t,ious genome 
a) the A-genome 
h) the D·ienomc 
3, Species having only homoeofogous genomes 
a) closely related spe.::ie.,, 
h) li:.ss closely relatl!J pe.::1e:, 
I see Tabfi, 2. 2 
see Fig. 2. 
Speci~ 
T. fflOIIOCl.l('C/1111 
T. tausclrii 
1: turr:idum 
T. 111,wphenii 
T. cyli,ulricum 
T. 1•, ntricu.rum 
T. lTa.J.\Ufll 
T. \)·ri11cum 
T. ju1•e11u/e 
T. speltu/tles 
T. b•wml' 
T. /011i:1ssimu111 
T. .1/mr,me,1.Jt' 
T. ft'llrsii 
T. kmnhyi 
T d1ch11.1ia11.1 
T. < U//1/J.\ 11111 
r. tripracoide.r 
T. 1111itm.rtarum 
7: 1111,hdlulmum 
Other U genome polyplc11d,2 
Sevl!ral Elimga Sp«1es 
Spe.::ie, of Seca/e, lluy1111/dia, 
Hurdeum, Axropyw11, Elitrir:a, i:lc. 
Genome1 
A 
D 
AB 
AG 
CD 
DN 
DCX/D1·xo 
DCXS8 
DMU 
C 
M 
T 
N 
u 
76 
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Tuble 7. Th.i g<!nPmt:s of 1i'i1irn111 ,pc, rt:s am.I tht:ir avuilahrhl)' tor alic:n gt'nt' transtcr (m.lapted from Krnrbcr, 1993 as 
cil<'d by Mujlleh-Kaz, & Wang 1995). 
Genome 
A T. monococnm, 
T. tur!fidum 
T. rimophee~·ii 
T ae.rrlvum 
0 T. (ClUfCh1i 
T. cyli11dricu111 
T. \'t·111ricosu111 
T. Cl'/I.UU/11 
T. Jll\'('ll(llf' 
T. 1\'l'iucu111 
G6 T. 1i:11nphet'l·ii 
56 T lpd1oi.Je.1 
T. hicum~ 
,: f..·0Hd1yi 
f. /1111gi.Hilllllf11 
T. St'ilr.i·ii 
1: .rharfllll'll.l"f' 
C 7. d1d111.1·i11m 
1: Q /111,I, icu111 
M f. t'tJ/lla.\'Um 
T. c11Jum11,11t• 
T. OtlH,1//1 
1. ju1·e11ale 
T. maau, har/11111 
T, Ol'll(U/11 
T. 1yri11c u,11 
Optinau ,, ti!t·hnique, dilliculties, 11vailahility 
Rocomhmataonl, p.iri111ll1 U.trt.'llu-:e<l .i:am.:lt's po~s1hJe2, &1:llTltl ft'OOII e rt?paltl!lnrng\ i:ood 
availah1hty4 
Kt"<:omhinatmn, some ~t:nome rep11ltt:mmg, .i:ood avail11hility. 
Re,·omhlnation genome! rt:patlt:mmg. av,ulahlt:. 
R~ombinatinn from IMdractls, somt: gen,1mt: rt:path•mmg. very good av111lah1hty 
Re~umhtnution, partially uurellu..:cd i:amett:s pos~1hle. gooJ :wailahil1ty. 
Rocnmhination, meiotic diffo:uJty5, genome r.:pattt:ming, availahk 
Re..:umhilliltmn, mc1011c difficulty, c:m iderahlt: go:nomc rcpatt.:ming, poor ava,lahiltty. 
Rc.,(1111hrnatt0n, mdntic d1ttic11lty, gcnomc r,·pattcrning, poo1 a\ailahiltty. 
Rc4:ornb1J1atmn and/or pairing mrn.lttit'r, acuve7 (s1~me S J;t!Ollfl "'ac.:.:ssions cont:un supprt::-.~o,, 
ot Pit), t11cwl1,· d1ffkulty, consi•'crahlc gcnorno rl·puttcming, ~\atlahlc. 
Pamng mm.lilic11t1on Ct'l.jlllri:J8, 111cmt1c J1tf11.u1t:,, c,i 1\ldcruhlt' ge,iomc rcpatternmg. poor 
1n 111lahiltty. 
Pai11ng 111mhtiv1twn rc11u11t•d. rni:iott, J1thnilty, ,t>ns1d1:r.1hh: g.:nom1.11t'pdllcrntni; poor aviult1h1lrty. 
Pairing modlfkat111n rt!<fUtreJ ur inni1.1ng raJratu.,11, mcmttc <lilfirnlty, rnn.sidl'rahlc g..-nnmc 
, t attcrning, poor avuil11h1ltty. 
T. 1611n11,1111111 
N I. 1111i11ri.1ta1, "' 
/'. IV'llfl'fro.,11111 
r. l/1/1,\tl(''Oidr,\ 
Pairing m1,.titw11twn rt•<juireJ or 1onmng rad1ullon. mciolJ1. 
Jllf1<.:ulty, 1.·:ms1dcrahlc i,: ·nomc 1..-palh:mlng, poor av111labiltl). 
Re1.t>m1111111tum nnd/m pamng mu,ltfit'rs pn:,cnl (,11111<' T•~t'IIUlll<' .tl·,,·,,1nns ,ont.un sJppn:,,o,~ o1f 
I'll). mciott,: ditt'kulty,cun,,dcrahl.- gcn,1mc rcpaltcming, 11v111J,1h1,,. 
U /. umlwl/11/a111111 
T. lot\ll,yi 
l11111L.111g r,ulr"t1011Q, rni:1011.: 1.hfti,;ully, c11ns1dt•rnbl ... gcm,111.:- 1crath.•rnini;, p<>"r a,a1lt1h1hty. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
h 
7 
s 
I) 
{; I tJ[U,11/ltl/'t' 
T JUl'/'/1(1/t' 
T. ma, 1orh,u·111m 
T. 111111·11m111111 
I: tri1111d11lt• 
ll1•111<1loi11u, ll'l·om>,in,1111111 ,11th,,, ..Ill !1ru111,i-,1111c, 1, puss1hl<!, 
I I h\brtJ ~1th ,,ht!.lt tend, 111 proo,,.e 1c~111ut11111 nudci 
(h·n,,nw 1ep11tl.:mtng 111J1-:1h.:s c\ 011111 ,m,· }' 11111,lal 1<'al111n., 1,J th,· !!1.'llllllll! 111 rh,· Jn,,,,.. 
Cicot'ml ud11c, ahilrl) ul II i;n1..i trnt r 
M.·mt1..: 1,hlh.ttll) >tlllt, ,tts pt>sSih! • 1.1>1 , ,1l,ilt11n, \\Ith the 11111,iJ11<11on of alien nm,tt:nn Ju,• to th,· prc•,,·n e of 
111111hornolt>gnu, gcn111m·s nr 1ran,l11,·.11,1•n, 
S 11nd G0 g,·11mncs urc do,dy 1d,ucd to th,· ll .i:c1>nml!. 
Cont.1111, 1:r.n<'.-. rh,H lllil)' mrnht) lht• t.~prc.,siun ul the ho,1111<'(1!11go11s 11a11111g ,1•11ln•I tn1,;lhanrsm 1:1 ,,heat. 
i l, •111n..-11ln1,1 ,11, n, h.111:,:<l n,·,·J, 111 111Ju,l·d 1' ., <'lllJh the dt ,111pt111;1 111 tht• l'h 111,·, h,1n1s111, 
lntrogr,.s,inn 111'1) uni) h,· uch1,•1,·J lh1<mgh th..- \h<' nl 111n1zing 1 1d1ata,,n to 111Ju ,1 d1w111,1~<1t1kl hr ... ,1kag1.1 m1.J cxdrnn~e. 
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Table 8. General procedure for 1:mhryo rescur.: und culturing. 
I. Hyhrid1zation {e:1rl) or hud polltnatwn) wuh optional. prior to and or post 
pollinallon appli..'ation ofhyhridi1.ing ai;ents (tc.g. 75 ppm a11uoous GAJ). 
2. I.:mhryo 1:xcis1on, 11~ soon as sign, of seeJ deh:r:oration or deg,mer.ttion is oh~ervd, 
ideally J 8·20 days post-p,,llination 
a) seed stenhz..ataon 
b) a,cptic embryo removal 
3. Culturin~ on 11rtifkial solid m.:.l1a 
4. Incubation umler contrnlli:d ,ond1hon~ 
a) T1m1perntun: regiml!: 25°- '28° C, with orrional, h:mperuture ~ho<:k 
for thr.: 1mlui:tion of gi:rmmahon 
h) Lighting: phntu~noJ ~ontimuty ('✓9n,1hle, D/L per,ods) 
5. Trnnsplantation and bardemng olf nf plantkts (ste1ile •ult,trata, sum.I 11nr.l1or 
vl!rnucuhk; Jm:d sw1 pnltoction, in..:rea,·eJ hum11Jity). 
78 
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T11hle 9. Types of wh~t 11neupl1111Js 11ml their Jescnptivc turns unJ symbols (Joppa, 1978). 
Meiotic rnnlijll nitinn 
-------------
Tenn llnaploid Tetruploid 
Nulltsorn1,· 20· 13" 
Monosomic 20"+ I' 13" +I' 
D1som1c 21 • 14" 
Trtsonuc 20" ~ I'" 11"+1'" 
Tet111so111ic 20· .- , 1v 13"-t 1IV 
Null1somJc•tetrasom1c 19"+ 1IV 12" ➔ 1IV 
Mono1closorn1c 20"+1' 1.1"-tt' 
D••closom1c 20· +-t" 13" +r• 
Monotdoi.11son11c 20· -t 11• 13"+ 11· 
Double monNelo.o;c11mc 20 +1·+1' 13"+1•+1· 
Double J1telo:;on11c 20• ... 1·+1• IJ"+t· +-t" 
D111K1no1eloso,1uc 20·+1"+1' 11•+1·+1' 
Monosonuc 11JJ11mn 21' + I' 14" +I' 
D1son11c add1110n 21 • -t- I• 14"+ t" 
Mono•\\ heat rno110-11licn ~uhstttuttnn • 20' +I'+ l' 13•+ I'+ I' 
U1-11lten uh,111u11on 20'+ 1· 13"+ 1 • 
• Ahen uh t11u11ons arc llt!ll11i,YJ1aled hy tndtClltmg the chromosome cit the 11hcn 1.-uh,11tut1on ll•ll01.w<l hy the 1.\ht·:it 
ch1111110:;<Jllle rl·pl11 ~: e,i: l R( I A) 111d1ca1es 1h111 11 pair of d{ dm11110S<1me.~ n:pla~ d II parr ol I A c hrnmowme 
19 
( 
- . 
. . . - . . ' 
. . . . 
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Table IO. Counrries that supplied the ac~cssions of thc collection, 
Country Number of 
acces.,ions 
Australia 21 Bulgana 53 Canada 57 Pr1111ec 11 Gcnnany 10 Israel 229 Japan 134 Yugoslavia (Scrnrn) 12 Russia 24 Swc.-thm 
6 Syria 97 Turkcv 
8 UK 
8 USA 
..!J2 Unknown origin 54 
Total 95 
. . 
' ' 
'· . . . 
• ~ ' ::... ._ It 
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Tuhle 11. The 6J1«1e., name.~ ol rhe Tru,cu,,, ("IPJ<rl c11tro1• ,. Feldman, 1987) anJ 
1hi11op_~ ·um (cl.iss1ticat1on of Dewe}, 191:141 B<".t' ,_ ">r's ll~ re.:c.>1, . ,1d 1he nun bers of a~ce, , ,ons per 
spec1<J.., test~ tor rcac11on lo lea/ ru,r. 
TritiC'U/fl 
56 ( T. ae11il-um) 
3 (7. huwnt') ( r. t o/u1111w1u) 
2 ( T. <1 1111ot11111) 
(T, <'rll.1.\Utn) 
(7 cy/i,ul,icum) 
(T. did1mic11u) 
3 ( T •. uI't'n11/e) 
6 ( T. ~otsch)t) 
2 u: ,011giuimum) 
( T. mad1roC'h11c1um) 
105 (T. monocon urn) 
(7; <ll'tltum) 
( T. per,•gri11um) 
7 ( J' lt'llrJ ii) 
3 ( 7: 1haro11,·11.1r) 
l! ( 7: rpdt,Jitfes) 
(7; J)TIIICU/11) 
JO ( 'J' /1/UJthll) 
72 (7. t1mopht·1·11i) 
( T. tri11ri.1tll/11) 
2 ( T. t.iu11cicile) 
344 ( T. tur,r:idum) ( r. umhellulmum) 
( T. u11i11ristmum1 
28 (T. 11rart11) 
( T. IV'l/(T/1Yll'II//I) 
n,inopyrum 
8 D1. brr.111mh1t ·um 
3 711. elo11gnru111 
2 7h. i'II( •pi111.1um 
77,. ,11111,'obum 
l n,. 111.11id111111 
7 n,, /111111•iji1111u': 
3 n,. <.-irpeum 
5 771. lllf(' /111"'(1111," 
3 711. }U/11 t'll/1/ 
2 Th pv,lp1•1,1r 
n,. ,,,,.nr,111, 
2 /11, ro11r,, 11111 
----------------------
Atgi/ops 
12 (Ae. b1mr111.1) 
4 ( le, m/1111111a11s) 
I (A,·. C'O//l()fll) 
23 (Ae. rrcu.ra) 
15 (Ar. (J /11uJrica) 
6 (Ar 111111/a,11) 
(Ar. tu1uma111ca) 
(A, . kotJ·d1y1j 
J h (Ae, /u11g11J1111a) 
17 (Ae. hiu11cia/11) 
17 (Ar. mma) 
10 (At>, 1~1riab1/1s) 
25 (Ae. •rar11i) 
IO (Ar rharon, ILft') 
3 (Ar. rprlro1dcJ) 
3-1 (A,•, IYll'l/rm) 
20 (Ar. Sl(ll/I1',Vstt) 
11 (Ar. tn<1nrtat11J 
I 9 ( ◄e. It ium 111/,r) 
(Ar, umh, //ulm11) 
(Ar. u11i1msr111a) 
5 (,fr, ll'llfllca 1/) 
AgropJ'ron 
I A. juncrum 
1 A e/011r:111u111, 21 
3 ,-1 rl<11•i:t11,n11, 4r 
Tolul 
IS 
4 
J 
23 
IS 
6 
" 7 
18 
17 
IOS 
17 
10 
32 
13 
11 
34 
'30 
72 
11 
21 
3-14 
'J 
I 
28 
s 
9 
IO 
2 
7 
6 
' 
.1 
2 
2 
No te.-.led for 
leaf ru,1 
re,,i.\tanc~ 
56 
IS 
4 
J 
23 
JS 
6 
4 
7 
18 
17 
88 
17 
10 
32 
I 1 
I I 
J4 
30 
72 
II 
21 
144 
l 
I 
17 
s 
9 
10 
2 
I 
'J 
7 
b 
s 
I 
2 
l 
1. 
926 
81 
( 
,.,; . ~ . 
r . . • · · · ' • , • 1 ' ,, · • , ' 
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T11hle 12. Av1rulence/v1rult'nO:e charac1eri~t11:s of p.ilhutypes of PuC'Cinia recwulita Roh, ex Desm. I. 
p. rritici uSl'J lo study leaf rust res1~tanet: 111 the 11-e wild species collection, 
Path,' pe 
UVPrt3 
UVP118 
lJVPr19 
UVPrtl3 
Al irulem:c/virulrm c rharacterhtics 
Lr I ,2a,2b, lfo, 1 I, 15, 17,20,24,26,30/2c,3,1, lbg, 10, 14a, 16 
l,r 311,Jbg, Ua, 10, I I, 1411, I(,, 17 20,26,30/J ,2a,2h,2c, 15,24 
Ir 311, lhg,3kl1, 11, 16,20,26,J()/J ,2t1,2b,2,·, 10, 14a.15, li,24 
Ir 2,1.2h,3hg, 1S, 16, l7,26/1,2c, lu,3~a. 10, I I, 14a,20,24,3ll 
I .1 3a,3hg,'3J.11, 11, 16,20,30/J .~11.2b,2c, 10, l 4a, 15, 17,24,26 
. . . 
82 
( 
. - . . . . . . . 
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Tahle IJ. lnleclmn l)l)e cln ses pmJu.:cxl hy 877 Tmicum (nomenclaiure alter K1mhcr & Sears, 1987) and lhi11opy1u111 
(no111end111ure 11~corJing lo De"ey, 1984) 11ccess1ons following 1hc1r in,JCulahon \\1lh an inoculum ml\ nfthe pathotyr,es 
UVPr12, UVPrtl, IJVPrt8 , lJVP,t911nJ UVPrtl~ . The numhcr ol n1cc~ful hyhnJ11J1t1on auernpts anJ the numhcr of 
FI cnmh1na1ion that expressed the '1!.\1 lil.n e 11,e also 1nJ1cah.xl. 
/ ; tlJ'.\(/l'UIN 
T. b1come 
T. colummms 
T. romo., um 
/: CNl.UU/11 
T. cylin,lrirum 
T <!irh i,iam 
1 JUl'('IIUlt" 
T. kotsd1y1 
1: lm,gisslmum 
T. machmdiaerum 
7: lllo/10<'0('<'11111 
7, O\YIIU/11 
7: pert"gri111m1 
T. St'llf'Sii 
T. rha1,111eme 
T, Jpeltoldr.r 
T. syritzrum 
r. '""" hii T. llfll/lJ•hre1•il 
7: //111//1/11/11 
r rriu1wi11Je 
1: 1u,gid11m 
T. 11111h,l/11/mum 
1; u11i111 i,111111111 
T. ura11u 
r. 1, 111rirw11111 
Tntal 
/11 , ht111,rahim111 
n1 ,,f,m •,ui:m 
n1, <'Clt'..lfll/lJSUI/I 
111. wniJi,/111111 
711. diw,hum 
1h. ju11crljom1t' 
711. ·" 11pru111 
711. 111r,m1rll1u111 
711. JUll(t'l•"1 
/11 , podpr1,1e 
1Jt, llln It 14111 
111, Jl<lll/l<'Ulll 
Total 
Genome 
D~ign11tion 
~BD 
s 
R 
UM 3 
M 
DCX/D 
CD 2 
C 2 
DMIJ 
us1 3 
s1 s 
UM 10 
A 30 
UM 8 
us1 s 
ss 10 
ss 4 
S 7 
ctxss 9 
() 2 
AG 22 
l/~1/X 7 
Ul' 21 
AH 18 
U 2 
N 
A 
DN 
17{, 
2 
2 
9 
Reuctiun1 (n J 
MR 
2 
II 
5 
2 
6 
2 
10 
I 
46 
MS S 
I 2 
8 13 
11 
4 
4 
2 2 
3 5 
I 6 
!I 38 
3 
I I 
2 18 
3 6 
J 
14 
4 22 
11 38 
4 
19 277 
I 
2 14 
IU 
2 
2 
7 
4 
6 
10 
2 
4 
6 
1 
I 
2 
.15 
No. of 
un:. 
lotul 
56 
15 
4 
3 
2.l 
15 
6 
4 
7 
IS 
17 
S8 
17 
10 
J2 
13 
II 
J4 
lO 
72 
11 
21 
344 
J 
I 
17 
5 
77 
9 
10 
l 
3 
7 
6 
i 
2 
51 
I lyhridi,.atinn re5ult,2 
CR NV E S NI-: 
4 
2 
J 
3 
s 
6 
6 
10 
7 
2 
3 
5 
4 
I 
23 
7 
21 
28 
}. 
143 
2 
3 
I 2 
c/ 
5 
6 3 
7 
2 
4 
19 :1 
2 
3 
3 3 I 
2 9 8 2 
8 16 4 
2· 
7 76 44 16 
1 
lh·ad11•ns: R • r,.,.,qant, MR • 111,l\kr,1tcl) r<!S1•.tunt, ~IS • 111,,.Jer;it.:I) ,usccphhle, S - ~us,cpllbl<J. 2 
ll)hr1J1SJ1t11>11 rc.~ults CR • lhe nu111hcr of crosses thal proJu-.-J St·,·J s, NV• the numb.:r ,11 ,rn ,c, lh,d proou,·cJ 
111, 1:1hlc liCC<ls, I.:• nurn~r ol uosscs an \\h1d1 wmpletc: rc.,istun,·e ,rns c\pressed 111 the f • <; - nu:n~r 111 ~ro ,es 1n 
\\111,h 1 •sist,1n,,• wus 1101 c,p1 •sseJ 111 the F1, NI;• numhe1 Cil ~,,,_.,_,c:s 10 "h1~h 1hc rest tu, ' . \\l1s not dle.;11\c 11ga10,t 
~II 1he pa1h11t)pcs u~cd, 
f I planls fru111 one, rni,s "ere pr .. .Ju,:\.-oJ anJ \h'rl! re,1,t,,nt, hut lalt'I J1eJ , 
( 
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Table 14. A ~ummary ot backcro~s rt!sults obtained with th.: 1110.,t pro1rus1ng soun.:t!, nf re~ist,tn~t!. 
I ( 
FI 1nlt!<:tion type (IT) Mo.st adv11nred batkcross: \ 
Cross F1 sdf Chromosome pKlhntypt: 1J1ix I UVPrt8 fertility Gt:n1a mr. lT wtth UVPrt8 numbt:r (2n) 
CS x T. colum11ari.1· 
J-A-017 (CS/588-COL) :I ;I No B4F I (B4F2l 40 3-A-058 (CS/614-COL) :-1- Y.:s B3F1 (133Fz) ;-1=. x. ;1=.3 45 3-A-066 (CS/128-COL) ;-2 X Yes B3F I (F2) ;, 2 41-48 
CS x r. ryli11dricum 
4-A-064 (CS/ 183-CY) ;- ) -t- No Fl 3-A-059 (CS/590-CY) 1--2 Yt:s BzF1 (B1F2J ;-I=, ;2 I 
CS x T. korscl1yi 
3-A-051 (CS/676-KO) :1-- Yc:s B3F1 (B3F:,,l ;- I .,. -14 4-A-032 (CS/678-KO) ;IC No B1F 1 ;. ;-I.: 2= 4-A-096 (CSt617-KO) 0; No F I 
T. /011,:i.1.fil1IUI/I/T. 1/10/IOCOCl'UIII/ '('$ 
4-A-115 (483-LO/972,MO//CS) ;C-42 No F I 
CS x 7: mo~·1y1d111e, um 
3-A-023 (CS/683-MA) :1= Nu B4F1 (8.l2) ;. ;-I==. X 47 4-A-162 (CS/762-MA) No F 4-A-150 (CS/763-MA) :-1 - z No f-.1 I 4-A-151 (CS/766-MA) :-1- No Fl 4-A-159 (CS/708-MAJ :N-l""Z No F 1 
CS lt T. O\'ll(U/11 
3-A-097 (CS/757-OV) 2+ :-2-C Ye:~ B1F1 (B-,Fz) :-I"", X 52 4 -A-063 (CS/ 146-OV) :-:?Z No p· -I 4-A-112 (CS/693 OV) :-z=z No Fl 4-A· I 38 (C'S/755-OV) 
:-I"", :• IZ Nll Fl 4-A- 139 (CS/758-OV) ;-2+ l Nu r 
-1 -A·I l (CS/760-OV) :-1 t No J rl CS x T. perexri1111111 
1-A-016 (CS/673-PE) :-1 = ; I - No B4F1 <B.l2J :. X 43 ..,-A-044 (CS/488-PE) ;N Yi:~ B3FJ (B3Fz) 0; 42-49 3-A·ObS (CS/161 PE) : I. N11 R3F1 CB3flzl ;.X 44 1-A-0'.! I (CS/702-PE) :-1 = Yi:s HIFI (f.:?) ; , ; I -4-A-023 (CS/682-PFJ ;IN No B1F1 :-1•.:-1+z 4-A-087 (CS/680-PEJ ;-I= N{, F I 4-A-090 (CS/009-PE) ;- IC Yi:, 8 1f-1 Wl) ;, :-1-, ;2+ 
CS x T. 1h11ro11e11s,• 
3-A-0JO (C'S/174-SH) :-1- No B4f l (84 Fz) 0:, .-1 =. :-1- 46 4-A-025 (CS/148-SI I) ;I .,. Yt:s B2F 1 (B 1F2) :-2Z 
C'S x T. spelrvide.1 
3·A·0l2 (CS/08 I ·SP) :1 = :• I Cl Y,•s 8
.l, 18,t2> U:, .. X 44 3-A·0 13 (CS/69 I-SP) ;1= Yc:s B5 F1 (B5 F2) :, :-lar. ;1=. X 411 4-A I 37 (CS/692-SP) O; No F I 
C'S )( T. 1yri,1rn111 
4-A-022 (CS/84lJ-SY) :-1- No B1F1 :. :-1 +z. :-2 ~z 
.. ' ' , . ' ' ' 
-~ . . ' . . ' 
.. ,- .. ~ ' . ,, . . . 
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Tabli: 14 ~ ·ntinu~ 
I ( CS x T. timopheevii J-A-001 (CS/260•Tl) :I =.1 ;-I Yi.,s B5F1 (B5F2) X 42 3·A·002 (CS/20 I· Tl) ;I ;- ,- Yi:s B2F1 (F2) :-1 = J-A-003 (CS/i85•Tl) :i- X Yi:s B2F1 (B1F2) ; 1 =c.Jc 3-A·OOS l CS/479-TI) O;N ;. :·J =- No B4F1 (B4F1) O;,; 44 3-A-014 (CS/648·TIJ ;•1 = ;-1 Yt's B3F I (B2F2) ;, :·1=, X 46 J•A--022 {CS/653-TI) :t= ;-1 Yes B3F I (B2F2) 4 3·A-029 (CS/255-TI) :1= ;1 =, ;J· Ye~ B2F1 (B1F2) ;-1 ·. : 1· 3-A--030 (CS/654-TI) : 1-3 ;I++, :2· Yi:s B2F1 (B1F2) :-1 C 3-A-03 I (CS/251-Tf) 4 ;-1- No B2F1 3 ·A--032 (CS/254-Tl) 4 ;I+ No B2F1 ;-1= 3-A-033 (CS/639-TI) ;1= ;I= No B1F1 4 3-A--034 (CS/200-TIJ :N ;-1- No a 3 r 1 (B3F2) ;-1 • ; I ... :-1 41 3-A-054 (CS/256-Tf) ; 1. ; 1-2 Yes B:F1 (F2) ;. ;-1, : I Ea·2Z J•A-096 (CS/258-TI) ;-1- ;•2Z y,.,s B3F1 (B3F2J :-1-=, X 51/46 3-A·l 18 (CS/ 76-TlJ :-1. X Ye, B2F 1 (B 1F21 :-2+ 4-A 002 (CS/199-TI) ;-1+ Yt:s BzF I (BI F2J ;-2 4-A-003 (CS/259-T!) ;-1. Yi.,s B3F 1 (B3F2) :·I"". X 46 4-A·009 (~S/256-TI) Yt',; BIFI CF2) ; 4-A-065 (CS'257-TI) X Nu B1F 1 J ... ,4 
CS x T. rriarim11e1 
3-A-100 (CS/155-TRT) O: Nu B3F1 O;.: 43 3-A-107 (CS/750•TRT) : 1 i- 1 • No B3F I 1B2F2J .-1. X 34 3-A-119 (CS/749-TRT) 2 Ye, CJ r I <F2) :-1=, .-1·, ;•I 
CS x T triunciale 
3-A-069 (CS/157•TR) 
No B;.?1 :N. ;-IC 4-A-054 (CS/ 156-TR) :N-1· Nu F I 4-A-095 (CS/779-TRJ :2 No Fl 4-A-129 (CS!77J.TR) ;-2Z No Fl 4-A-130 (CS/781 l·TR) 
: .. 1 = Nn Fl 4-A· lJ I (CS/7812-TR) ;-1 == Nu r, 4-A-145 (CS.'838-TR) 
;-I - N11 F I 
CS .< T rurgic/um 
3 A.-021 (CS/525-TUDSJ I Ye~ B1F 1 (R 1F-,) X 3-A-045 (rS/261 l-TUDI) ; 1-2 Yts flJFl (BJrz) ;, X 42 3 A-049 (CS/2612-TUDI) :·3 ;. :1= Yt~ B2r 1 (B 1F2) :. ;N-1 · , ;N 3-A-057 (CS/659-TUDU) ;I Yt~ B3f l (B3Fz) ;-t •. ;-1. X 42 J-A-062 (CS/28J-TUDU) ;-2= ) t'S 1121- I (Bl F7l ;, ·-1•. X 3 A-092 (CS/365-TUDS) ; Yts B1f1 (P2) ;, :-1=N 4-A·004 (CS/325-TUDS) ;-I t Y1:1, B2P1 (B1F:zl ;, :-1 &2 4-A-008 (CS.'645-'fUTU) ;-2""Z )' t!S B2F1 (R 1F2) :-.; 
CS 11 T. 11111bellulaT11111 
J-A•f04 (CS/740-U\.fJ 
Yt's B2F1 <F2i . 1• 
J 
P:1thot) r=s U'v Prt:7., UVPrt3, UVPrt8. UV?n9 w1d UVPrt 13. 
. . ·: . ~ .. \ .. . : \ 
. . . . :." . . . : . . •' . . . ' . ~ . . . . . . ~ . , _.· . . .· . . ~-·. ·. . . ~: .• . . : . ~ . . . . ' . · .. 
. . . " . . . . . ' 
. ·' 
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I 
Table 15. Leaf rust rcs1staut Truicum 1t,,i:ss1ons which abo produceJ resistant F
I 
hybrids 1n cros\es 
( with wht!llt. 
IT with IT with l~r rusl puthotype: 
a mix of S 
Accession Source pathotypes 1 lJVPrt2 UVPrtJ UVPrt8 UVPrt9 UVPrtl3 
T. t'Olutn11C1rfa 
J28-COL USA 1+ :-1= ;N ;1= 588-COL CAN O· :-1 ""C 614-rQL !SR ;1= ;1=c :c-1= :.:l""C 0: ;-I= 
T. cyli11dryct1111 
183-CY AUS :-2.;1 "",:N ;N-1'"" ;C 590-CY CAN ;N ;-1-
T. kotschyi 
617-KO JSR ;N O· 0; . 67tl-KO JSR ; I. ;1=c :t•c ;1-C ;-1 = :C 678-KO ISR ;-2=1:I 2=c :-1=c ;-I ·c ;-I 
T. /ong,.1.rimum 
.isJ-LO JSR ; I. 
:t 
T. macr,•chaa11111 
683-MAC ISR :1= ; I - :-1 =c ;I ;-I. 762-MAC BG 0 0 0 I), 0 0; 763-MAC BG 0 0: O: 766-MAC BG 0; O; 0, 0: 0 768·MAC BG 0: 0 0 ti 0; 0 
T, OV</!11,n 
146 ov USA 2 2C ;-1 • ;2 693-0V JSR 
,N :-1=c 755-OV BG : l. 
.\ :·I,.. 
·· JC :-2 757-OV UG :1•N ;C-1 ;N :N 0; 758-OV BG : J. 
·N-1 ~ :C O· ;C :1+c 
' 
760-OV 3G •• 1+-+,;1=- O; I 
7. pe~,·1: m111111 
161-PE L:SA :-1. ;•l. ,N ;-2= :-1 = 488-P': USA : I. :N ti; I); :C 073-PE USA ,-i- ;-l=N,:N ;-1 • 680-PE ISR ; I. :N 0 :-1-6S2-PE ISR :-1 ;N :C :C ;N 702-PE !SR 2= :·\.,N (l; O; 909-rE Unknown :I :N ;-J., ;1= 
7: s/wrcme11.1,• 
148-SH USA ;-1 +,: I= 2=- ; I. X X :-1 = 174-SH !SR O; 
T. ,1pelroide.f 
681-SP !SR :N :N 691-SP I.SR ; ,-
:C :-1 692-SP ISR O; O; 0 O; O; 
. ' • • 17 • • • • . . • • .' 
. ·.. . :, '< ... ·. · ... : · ... ~ .... '·.' , .·· .... -. ·.. .. .. '• .. · ... , . ., . ' _, .. ' . 
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Tahiti 15 contmuc<l I 
T. syriarn,.1 
• { ( 849-SY SYR X,; 0· 0; 0; 
T. timophee1•ii 
185-TI Unknown ;,;I 199-TI GER ; I. ;N ;C 
;C 200-TI GER ;-I 
;C ;C 201-TI GER ;I" 0; ;C ;C 253-TI JAP ;CN-1"' ;N 254-Ti JAP ;CN O· 255-TI JAP ;N Cl; 256-TI JAP 
O· ;N . 257-TI JAP :-1 Q ,; ;N ;C 258-TI JAP O; 0: :N :N O; 259-T! JAP O· 0· 260-TI JAP 0; ;N 479-TI Unknown ;I"" :•I "'C 0: ;J= 6)9-tl ISR : .. : 1 - ;CN :N 
:1• 640-TI RUS O; :CN :C 2ec 
:-1 = 648-TI lfnkoo1,1,n ;-I= O· ;C 653-TJ USA ;N 
,C'N :C :C ;N 654-TI USA . ;N O: 
,N ;C 076-TIA USA :1+,3= :-J"" :-1 + X 
T. triaristnta 
155-TR"." USA : I. : 1. ;-I. 1== 749-TRT BG ; J. ;-J·N :C O: ;C :-1. 750-TRT BG ;-l=N :N ;C'N :N :N 
1'. 1riu11ciule 
156-TR USA ;-1=,:1 • :N 0; ;N O; 157-TR USA : 1= 
,· I :-1 ""C O; :1= 773-TR BG ; I - 2 C :-1 ➔ C 0; 1· 777-TR BG O; ;IC 0 778-TR BG 
.-1 = O; ;IC ;1• 779-TR BG :· I ,I O; :-1=c 78!1-TR BG ; J -
.N 0 78P TR BG :2- ;I"" ;C,; 838-TR Unknown ;JJ:: ; ';-I== :C :CN-1 = 0: 
T. rurgi,lu111 
2611-TlJDJ JAP ;2· :2=c 2· ;N ;C 261:-TUDI JAP N O; 325-TUDS ISR ; 1.X :-2•c ;-1 C :-1 = ;1• 365-TUDS ISR ;I ;C ;C 525-TUDS Unknown :I.X O; :-2 +-z X ;J + 283-TUDU JAP ;2,; I :c-,= 
:I (T 659-TlJDU Unkonwo ;1== :N ;- I ce ;CN :-1 = 645-TUTU RUS ;,;N :N :N O; ;N 
T. 111nbcllul11tu111 
740 UM BG O; :CN ;N 0; :N 
I Pathot}pcs: llVPrt2, UVPrtJ. UVPrt8, UVPrt9, UVPrt 11 
. 
" ' ', .. . ~ . . 
. • , • • • • • • / .. • , : • • •· •. • • • • • • • • • I 
. or· •• • . • . .- • . • • • • 
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7. FIGURES 
r 'I'. ta.usf'/11i T IJ/'<11'/ l/ 
I 
'I: 111onoeorc11111 
I' ::,·pr>//n de-..· 
I r l011;,:i..,s111111m 
I: S/Jt1/ 0//f>IIW 
I' !Ji<'(J ·,u, 
1' ','(>, I J'', / { 
l 'l'. r'Oll/0'-illll I' U/1 id /'f-.,·{,1 { /JIii 
l /' r/1elu1-..·1t1n-:,• I' un1h,,JJ11/c1L11n1 
Fig. I. Phylopenet1, tree ul the:: tl1pll•1u T1iti,wn spc~1e, ha\,·u on variation 111 the re,tncllun lrug mcnt 
hmgth putte ms of repeated nudeot1de SC<JUcn~c, (Dvor.U. 8.: Zhani, 1992). 
88 
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Proaeniton. Tetniploid Hexaploid 
T. umarlstatum (Un)---------------~~~~~~~~,i-•-7. recta (UMUn) 
T. nt le<Ttl l UM> · 
T. mmosum CM)--,-,---
T. umbdlulalum (U) 
T. omrum (UM) 
T. macrodtartum (UM) 
T. ,vlumnort (UM) 
T. dichmfon.1 (C) ------L-- r. munc 1,1/t CllC) 
-
--Le T. kow:hyi (llSI 
Stt~• I :cs (S) 
T. prrtgrmwn (US) 
fig. 2. A 1.hagr11mma11c n:pr ntall,)n ol the nU11or cvol1111onary features ot the U-scnorne carrying 
w1tJ \l.hcat pee, (Kimi\.• · FdJman, 19117a). 
89 
'( 
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--------------------------
f>roaenitors Trtraploid H~ plJid 
T. :iichruians IC>------► T. cylindrlcu,n (CD) 
T. unmnstrJum (I.In)----.-- r. l'tmtrlrosum (DUn) 
•1. er um (DOM ) 
1. tauschll (DJ---.---.... '---------~ 
T. .x»nlJJIUII {Ml _ __, ______ 7: rra..-sum (DM)-r--,,--
_____ .._j ___ l__ ◄•-T. 1uvenalc (DMU) 
T. lon1i 11num IS) ______________ !.__ ____ T. syna um (OMS) 
T. um!N/lulmum (U) _____ _ 
f"ta. 3. A d1agratruruit1c n:pr~tahon ol the IOIIJ0r evolutionary features of the D -£enomc carrying 
w1IJ wheat pec11:s. Evolution ID this cluster wa.~ ~haraclen:r.ed hy two major event . The fir t left the 
tdraplo1ds, T. rylimlric'um anJ T. \'t'ntrimsum (Yen & K1mher, 1992) with ntiall) unaltercc.l O-
,eno=. The i;ecomJ involvcc.l te1rarto11J T. rmssum pcc1 and ~ulte<.l tn the formation of hcxaplo1d 
w11h uhstant11lly mocJ1tieJ D•genomcs (K1mhcr & Feldman, 19871). 
. . 
I . , • 
90 
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. . ··:'i,~ . , . ' . "'' . . . . . . ' ' . 
i• . . .• . ~ .• . . 
. . ~ . . . . . . . . ~ - ~ 
•• • -· • • ·' • • • • • • - • • ' ·- •. • • • - II, 
Wild Culti,ated 
Hullt'd 
T, mon0t.YJ<eun, (A) ---.-T. monoroccum ---- :;: •. "!-foron-um 
~fl . lxJt'otlcurn 
(A) 
T. uranu (A)c 
Unidentified 
Unidc.:111ified 
(G) -----r. 1/mophrr1ii ---~•~ 1 111,,ophr.n~• J_ . ururaricum ll' 1i,,1oph, ~1·/i (AG) (t',...,, 
(B) 7: turgidum - -- TT. rurgiJu,r •--- .' r:,, '{idum 
fl • diro,n,iJr.1 sp. di'co«um p. tt; ,11m 
(AB) f (AB) (An1 
I 
T. rauschii (D) ---------------1 .. •,tivum ••--.. --.1. ,~ ~mi 
\-. ,~/ta 
var. 1•1a,-h,1 
var. 1 , .. 1!u11 
(ABD) 
• Al present 7: uraru is r~11artlc"J as I separate pc,::c.\ (Morrison, 199)), 
var. • .,irL,' 
var . .SJ" t.Pr: ,-. .. ,-r..11 •,, 
var. rorr,1 ,c;;. • (ABD) 
•la. ,. A d1agnm111at1c reprcstnt.tion ul the ma1or evolutionary foatur~ of the A·!l• 1,,1rn.: CUT)'m& 
wild and ~uhavatcJ wheat r«•e.~. Fur simplicllJ flO ~,Me mtrngression het"11en the let. '>inkl f)OCi"5 is 
001 hn"11 (K1mher & f-elJman, 1987a). 
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w 
I 
L 
D 
T. vwlrolda 
(var. ligustlca) 
(var. aucher,) 
(SS., GO) 
T. t/mqphrn-li 
ssp. ararorlcum 
(AAGO) 
T. mo,wcocrum 
( p. at'gilopolde.r) 
(AA) 
C 
j l 
T. 11mr111 
{AA) 
ffl ll r 
I 
'; 111,gidum r X ffl 
(AABB) 
I 
T.diroccum 
Unu.lentihcd pecacs 
(Formerly 1n &eetion 
Satopsis of Argilops) 
(SS• BB) 
T. tauschii 
(ssp. srrangulata) 
(DD) 
U T. tlm,,ptitt,-11 
i. p. llfr.ophuv,i 
T (AAGO) 
• x m r. r.wntn'IJCC'wu 
( p. monocvcnmr) 
(AA) 
T. pakorolchicum 
CA.ABB) 
I 
V 
A 
T 
E 
D T. :J111km,A-,·1 
(AAAAGG) 
T. tumnicum 
T. po/onicum 
T. 111,gidum 
T. durum 
·r. canhlicum 
(AABB) 
T. spe/1t1 
T. \'(ll'l/u1•ii 
T. machn 
T. sphat"NJco«um 
T. com{'t1,1um 
Taestfrwn 
(AABBDD) 
Fia. 5. Evolutionary ongin of cultivated Y.hlllt (AABBDD am.I AAAAGG) (Dvouk, 1991: t !tiler, 
1987: Kunher & Pelc.Iman, 1987: K,mhc.·r & Scars, 1987: Juang & Gall, 1994; Shands & Kimher, 1973; 
T 11newnl1 & Og1har11, 1983; Dvorak rt al., 1989; M1yl.'ih1ta d al., 1994: Knott, 1989a; JW'ng & Gill, 
1994). 
' ' . 
. . . ' .ti ' 
. ., -
. ' ~ 
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·) . . . . . 
f . . ' . . .. 
@ prunary gene pool second11ry gene pool 
t erl111ry gene pool 
.J. 
FORAGE 
GRASSES 
F'11, , . Gene pools in the Tnllceae (Bothmcr et al. 1992). 
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(a) 
T. at.sri,•um ll T. lt1u.rc·hi1 AAD/. o•o• 
PI l T. ae.stl,um 
hybrid / AABBDD 
ABDD• 
r 
Select 
T. c,r.rtn'llm 
AABBDD 
(h) 
l T. turgidum 
AABB 
Fl hybnd 
ABD• 
I 
Double 
I 
Synthellc heuploid 
AABBD·D· 
I 
Select/Screen 
\ 
l Sd • .:t, J synlhellcs 
AABBo•o• 
Fl 
AABBDD• 
I Selo,;t 
I cv. X - any hc:upl111d whc:at culllvar 
T. aestil'l'm ~v.X I 
AABBDD 
T. ar.stfrum cv.X 
AABBDD 
Cc) 
Jt T. turgidur,1 \~:.~-
ll Pcntaploid FI 
AABBD 
F I B denvatives 
se\cct AABBD plants 
I 
Sell & recover 28 ch. F2 tenomcs • AABB 
I 
Tetra X 
AABB 
" T. 1au.rd1{1 
DD 
Fia. 7. Gene tran~ter from T. 111urchii to T. llt'.rtivum vu1 (a) direct cros.,ing and backcro ing (BC), (b) 
the u of a tctraploid ~,rid'1'"11 r«ies or (c) the u~ of an utra led tetn1ploid t,rid,o aaiot1pc. 
94 
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-- . 
- . 
. _, . . ... 
. . J . • : . ' 
~ 11 !' •• 
(c) 
~<!llt(6,c/x m 
~(a) 
Ala:n (2x) 
7"A2 
. . 
m 11 f Whe.it (4x) 
Polyhaplo1d Fl f )l m 
21 '7' A 
Wh~t (6x) 
21. 
~ 
' Polyhaploid Fl 
2I'7'A 
/ 
double3 
I (b) 
Amphlplo1d x 
21"7"A / 
// 
49-ch hy'~nd 
21"7'A 
X 
l 
Wheat 
21" 
Whl".al 
21" 
(d) 
Hordeum bulho.rum m JI f 
uamayl' ~
sel«:l~ 
cluornosome elimination 
I 
Alien add•tion 
haploid 
2I'A' 
double 
I 
D1•ahen 
addition 
21 "A" 
/ 
douhlt\ 
I 
BC pr1. Amph1ploid x 
0-~• • l• -7'X 21"7"A / 
Wheat 
21 • 
I 
Mono-ahto 
addition 
2 l"A' 
s«:lf, select 
42-ch hybrid 
l4"7'W7' A 
x Wheat 
I 21 • 
----------
self, S<llect 
I 
D1telo-ahen 
addition 
21 •1• A 
stied 
rnisd1vis1on 
I 
Monotelo-alien 
addition 
21 "t' A 
I sex of the parents 1s nott>d only when the d1re..:tion of the cross is critical. 
2 alien genomc:/chromosomti 
3 chrornP'«lmt! douhline 
4 sele,. ,, , for chromosome number 
Fia, 8. Cytogenellc mc:thods for the production of wh,:at-11hcm addition lines. (a) Knott, 1987, 19891~; 
(b) Scars, 1981, Knott, 1987, 1989b; (c) Gale & Milh!r, 1987, Barcley, 1975; (d) Laurie & Bi:nnett, 
1986. 
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(11) 
Mono-whe:it I I JI m 01-ahcn 2o·w•i 
\ add1t1on 21"A"3 \ 
lh, \ 
Mono-"hear r ~ In Dol 'ilc r 2o·w· 
I mom nuc 20"W'N 
11elec14 
Mono-alien 
substitution 
Moao-v. hear 
20·w· 
(CJ 
)I m Di-alien 
I adJition 2l"A" 
SCl.'lC! 
Mon wheat 
(d) 
fl ~ m 
\ 
m ll r 
r 
tie leer 
Mono-"'-hear 
Dilclo-alien 
aJ·J1tion 
21 •1• A 
Mono-v.heat 
Monotclo-a'ien 
20"\V't'A 
D1-1.hen Monotcloc.11-ahen 20"A' 2v"W'A" 2o·w·1r·A 
I 1 miR.11\1 10n & selechon leer 
select ~ t 1 MonoleJo-alien 
D1tclo-ahen suts111u1ion 01-ahc:n 
suhs111u1ion 20"t'A 
suhstitutwn 20"t"A 20"A" 
I sex c,f the parents 1s noteJ only whim the d1re,,;11on ot the cro is cri11~-.1. 2 \l.'he.r.t chromosome 
J ahen chromosome 
4 crel«lion for chromosollkl nu•nher 
Fia. 9, Cytoi:em:ric m,••hoJ· tu, the proJuchon of an a hen uh lltullon line. (a) Sea. , I ~81, Felt.Iman 
& Sears, 1981; (b) ant.I (c) Knorr, 1987, 1989h, (J) Gale Miller, 1987. 
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_ , ~ • ~ , A ~ \ .:~ f•t '- . . • .; t 
. . . . ' . -<.. , ~ ,: • ,, • . . ' \ ~ \ 
. . , ... ~ .\.. . ..· ., ; 
• ~ ✓ • •• "' # ,n-, 
. , . • ··.... . \ .• -.:f, • ~ . . , ' .... 
. . . ' . . . . •, "~, . . . . . . . .... . . ,. ~ . 
;-1se r X 
20' f-58' 
seloc:t 
M:'i8 r X m 
2,1• +.SB' 
select 
I 
N~B MWMA x 
19•+se· + \\"+A' 
hon)()N)loa~ .L, 
pamn 
MW - monoso1n1. wheat 
MA - llll'no~m,c ahen 
D1-ahen ll N5llf5D 
,ub•titutton 19"+58° +5D 
20"+1A" 
MSB MW MA 
l9" +58 '+W'+A' 
.. or x ph•stock 
(phlb, ?a, 2b) 
21" phph 
ph· tod, dW MA 
20"+W'"t'A 'Pl:ph 
r X ffl 
I 
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fia. 10. "iG'hoJs for the nrodu<taon of ph•mduceJ \\heat-alum translocations (Knoll & Dvo~. 1976 Sears, 1981, 1984; FcldltWI & Sears, 1981; Gale & Miller, i987: Feld • ,, 1988; t:;ustafson & Di:ra 1989) 
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Fia. 11. Pro.:edure for the ~orterung of a transferred alien segm<lnt by allowing rec:o mb;oahon 
between two selectt:ld translocat1on chrom.;is~mes (Sears, 1972, 1981, 1983). 
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Fig. 12. Shortening of an mtershhal alien scsment by inducing it to pair with the corresponding 
portion of ,ts wheat homoeologue (Sears, 1983). 
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